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ABSTRACT 
 

The purpose of this study is to understand how humor was used in U.S. 

Presidential Debates and what kind of coverage it garnered in the press. A content 

analysis was done on the general election presidential debates from 1960-2004 and a 

newspaper sample of post-debate news stories to see the functions of humor use, type of 

humor used, and location in the debate humor was used. Results show Republican and 

Democratic candidates use humor similarly in trying to identify with audiences and using 

language types of humor. Results also find consistent coverage of humor in news stories 

with the most sensational cases of humor receiving the most coverage. Discussion 

explores the significance of the results, looks at a chronology of humor use in debate, 

third party influence and suggests implication for antecedent genre theory and methods to 

study humor research. 
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SERIOUSLY FUNNY: A LOOK AT HUMOR IN TELEVISED PRESIDENTIAL 

DEBATES 

Introduction 

One of the most memorable moments in debate history occurred in the second 

1984 presidential debate on October 21, 1984, in Kansas City, Missouri. Henry Trewhitt, 

a diplomatic correspondent for The Baltimore Sun, asked President Ronald Reagan about 

his age. Noting that President Reagan, then age 73, who was already the oldest president 

in American history, was running for reelection, Trewhitt asked, “Is there any doubt in 

your mind that you would be able to function in such circumstances [referring to the 

Cuban missile crisis]?” (Ridings, 1984b) Reagan in response said, “Not at all, Mr. 

Trewhitt, and I want you to know that also I will not make age an issue in the campaign.  

I am not going to exploit, for political purposes, my opponent‟s  youth and 

inexperience[Mondale was age 56 in 1984]” (Ridings, 1984b). The auditorium filled with 

laughter. Even Democratic candidate Walter Mondale and journalist Henry Trewhitt 

laughed too. The comment was quoted in the analysis of the debate in The New York 

Times (Weinraub, 1984) and in many major newspapers across the country. The 

humorous comment ended a week of concern about Reagan‟s age spurred by the media 

reporting of his performance in the first 1984 presidential debate. 

This moment in the debate is one example of the influence humor can have in 

public discourse. Scholars have argued that humor is a tool in that when used effectively 

can enhance self or group perception, however, if used poorly can have a negative impact 

(Meyer, 2000). In addition to self-perception, also important to a voter‟s perception of 

candidates is a candidates‟ presentation in media. The purpose of this study is to 
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understand types of humor used in presidential debates and types of humor reported on in 

newspapers.  

Justification for the Study 

This section will highlight significant reasons why a study on the uses and 

purposes of humor in presidential debates is an important contribution to in political 

communication research. There are four important reasons to do this study. First, that 

presidential debates are a significant form of campaign communication. Second, as 

previously suggested with Reagan‟s “age” comment in the 1984 presidential debates, 

humor in presidential debates is unexpected but memorable. Third, that the use of humor 

in debates can have a strong impact on a candidate perception. Fourth, newspaper 

reporting has been shown to be both inaccurate and an influential area of political content. 

This section will explore each reason in detail.  

A Significant Campaign Communication 

Several reasons highlight the importance of debates as a significant campaign 

communication. First, televised general election presidential debates have been an 

important and regular part of presidential campaigns. General election television debates 

started in 1960 and have occurred in every campaign since 1976. Primary debates had 

occurred in years before 1960 as well and continue to the present.  

Second, the presidential debate is one form of campaign communication that 

reaches much of American voting electorate, including Americans marginally attentive in 

politics. Pfau (2003) argues the marginally attentive voters play a critical role in 

determining the outcome of elections.  Every vice presidential debate since 1976 has 

attracted a television audience of at least 25 million viewers (CPD 2004 Debates, 2004) 
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and every presidential debate since 1960 has attracted a television audience of at least 35 

million viewers with many presidential debates attracting more than 50 million viewers 

reaching an all time high of 80.6 million viewers in the 1980 presidential debate between 

President Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan (CPD 1980 Debates, 1980). 

Third, watching presidential debates can have effects on viewers. Benoit, Hansen 

and Verser‟s (2003) meta-analysis of 33 empirical studies of presidential debates found 

several effects of debates on viewers for general election debates. Watching general 

election debates has an effect on viewer‟s issue knowledge, issue salience, preference 

toward candidates‟ issue positions, perceptions of agenda setting, perceptions of 

candidates, character, and candidate vote preference. 

Fourth, debates can have an impact on viewers through secondary modes of 

presentation. Although debates are often just a 90-minute event, it is common for stories 

to be done about the debates in newspapers, network and cable news, internet blogs, 

along with jokes on late-night talk shows, for several days during and around the time of 

the debates, all of which speak to the significance of debates in campaign communication. 

Pfau (2002, 2003) describes this phenomenon as the pass-along effect. The pass-along 

effect describes the initiation of messages in one communication mode (e.g., the 

presidential debates) and its diffusion into other modes (e.g., network news, late-night 

talk shows, blogs) and influence voters. A prime example of the impact of pass-along 

effect occurred in the 1976 presidential debate between President Gerald Ford and 

challenger Jimmy Carter in which Ford made a major error about the Soviet Union‟s 

position in Poland. Polls on who won the debate showed a shift from Ford winning to 

Carter after news stories about Ford‟s gaffe surfaced (Lang & Lang, 1979).  
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These four reasons highlight why debates are a significant communication and 

worthy of study. As presidential debates reach so many voters both first and second-hand, 

it is critical that we strive to understand all aspects of this campaign communication. 

Given these reasons, it is no wonder why scholars study presidential debates in political 

communication research. A glance at the bibliography in the Handbook of Political 

Communication in the chapter of presidential debates notes over 140 books, book 

chapters, and studies done on presidential debates since 1960 (Carlin, 1992; Carlin, 

Morris, & Smith, 2001; Ellsworth, 1965). These sources are just a sampling of all the 

articles written on presidential debates. Studies have looked at broad aspects of debates 

including the role of argument, issue and image perception, behavioral effects, latent 

effects, verbal content and nonverbal content just to scratch the surface. These four 

reasons suggest presidential debates is a significant campaign communication and is 

worthy of analysis. 

Humor is Unexpected and Memorable  

Presidential debates are a unique form of campaign communication. Unlike most 

campaign communications that candidates do apart from one another, debates bring 

presidential candidates together for a dialogue of sorts on the issues affecting the United 

States. Leon (1993) argues that the debates give the candidates an opportunity to play 

president. In presidential debates, viewers expect a presidential candidate to act 

“presidential.” Hart (1984) argues for four dimensions of presidential style: certainty, 

activity, optimism, and realism. Certainty refers to being resolute or complete. Activity 

refers to desires for change, implementing ideas and policy, and noting past 

accomplishments. Optimism refers to offering depictions of positive descriptions and 
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outcomes that indicate satisfaction and inspiration. Realism refers to the practical in 

society. Given the importance of the President of United States‟ position and the 

emphasis on being “presidential,” humor would not be common in debates. However, 

humorous remarks in debates not only continue to be made, but are memorable as well, to 

the extent that some uses of humor, such as Reagan‟s comment about his age have been 

remembered for years after the comment and variations of his comment have been used 

in other candidate, such as Dole in 1996 talking about not making his health an issue in 

the campaign (Commission on Presidential Debates, 1996a). Seeing candidates reuse 

humor like this should perk our curiosities as to the use of humor in debates. Because 

humorous comments standout, it is important to understand how viewers and reporters 

remember the comments to see if the humorous content that is used in the debate stands 

out in the debate coverage. 

Humor Impacts Candidates 

Humor use by politicians, presidents, and vice-presidential candidates have been 

studied in other campaign media (Baum, 2005; Pfau, Cho, & Chong, 2001; Young, 2004) 

and have been shown to both help and hurt candidates. Focus group studies have reported 

comments about the role of humor in debates (Tonn, 1994). Tonn‟s research explored 

viewers‟ impressions of humor in the 1992 debates. Viewers made several comments 

about Perot‟s humor in the debates. In the first debate, viewers described Perot‟s one-

liners as “witty” “intensely appealing” and “refreshing” (p. 111). However, by the third 

debate, viewers had grown tired of his use of humor. One woman stated  

I think he wore out his style. It‟s nice that someone has some humor and lightens 
things up, but now it seems like every opportunity he had to speak he had a quick 
one-liner. He even brought back the “I‟m all ears” thing again. It was like, “Okay, 
you‟re funny and we‟re chuckling, but enough is enough.” (Tonn, 1994, p. 119) 
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It is because of this ability of humor to help and hurt candidate perception that Meyer 

(2000) argues humor can be a double-edged sword. This section of the analysis will focus 

first on ways candidates use humor. One way that candidates can use humor in a debate is 

to attack an opponent. Ridicule, sarcasm, irony are types of satire which, although they 

can be quite funny, can also be used to attack opponents in a less abrasive manner than a 

direct attack. For example, Elliott argues (1960) that people can use ridicule harshly; 

laughter from the ridicule can serve to suggest people are out of touch with the norms or 

needs of society or to suggest their action or positions are irrelevant.  

Candidates also often use self-depreciating humor (Yarwood, 2001, 2004). 

Presidential candidates and politicians alike use self-depreciation humor throughout their 

careers. This type of humor can be very helpful in helping voters connect with a 

presidential candidate. In an interview, Yarwood (2004) cited Senator Dale Bumpers (D-

AR) who said 

In public speaking, you can ingratiate yourself with self-depreciating humor better 
than any other way. I cannot remember in my twenty-almost twenty-seven years 
in politics, ever having made a speech to any group without opening with a couple 
of good jokes and, as I say, and preferably self-depreciating jokes. (p. 107) 
 

Yarwood (2001, 2004) found that Congressional representatives “feel self-effacing 

humor is the best kind” (p. 363) of humor to use. Some of the advantages of self-

deprecation humor include that it tends to put the listeners in a good mood and shows the 

listeners that the speaker does not take him/herself too seriously.  

Humor and Candidate Perception in Debates   

Newspaper coverage of humor in debates further highlights how important humor 

is in debates and how it can affect candidate perception. For example, after the first 
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presidential debate of 1984, Saikowski‟s article (1984) said that Mondale was strong on 

style and one of the reasons attributed to Mondale‟s style was “he showed he had a sense 

of humor, pulling off a remark that drew the biggest laughter of the evening” (Saikowski, 

1984, p. 1). It was these elements Mondale‟s style in the debate that led Saikowski to 

conclude Mondale had “won credibility” (Saikowski, 1984, p. 1) with the American 

public. Because humor is not expected in debates and is interesting, when it is does occur, 

the humorous comment(s) often receives newspaper coverage. Moreover, reporters like 

Saikowski (1984) have linked candidate humor in debates to personal qualities of the 

candidate.   

Analysis of Perot‟s 1992 debate performances provides another example of how 

humor can both help and hurt candidate perception (Rhea, 2006). In the first 1992 

presidential debate, Perot‟s humor was received positively by journalists. His comments 

such as “I‟m all ears” turned into great sound bites that repeated in newscasts. Just after 

the first debate alone, Black noted that 61 percent of those polled by CBS after the first 

debate had a more positive opinion of Perot “after watching his witty television 

performance” (Black, 1992, p. 17). Some reporters suggested his performance in the first 

debate helped to “reestablish himself as a candidate” (Rosenthal, 1992, p. A1) and to win 

the first debate (Seely, 1992). However, tone of coverage on Perot‟s humor was not all 

positive. Molly Ivins (1992) after the second debate suggested that Perot was all humor 

and lacked the substance to back up his words and convince voters he would be an 

effective president. Newspaper stories that link humor in debates to personal qualities of 

candidates are important because past research has suggested that media reports can 

influence perception of debates (Sears & Chaffee, 1979; Steeper, 1978). These reports of 
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candidate humor could play a role in shaping reader‟s perception of candidates; therefore, 

how the media perceive candidate humor in debates is important. 

Inaccurate reporting. Due to the ability media have to influence readers‟ 

perceptions of candidates, accurate reporting about the debates is important to our 

understanding of the candidates. Past research has suggested that reporting about the 

debates has not been accurate on other elements of debate content. Over the last 25 years 

of debate coverage researched, Benoit, Stein, and Hansen (2004b) found that in each 

election, candidates acclaimed more than they attacked their opponents in the debates but 

newspaper coverage about the debates discussed the attacks more than the acclaims. 

Benoit, Hansen, and Stein (2004a) uncovered the same finding for coverage of primary 

debates in the same time span. Analyzing the accuracy of reporting of humor in 

presidential debates will help us understand if this troubling trend of inaccurate reporting 

is apparent in other aspects of debate content. 

Conclusion 

These four reasons, that presidential debates are a significant form of campaign 

communication, that humor in presidential debates is unexpected but memorable, that 

humor in presidential debates can have a strong impact on candidate perception, and that 

newspaper reporting has been showing to be inaccurate and an influential area of political 

content, give ample justification for doing a study on humor in the presidential debates. 

The next section will explore in detail the extant literature in the areas of presidential 

debates and political humor.  
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Chapter Two: LITERATURE REVIEW 

Presidential Debate Research 

General election presidential debates first occurred in 1960 and have become a 

regular part of the general election season since 1976. This section will explore the extant 

literature in debates to understand what we know about the verbal content from debates, 

the media coverage of debates, and the exclusion of humor from the debate content 

previously analyzed. 

Debate Verbal Content 

Hart and Jarvis (1997) exploring campaign materials from 1948 to 1996 made 

four broad conclusions about presidential debate discourse. First, debates add sobriety to 

the campaign. Candidates speak with more uncertainty and ambivalence about campaign 

issues and character attacks than in other media such as ads or campaign speeches. 

Second, debates reduce campaign bombast, as candidates are less optimistic and more 

idealistic than general speeches. Although they are idealistic, debates have also squashed 

unwise visions developed on the campaign trail. One such example was Bill Clinton‟s 

vision to reach out to the youth, a vision squashed in the debates by exposing Clinton‟s 

vote record against issues that would help the poor like Head Start. Third, debates bring 

focus to the campaign. Unlike campaign speeches where candidates are free to talk on 

whatever topic(s) they wish, debates are highly structured on who can talk, for how long, 

and on what topics. This structure focuses the dialogue and attention the campaign on the 

issues of importance to question askers. Fourth, debates ensure self-involvement. 

Candidates vying for the presidency must discuss issues side-by-side and the public gets 

a chance to see for itself. In such an environment, candidates tend to be more focused on 
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references to their own work and issues and less on human-interest topics such as people, 

families, etc.  

Hart and Jarvis‟ (1997) exploration of verbal content give us a broad 

understanding of debate coverage. As most techniques of humor involve words, the 

exploration of verbal content is important to understanding why we should study humor 

in  the presidential debates. The following sections will provide a more specific 

understanding of extant literature on verbal content by focusing on studies that address 

discourse analysis, candidate strategies (clash, incumbent, and challengers), debate style, 

and questions for the candidate. 

 Functional Theory. Benoit‟s Functional Theory of Political Campaign Discourse 

has been useful in understanding how candidates use discourse in communicating with 

the public. Scholars have analyzed all general election debates from 1960 to the present 

(Benoit, Blaney & Pier, 1998; Benoit & Brazeal, 2002; Benoit et al., 2007; Benoit & 

Harthcock, 1999; Benoit, McHale, Hansen, Pier, & McGuire, 2003; Benoit & Wells, 

1996; Wells, 1999) with Functional Theory. Functional Theory is grounded in a few 

basic assumptions.  First, the candidate‟s goal in using discourse with the public is to earn 

votes to win an election. Second, elections are comparative and voters vote for the most 

suitable candidate based on criteria important to the voter. Third,  although candidates 

may not employ all three functions (acclaims, attacks, and defense) in their messages to 

voters, candidates may use all three strategies of discourse to persuade voters and be 

receptive to the candidates‟ messages.  

The theory posits that candidates use discourse for one of three reasons: to 

acclaim themselves and make them more desirable to the public, to attack their 
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opponent(s) to illustrate that opponents are less fit for the position they are vying for, or 

to defend themselves against attacks made by their opponent(s). Functional Theory also 

suggests that candidate discourse will focus on a candidate‟s character or policy issues. 

Findings from the studies show that candidates tend to acclaim themselves the 

most, attack their opponents less, and very infrequently defend themselves. Across all 

utterances in primary and general debates, candidates have acclaimed in 62% of all cases, 

attacked 33%, and defended themselves in 5% of all cases (Benoit, 2007). Candidates 

favor talking about policy (71% of utterances) over character (29%) in debates (Benoit, 

2007). Although these studies have told us a lot about campaign discourse in debates, 

none of these past studies analyzed humor in the debates. Knowing the functions that 

humor serves in the debates can help us understand its value and use in presidential 

debates.  

Clash strategies. Lanoue and Schrott (1991) referred to debates as a “joint press 

conference.” Specifically what they mean by “joint press conference” is that candidates 

in the presidential debates do not debate each other but rather answer questions from 

journalists as they would in a press conference. Because both candidates are answering 

questions from journalists jointly, the term “joint press conference” was coined. Lanoue 

and Schrott argued this concept of debate as a joint press conference was developed with 

good reason “to keep the risks of debating low enough that candidates would not be 

scared off” (p. 156). However, Lanoue and Schrott believe that debates are valuable, 

nontrivial events and more than a joint-press conference. Additionally, Carlin and 

colleagues (1991, 2001) built off research from Ellsworth (1965) to demonstrate that 

clash does exist in debates. Ellsworth (1965) analyzing the 1960 Nixon-Kennedy debates 
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analyzed six categories of clash: analytical criticism, analytical defense, critical evidence, 

defensive evidence, declarative criticism, and declarative defense. Ellsworth‟s categories 

were the source of other studies analyzing clash on the 1980 (Riley & Hollihan, 1981) 

and 1984 debates (Morello, 1988). Morello (1988) found that 97 occasions of clash 

occurred in the two debates with Mondale initiating more of the attacks (45) than Reagan 

(15) and Reagan with more replies to the attacks (28) than Mondale (9). Carlin analyzed 

debates in 1988 and 2000 using slightly different categories of clash: a) analysis of 

opponent‟s position; offensive or defensive, b) extension of position; offensive or 

defensive, and c) comparison of positions and statement to opponent. Carlin and Howard 

(1991) found in the 1988 debates Bush most commonly used the analysis of opponent‟s 

position – offensive in the first debate and comparison of position in the second debate 

whereas Dukakis used analysis of opponent‟s position – offensive most in both debates. 

In the 2000 presidential debates (Carlin, Morris, & Smith, 2001) clash statements were 

utilized in 72 percent of all treatments. Both Bush and Gore used analysis of position-self 

clash strategy the most overall in the debates. Additionally given the different formats in 

the 2000 presidential debates, Carlin et al. (2001), found that numerous formats are 

capable of creating clash in debates. Morello (2005) recently explored clash in the 2004 

presidential town hall debate by examining the questions to see if they were clash 

oriented. His findings showed that citizens posed clash-oriented questions more than half 

the time. Additionally he found that the citizens posed clash-oriented questions 

significantly more than moderator Charles Gibson. Clash strategy research does not 

analyze humor research but does make the point that there is actual clash that occurs in 

debates. Having a sense of understanding of clash is important in coming to explore 
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humor because humor can take the forms of various types of clash. For example, Mike 

Huckabee, speaking in the second 2008 GOP primary debate commented that “We‟ve 

had Congress that's spent money like Edwards at a beauty shop [laughter]” (Nagourney & 

Santora, 2007, p. A20). This humorous metaphor could be seen as an analytical criticism 

of recent government spending and eccentric spending of John Edwards on haircuts.   

 Incumbent and challenger strategies. Debates have always involved challengers 

and incumbents or assumed incumbents (sitting vice-presidents running for the president). 

Studies have explored the candidates‟ uses of these strategies (Trent & Friedenberg, 

2004). Martel (1983) suggested that Kennedy invoked a “calling for a change” strategy in 

the 1960 debates whereas Nixon, assumed incumbent, claimed he could do better than the 

previous administration as well. Incumbents avoiding debates (as happened in 1964, 1968, 

and 1972) was a strategy unto itself. As Kelley (1962) points out “An incumbent who 

used the debate situation to challenge the challenger, forcing him to get down to specifics, 

could greatly lessen the efficacy of this strategy” (p. 361). In 1976, Ford decided to 

debate Carter. Brydon (1985) in his examination of different perspectives Carter used in 

the 1976 and 1980 debates suggested in the 1976 debates Carter used the “attacking 

opponents” strategy to blame Ford for the problems of America at that time whereas Ford 

emphasized the “legitimacy and competency of the office” strategies. However, in the 

1980 debates Carter, being an insider, was “tied to his accomplishments” or lack thereof 

and Reagan used the strategy of “emphasizing optimism of the future.”  

Smith and Smith (1990) showed that Reagan‟s incumbent strategies focused on 

his accomplishments and the legitimacy of the office as evidenced through several self-

references about his accomplishments whereas Mondale stressed “emphasizing the 
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optimism of America” and tried to attack Reagan suggesting he could not lead the 

country effectively. The 2000 debates challenged the nature of these challenger and 

incumbent strategies as Smith and Mansharamani (2002) found a reversal of strategy use 

from Bush and Gore. Gore, the assumed incumbent, incorporated the challenger 

strategies of “calling for change, taking the offensive position on the issues, and attacking 

the record of his opponent” (p. 101), whereas Bush, the Governor of Texas and 

challenger, used challenger strategies such as attacking the opponents issues, but also 

incumbent strategies such as “consulting with world leaders” including mentioning 

leaders Mexican President Vicente Fox, Norman Schwarzkopf, and Colin Powell. Benoit 

and Harthcock‟s (1999) research also showed how acclaims, attacks, and defenses are 

used differently by incumbents and challengers. Their functional analysis research of the 

1960 debates found that the assumed incumbent, Nixon, was more likely to use acclaims 

and the challenger, Kennedy attacked more. This trend of incumbents to acclaim more 

and challengers to attack more in presidential debates remains constant (Benoit, 2007).   

Challenger and incumbent strategies have shown us a great deal about how 

candidates try to use language to frame and shape arguments that will help them get 

elected. None of the strategies reviewed looks at humor as a tool used in a character or 

incumbent strategy. However, Smith and Smith (1990) in their analysis of Mondale‟s 

attacking the President Reagan, note in passing the value of Mondale‟s use of one-liners 

to advance Mondale‟s claims stating “By using one-liners to advance a cluster of 

otherwise tenuous arguments, Mondale overshadowed his [Reagan‟s] clearly reasoned 

answers on Medicare, taxes and the deficit” (p. 102). Statements such as this help to show 

the value of humor use in debates and why we should study humor in debates. 
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Debate style. Another important factor of debates studied is style. Hellweg, Pfau, 

and Brydon (1992) note that “given the general view that debates focus on style more 

than substance, there has been a desire to identify elements of style contributing to 

success” (p. 50). Jackson-Beeck and Meadow (1979) exploring speaker styles of the 1960 

and 1976 debaters found there was more to candidate responses that just answering the 

journalists‟ questions. Results found the debaters of the elections would often bring up 

election issues that the journalists did not raise and attempted to directly appeal to voters. 

They argued that candidates have their own issue agendas in debates and that the 

journalists‟ questions served “as vehicles for candidates‟ self-selected discussion” 

(Jackson-Beeck & Meadow, p. 179). Brydon (1985), in his examination of different 

perspectives Carter used in the 1976 and 1980 debates, noticed big changes in his style. 

Two examples of the changes that Carter employ are 1) going from mentioning  “the 

people” dozens of times in the 1976 elections to less than 10 in the 1980 debates and 2) 

using more harsh language to attack Reagan in 1980 than to attack Ford in 1976.  

Another key style element that developed over the lifetime of the debates was the 

sound bite. This began to be evident in the debates of the 1980s and following. Hellweg 

et al. (1992) argued that Reagan used sound bites such as “There you go again” in the 

1980 debates effectively. This continued in the 1988 elections to an extent that it affected 

the substance of the debate. Frana (1989) examining the arguments of the candidates of 

the 1988 debates said, “Candidates were guilty of ignoring sound arguments, aiming for 

sound bites from the networks” (p. 201). The use of sound bites has become an essential 

linguistic tool not just for debates but also for campaign news. Leon (1993) explored 

language use in the 1992 debates. Leon argues that language in the 1992 debates was 
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used to displace character and meet voter needs. She looked at six different elements of 

language and found that Perot‟s language revealed the most human interest. His language 

was also found to be the most powerful and forceful, most concrete and had the most 

presidential style. Bush‟s language on the other hand displayed the least human interest, 

was the least forceful, least specific, and least presidential of the three debaters.  

From the agenda behind its use to the human interest generated, language style 

has been shown to be an essential element of presidential debates. Nevertheless, through 

all the exploration of study of language use, not one of them addressed the use of humor, 

which can be very effective at drawing human interest. Research has found that 

candidates that use their language to develop human interest are more likely to be 

perceived as presidential and credible in the eyes of viewers (Carbone, 1975; Hart, 1984). 

Additionally, as research on functional theory suggests differences in how incumbents 

and challengers use attacks and acclaims (Benoit, 2007), it is plausible that incumbents 

and challengers may also use humor differently.  

Questions. As debates have continued to evolve another important area of analysis 

has become the questions asked by journalists and since 1992, voters as well. In the 

earlier debates, questions to debaters were ineffective and inappropriate. Bitzer and 

Rueter (1980) argued that questions in the 1976 debate were inappropriate for 1) their 

irrelevancy and often tailored to favor one candidate, 2) for their lack of clarity and focus 

that the questions either couldn‟t be answered specifically or were loaded so the 

candidates could not answer all parts of the questions, and 3) for the stand-offish 

relationship between candidates and journalists which led journalist in part to make 

various accusations of candidates in their questions. Their research found that Ford 
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tended to receive more hostile questions than Carter and Carter handled the hostile 

questions better than Ford. Matera and Salween (1996) comparing debate questions 

longitudinally from the 1976-1992 debates supported Bitzter and Reuter‟s claims in part 

finding that 1976 debate questions had significantly more double-barreled and multi-

barreled questions than any other examined year (1980-1992). Journalist questions have 

also been found to be lengthy. McCall (1984) in analyzing questions of the 1980 debates 

argued that journalists‟ questions lead the debate clash to be candidate versus journalists 

as opposed to candidate against candidate. Moreover questions were found to average 36 

seconds each (the max time for a question was 30 seconds). McCall also found signs of 

bias in journalists questions as well. Stepp (1987) in examining debate questions found 

five different types of questions are typically asked: clarification, general, challenging, 

shock-value, and follow-up questions.  

However, our understanding of questions in debates was about to be expanded 

greatly in 1992 as audience members began to asked questions in a “town hall” debate. 

Eveland, McLeod, and Nathanson (1994) compared journalists and audience member 

questions in the 1992 debates and found that while journalist questions were more 

concise than audience members‟ questions, they were also more argumentative and 

accusatory. There were also clear differences in the topics of questions asked by 

journalists and audience members. Benoit and Hansen (2001) explored differences 

between journalist questions and the audience further. Their results found that, with the 

exception of 1960, polls about issue importance to the public did not highly correlate 

with topics in journalists‟ questions. McKinney and Banwart (2005) also found that when 

citizens have control of the question-asking in town hall debates, more questions 
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addressing candidates‟ personality get asked. Exploring questions asked in the 2004 Rock 

the Vote democratic primary town-hall debate (which occurred in November 2003), 

younger voters asked questions about topics like the Boston Red Sox‟s appearance in the 

Major League Baseball playoffs and their preference of Mac or PC computers in addition 

to questions on more serious topics like the war in Iraq and a US Constitutional 

amendment on gay marriage. 

Understanding questions in debates have been very helpful in uncovering the 

information we learn from candidates in debates. Moving forward, our understanding of 

town hall debate questions may change further as Morello (2005) in studying questions in 

the 2004 town hall debate found differences in questions in these debates from previous 

town hall debates. The 2004 town hall debate was “sharper and more confrontational” (p. 

214) than previous town hall debates. There were also fewer future-oriented questions 

than in past town hall debates and there were more questions asking candidates to defend 

past actions. In exploring questions from journalists and audience members, none of these 

studies covers humor use in debates, or types of questions that elicited humor, or if 

anything journalists said elicited humor from the audience or candidates. Considering 

there are occasions when question askers ask questions on topics of lesser vital 

importance (e.g., about the candidates wives) it is plausible to think that these questions 

may lead candidates to respond humorously to identify with potential voters.  

Media Coverage of Debates 

Chaffee and Dennis (1979) noted the importance of the press coverage of 

presidential debates in saying “It may well be that the press‟s interpretation of the debate, 

based on its initial information as to the apparent victor, is more important in determining 
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the impact on the electorate than the debate itself” (p. 85). With many Americans being 

marginally attentive of politics, the news coverage of debates becomes more critical in 

understanding candidates and their positions. However what we know about the content 

of media coverage suggests the picture the media portray about the debates is different 

than what occurs in the debates. Rather than portray debates as they are, extant research 

suggests that the media portray the debates as a story, focusing more on topics less 

discussed in the debates, and ultimately presenting an inaccurate portrayal of the debate 

discussion for the electorate. 

Debate as a story. Debates became a focal point for journalists to report on 

leading up to an election. Kaid, McKinney, and Tedesco (2000) note that in the 1996 

election that 54 reports totaling 123 minutes were solely about the presidential debates 

during the one-month period around the debates on nightly network television news. 

Thirty-three percent of those stories were lead stories on the nightly broadcasts. Scholars 

have suggested analyzing the news content of debates in the context of a media drama in 

three parts (Kaid et al., 2000). Part one was the debate about the debates (Lamoureux, 

Entrekin, & McKinney, 1994). Stories in this portion look at when and how the debates 

will take place and in some elections, when legitimate third party candidates are 

campaigning, who will participate in the debates. Then the debate story shifts to part two, 

which focuses on the expectations of the debate. These stories cover candidate strengths 

and weaknesses and goals candidates needed to accomplish in the debate. The final 

stanza of the debate news stories then provides Americans with the post-debate story. 

Coverage focuses on if candidates met, missed, or surpassed expectations. Stories in part 

three also report on any major gaffes that candidates may have made as well. If there 
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were to be more debates in a given presidential campaign then the narrative returns to 

Phase two, accounting for what occurred in the previous debates. This research helps us 

understand the type of media content we see about the debates. Although research on the 

media narrative of debates mentioned nothing about humor, it is likely that any stories 

covering humor in debates would occur in phase three of the debate narrative as the 

humor would have to occur in the debate before it could be reported on. The next section 

will look more closely at the content of the debate coverage. 

Content of debate news stories. Although we can look at the content of the 

debates as a story in three parts, we learn more about the content when we look at it more 

closely. Research on content of debate media coverage displays a reoccurring theme of 

differences in debate media coverage and actual debate statements by candidates. 

Although most discourse in debate is focused on key campaign issues, news content is 

focused on candidates‟ character. Miller and MacKuen (1979) found that although 

newspapers coverage reflected the debates better than network news coverage, both 

newspaper and TV coverage of the 1976 debates focused more on competence and 

personalities than the actual debates and less on domestic issues and the economy. Sadly, 

over the years, the divide between debate discourse and media coverage on the debates 

has grown substantially. Lemmert, Elliott, Bernstein, Rosenberg, and Nestvold (1991) in 

exploring news coverage of the debates from 1976 to 1988 found issue coverage of media 

content dropped off each election year (1980, 1984) until leveling off in the 1988 election 

but by then its was less than half what it was in 1976. Meanwhile, as issue coverage 

declined, coverage of debate tactics, competence, and candidates‟ record doubled in the 

same time span with coverage of competence increasing fivefold in that time. Kendall 
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(1997), looking at media strategies covering the 1996 debates, found differences in 

candidate portrayals of goals and debate evidence. An example of one such difference 

was the media portrayed Clinton‟s goals briefly before the debate and treated them as if 

they were readily apparent to viewers, but Clinton portrayed his own goals by desiring a 

positive experience and focusing on the future. Additionally looking at coverage of 

arguments and evidence in debates, Kendall found that whereas journalists suggested 

nothing new came out of the 1996 debates, scholar Kathleen Jamieson found clear 

differences made by the candidates on key issues and the role of government. Humor was 

not analyzed Kendall‟s study, but she states that CBS anchor Bob Schieffer admired 

Dole‟s use of humor in the second 1996 debate. This notes that humor in debates stands 

out when it occurs. 

Although much of the previous research focuses on the network coverage of 

debates, unfortunately several studies have concluded that newspaper coverage of 

presidential debates does not accurately reflect the content that is expressed in debates 

either (Benoit et al., 2004a; Benoit et al., 2004b; Benoit & Currie, 2001; Reber & Benoit, 

2001). Reber and Benoit (2001) found that although candidates were more likely to praise 

themselves in the 2000 primary debates and accentuate the positive, newspaper stories 

about the debates were more likely to accentuate the attacks that occurred in the debates. 

Broadening the scope of research further, Benoit and Currie (2001) noted 

inaccuracies in the coverage of the 1996 and 2000 presidential debates. In the 1996 and 

2000 elections, although candidates acclaimed more than they attacked in the debates, 

newspaper stories emphasized candidate attacks and defenses. There were no significant 

differences in topics mentioned in 2000; both newspaper and candidates emphasized 
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policy mentions over character mentions. In the 1996 coverage of the debates, newspaper 

coverage emphasized character mentions while candidates emphasized policies 

mentioned.  

As we look at newspaper coverage of the general and primary presidential debates 

from 1980-2004, scholars continued to find inaccuracies. Exploring primary debates, 

Benoit et al. (2004a) found that in each election, candidates were more likely to acclaim 

in primary debates and newspapers were more likely to report on the attacks and defenses 

that occurred in the debates. Looking at topic mentions, newspaper coverage emphasized 

the topic opposite (issue or character) to what candidates mentioned in four of those 

seven presidential years (1980, 1984, 1988, 1996). In examining newspaper coverage of 

the general presidential debates from 1980-2000 the inaccuracy trend continued. Benoit 

et al. (2004b) found that in each election, candidates were more likely to acclaim in 

primary debates and newspapers were more likely to report on the attacks and defenses 

that occurred in the debates. Looking at topic mentions, newspaper coverage emphasized 

the topic opposite to what candidates mentioned in two of those six presidential years 

(1992, 1996). 

Considering the impact newspaper coverage has on campaign interest and 

likelihood of voting, it is troubling to see the consistent inaccuracy of reporting on debate 

coverage over the last 25 years. Chaffee (1978) also found that viewers of presidential 

debates tend to downgrade their effectiveness because of the horse race/strategy coverage 

that occurs in the post-debate analysis. This reporting is in contrast to issue content 

learned in the actual presidential debates. This inaccurate reporting is partly to blame for 

viewer‟s perceptions of the effectiveness of the debates at Chaffee suggests. Although 
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none of this research specifically addressed humor content in debates, this research would 

seem to suggest that as inaccuracies have been found in reporting of the functions of 

candidate discourse and the topics mentioned in debates, it is possible to believe that 

humor would also be misrepresented in newspaper coverage of debates. This 

misrepresentation would take the form of newspaper coverage focusing on a type of 

humor (e.g., logic) that occurs when another type of humor (e.g., language) occurs more 

often in the debate.  

News verdicts. Another major finding of media coverage of debates is work 

spearheaded by Lemert on news verdicts (Lemert et al., 1991, Lemert, Elliott, Rosenberg, 

& Bernstein, 1996; Lemert, Wanta, & Lee, 1999). News verdicts are defined as any 

judgment about debates that includes the direction, source, and focus of the verdict on the 

debate. Findings from the sources suggest that from the 1976 debates to the 1996 

elections, consistent findings have been found about verdicts. First, journalists are 

overwhelmingly the biggest source of verdicts on the debates. In coverage of the 1996 

debates, journalists were the source of 60% of all debate performance verdicts (Lemert et 

al., 1999). Interestingly, journalists were most often the source of news verdicts in the 

town hall debates (73%), the debate in which citizens asked questions to candidates. 

Second, verdicts about the debates are primarily about the candidates‟ performances as 

opposed to the debate outcome. The difference between these two verdicts is verdicts 

about candidate performance focuses on actions and words of the candidate and does not 

take in more holistic perspectives of the debate that debate outcome verdicts focus on. In 

fact, 84 percent of verdicts in news coverage from the 1976 to 1988 debates focused on 

the candidates (Lemert et al., 1991, p. 63). Research on the 1992 debates (Lemert et al., 
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1996) argues that small verdict effects exist from verdicts in news coverage. For example, 

Lemert notes that in the third 1992 presidential debate, findings approached significance 

(p < .08) that showed participants who watched the debate and the news analysis rated 

Clinton‟s debating skills higher than those who did not watch the debate. None of the past 

verdict research drew on humor comments but understanding news verdicts is relevant to 

this study because verdicts about humor in debated could be included as part of post-

debate coverage. Therefore, it is important that humor be accurately represented in 

newspaper coverage so readers receive an appropriate representation of the debates from 

the post-debate coverage. 

Post-debate commentary. In addition to research on verdicts and content of news 

stories about the debates, it is important to note scholars have argued that newspaper 

coverage of presidential debates does have an impact on audience‟s involvement in 

campaigns (Steeper, 1978). Schroeder (2000) remembers the role newspaper coverage 

played in exposing the mistake of President Gerald Ford in the first 1976 presidential 

debate. Ford made a gaffe by claiming that Poland was not under control by the then 

Soviet Union and then refused to retract the misstatement. News commentators such as 

Walter Chronkite did not mention the gaffe in the post-debate analysis immediately after 

the debate; neither did reporters from ABC that evening. However, newspaper coverage 

was all over Ford‟s gaffe in the coverage the day after the debate. Major papers such as 

The New York Times, The Washington Post and The Boston Globe devoted front-page 

sidebars focused solely on the gaffe. This coverage affected audiences. Television media 

also reported this gaffe in their day-after-debate coverage. Carter suggested that Ford 

through his comment had “disgraced our country” (Schroeder, 2000, p. 191). News media 
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and audiences alike were impacted by the newspapers‟ coverage on this gaffe as people‟s 

opinions on the outcome of the debate were altered. Steeper (1978) demonstrated the 

effect of the media‟s coverage on Americans by looking at post-debate effects of Ford‟s 

gaffe. Results show that the 52 percent participants found Ford credible in the two hours 

immediately after the debate; however by midnight the next evening (October 7th), after a 

day of media coverage about the debate, Ford‟s credibility rating dropped by half to 26 

percent.  Although media have been shown to affect how candidates perceive a particular 

issue in debates, Lowry, Bridges, and Barfield (1990) found that instant analysis post-

debates reinforced viewers‟ prior candidate choices with over 50 percent of participants 

not changing their candidate preference after watching the first 1988 presidential debate 

and hearing post-debate commentary about the debates. 

 None of this research looked at the post-debate commentary on humor and the 

impact it could have on viewers. Looking at the impact of post-debate commentary on 

humor in debates should not be overlooked. A humorous comment helped to squash 

concerns about Reagan‟s age affecting his ability to be president. After the first 1992 

presidential debate 61 percent of people polled by CBS had a more positive opinion of 

Perot “after watching his witty television performance” (Black, 1992, p. 17). It is 

important to get an accurate understanding of how the media portrayed the humor content 

in debates so we can better understand these results. 

Humor Research 

From The Tonight Show with Johnny Carson in the 1960‟s to the present, late-

night comedy shows have told many political jokes. Since 1990, over 50,000 jokes about 

U.S. political figures have been told on late-night comedy shows (Media Monitor, 2002). 
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Jay Leno and David Letterman alone were responsible for telling over 37,000 of those 

jokes. From May 1992-April 2002, eight of the top 10 joke targets for Leno and 

Letterman were candidates and politicians.   

Although talk show hosts have been cracking joke after joke about politicians for 

decades, humor is important to politicians as well in connecting with audiences 

(Yarwood, 2001, 2004) and even reaching out to undecided voters for the Presidency 

(Baum, 2005). In presidential debates, candidates are trying to win an election against 

their opponent. Although, candidates make most comments in a serious tone, they do 

offer the occasional humorous remark. Past research suggests using humor in speeches 

can have benefits that can help a candidate to win an election (Goodchilds, 1959; Gruner 

1967). This section will explore research in four sections of humor research: first defining 

humor, second covering theories of humor, third the effects of humor, and fourth uses of 

political humor in campaigns.  

Defining Humor 

Although philosophers going as far back as Cicero believe humor to be a 

significant part of communication (MacLaren, 1966), scholars have continued to struggle 

with defining humor. Phillips (2004) defined humor as “a linguistic act on the part of a 

speaker that carries with it the intended effect of producing a state of amusement or mirth 

in the auditor” (p. 9). This definition suggests that the attempt to create humor is based on 

the intent of the speaker and not on the various physiological, psychological, cognitive, 

and outcome-based responses of individuals. Additionally this definition is able to 

account for humorous comments that do not elicit laughter from individuals such as when 

a candidate attempted to use irony to spur laughter but no laughter comes. Furthermore, 
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this definition would exclude cases of unintentional humor. Audience members laughed 

several times at remarks Perot made in the first 1992 presidential debate; however, Perot 

stated he did not intend for his remarks in this debate to be humorous (Meyer, 2000). 

Using Phillips‟ definition, the instances when Perot did not intend to generate laughter 

would not be considered humor, despite the fact the audience laughed. This definition 

seems incomplete for the study of humor. 

Palmer (1994) offered a broader definition of humor defining it as “everything 

that is actually or potentially funny, and the process by which this „funniness‟ occurs” (p. 

3). Palmer is quick to point out that his intention behind this definition is to not to discuss 

everything found funny by any person, but to make the argument “that all such 

phenomena may have something in common, their funniness, and that this is a legitimate 

object of study” (p. 3). This definition contends that the defining element of humor is the 

potential for funniness. It also accounts for both speakers‟ failed attempts to purposely 

generate a humorous response and occurrences when audiences laughed at a speaker 

when they did not intend to be humorous. This will be a useful definition for this study as 

there are times when politicians elicit laughter when they did not intend to and times 

when they intended to be funny and no response occurred.  

Techniques of humor. Berger (1993) argues that techniques of humor show us 

“what generates the humor and provokes (often) laughter – or whatever state it is that we 

feel when we encounter something humorous” (p. 15). He contends that it is more 

important to know what made an action or comment funny (the humor technique used) as 

opposed to why an action or comment was funny (the audience response). Berger 
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assumes that humor “has a process aspect to it which can be separated into various parts 

and analyzed” (p. 17). As result, Berger argues an analysis of humor should involve:  

1. Breaking down the example of humor used into its main elements or 
components – that is, isolating the various techniques used to generate the humor; 
 
2. Rating the techniques-deciding which technique is basic and which 
technique(s) are secondary. (p. 17) 
 

Based on his research, Berger (1993) has generated a typology of 45 humor techniques 

that are organized into four main categories. See Appendix A for examples and 

definitions of all 45 humor techniques. The first main category of humor is language in 

which the humor is generated from the wording of the comment. The techniques of 

allusion, bombast, definition, exaggeration, facetiousness, insults, infantilism, irony, 

misunderstanding, over-literalness, puns, repartee, ridicule, sarcasm, satire all fall under 

the language category of humor. An example of a language type of humor (sarcasm) 

would be Mondale‟s comment about Reagan in the first 1984 debate when he said, “Well, 

I guess I‟m reminded a little bit of what Will Rogers once said about Hoover. He said, 

„It‟s not what he doesn‟t know that bothers me; it‟s what he knows for sure that just ain‟t 

so‟” (Walters, 1984).  

The second main category of humor is logic in which the humor is generated from 

the idea formed in the comment. The techniques of absurdity, accident, analogy, 

catalogue, coincidence, disappointment, ignorance, mistakes, repetition, reversal, rigidity 

and theme all fall under the logic category of humor. An example of logic humor 

(mistake) came from the third 1992 debate. After Lerher pointed out to Bush (41) he 

violated a rule asking a question to Perot, Bush cut off Lerher and responded back, “For 

which I apologize. When I make a mistake, I say I‟m sorry [laughter]” (CPD, 1992c). 
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The third main category of humor is identity in which the humor is derived from 

human experience. The techniques of before/after, burlesque, caricature, eccentricity, 

embarrassment, exposure, grotesque, imitation, impersonation, mimicry, parody, scale, 

stereotype, and unmasking fall under the identity category. An example of caricature 

came from first 1992 presidential debate when Perot talking about passing on the 

American dream to the next generation said,  

These young [university age] people, when they get out of this wonderful 
university, will have difficulty finding a job. We‟ve got to clean this mess up, 

leave this country in good shape, and pass on the American dream to them. We‟ve 

got to collect taxes to do it. If there is a fair way, I‟m all ears. [laughter] (CPD, 
1992a) 
 
The final main category of humor is action in which the humor is formed due to a 

physical or nonverbal action. The techniques of chase, slapstick, speed, and time fall 

under the action category. These categories of humor based of these techniques of humor 

will be utilized in this study to understand what the candidates said or did, intentionally 

or unintentionally, that generated audience amusement. An example of action humor 

(considered slapstick because the humor was physical in nature and not involving a 

chase) occurred in the third 2000 debate in which Gore got a little too close to Bush for 

comfort, “That's what the question in this campaign is about. It's not only what's your 

philosophy and what's your position on issues, but can you get things done? [headnod to 

Gore moving and laughter] And I believe I can” (CPD, 2000). 

Theories of Humor 

Several scholars have noted that there are cognitive and affective aspects to 

humor (Berger, 1993; Masse, Fink & Kapalowitz, 1984; Meyer, 2000; McGhee, 1971). 

According to McGhee, the critical aspect of the affective nature of humor is “the 
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identification of factors that are capable of raising and lowering arousal and 

distinguishing between the nature of the arousal (e.g., calm, excited) process operating in 

humor responses” (p. 33). The cognitive element of humor requires thinking and active 

processing (Young, 2003). Viewers must actively process a joke and fill in the 

information on their own for a joke to be funny and this requires cognitive effort. Based 

on these principles of cognitive and affective process of humor, theories of relief 

(affective), superiority (cognitive) and incongruence (cognitive) emerge as theoretical 

explanations for why candidate remarks in presidential debates will generate humorous 

responses.  

Relief theory. As scholars have noted affective and cognitive components of 

humor, relief theory addresses the affective component. Relief theory argues that people 

experience humor from comments that reduce listener stress (Berlyne 1972; Masse et al., 

1984; Meyer, 1990, 2000). This process of humor begins as tension is built by the 

comments made at an event and/or the context that an event occurs in. At an appropriate 

point the speaker‟s comment removes the tension from the listeners and mirth is 

engendered. McGhee (1971) and Berlyne (1972) speak of the nature of arousal with relief 

theory suggesting that humorous situations always contain factors that will increase or 

reduce tensions in listeners. The increase in tension builds up to the joke resolve or punch 

line that would relieve tension. Berlyne (1972) goes a step further on this stating that the 

increasing and decreasing tensions that occur in humorous situations generally occur 

quickly. However, it is not uncommon for prolonged periods of tension building stimuli 

to occur before tension is released and these times can also be quite enjoyable. The 
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laughter that may ensue from the longer period of tension build up may be in response to 

several comments and not just any one comment. 

This tension reduction can create several advantages for the listener and the 

speaker. For the audience it can create an environment that is more relaxed, easing 

concerns of the audience and making the atmosphere more comfortable for them to listen 

to the speaker. Sometimes speakers may feel apprehensive speaking in front of a large 

audience, particularly if the audience is hostile toward the speaker or her/his topic. 

Humorous remarks that reduce tension for the audience may also reduce tension for the 

speaker.  

Meyer (1990) argues that politicians can use humor to put audiences at ease. This 

can become particularly relevant in political debates. Relief humor can help to put 

audience‟s concerns at ease. Speakers will often use a bit of humor right at the start of a 

speech to ease tension going into a message. Dole did just that at the start of the second 

1996 presidential debate. Before going into information related to the campaign, he broke 

the ice by providing a sports update saying, “Thank you very much, Jim. I thank you very 

much, Jim. Let me first give you a sports update [laughter] the Braves one; the Cardinals 

nothing, early on” (CPD, 1996b). This opening comment gave the audience a nice laugh 

before settling in to the info related to campaign issues.  

Incongruity theory. One of the most often written about perspectives about humor 

is the importance of incongruity in humor. This theory suggests that people laugh at an 

unexpected, non-threatening stimulus (Burke, 1959; Meyer 1990; 2000). This can take 

many different forms such as a deviation from expected societal or group norms. 

Rothbart‟s past research (1976) has found that when the incongruity is too extreme or 
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shocking or personally threatening, the audience may fail to comprehend the information 

and the language may produce effects other than humor.  

Incongruent theory emphasizes the cognitive aspect of humor (Masse et al., 1984; 

McGhee, 1971, 1979; Young, 2003). The listener has to have an understanding of what is 

expected or appropriate for them to be able to acknowledge the deviation in the humorous 

stimuli. This helps to explain why humor heard the first time can be very funny, but as 

those jokes are heard over and over again, they become less funny because the punch line 

which originally was unexpected becomes expected for the listener.  

Meyer (1990) argues that humor by incongruence can expose the vices and tactics 

of other politicians. He cites an example of this from a Reagan speech just before the 

1980 election, when responding to President Jimmy Carter‟s claim that his tax cut 

proposal was inflationary said, “Let me [Reagan] ask him [Carter] a simple question of 

economics. Why is it inflationary if you keep more of your earning and spend them the 

way you want to, but it isn‟t inflationary if he takes them and spends them the way he 

wants to?” (Meyer, 1990, p. 85). This can become particularly relevant in political 

debates because candidates are trying to get themselves elected and look more 

presidential than their opponents. Through using humor, candidates can show that the 

actions on the part of their opponents are irrational and not becoming of a presidential 

candidate. Sarcasm and ridicule can be effective techniques of humor to do this (Berger, 

1993; Elliot, 1960).  

Superiority theory. Superiority theory of humor argues that people experience 

humor because they feel superior to another person, group, or entity (Gruner, 1967; 

Meyer, 1990, 2000). Whereas incongruity theory suggests people laugh because of an 
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unexpected stimulus that is presented, superiority theory argues that people laughs 

because of the ignorant acts or words of others. Singer (1968) has also found that 

superiority theory can also explain humor that is hostile toward its target. Superiority 

humor has a reinforcing effect of superiority for the listener. First, the listener 

comprehends the message which leads to a mirth response and second, because the 

response that comes from feeling mirth also externally reinforces that feeling of 

superiority. 

One way that superiority humor has been utilized is in the enforcement of societal 

or group norms. Duncan (1982) argues that humor can provide insights into the group 

and ethnic norms or membership. This humor can help to give a sense of order in society 

as improper acts are met with humor. This theory can be very effective in presidential 

debates for candidates in several ways. First, superiority humor can be used in attempting 

to draw in swing voters and also to continue to give candidates‟ political bases a sense of 

security that they are the right candidate for the job. Candidates can also use superiority 

humor to disparage opponents and demonstrate that they are better qualified for the 

presidency. Goldstein (1976) found that jokes that disparage groups that people hate are 

found to be humorous. This strategy could prove effective to a challenger in a debate as a 

way to suggest that people that work in Washington D.C. are not very effective and an 

outsider (e.g., Jimmy Carter in 1976) could provide change and progress inside the 

beltway. 

Effects of Humor 

There is research to support that humor can have desirable effects for candidates 

in public addresses such as debates. Research has found that humor can increase an 
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audience‟s likeability, persuasiveness, and credibility toward a speaker, all of which are 

important to driving a candidate‟s message home in a presidential debate. 

Credibility. Gruner (1967) did a study to explore if humor in informative speeches 

would cause an effect on information recall and speaker ethos. After watching a speaker 

doing a humorous speech and serious speech, speakers were rated on the measures of 

authoritativeness, interest, information retention, character, and seriousness. The 

manipulation check found that the humorous speech was humorous and serious speech 

was considered serious. The study also found that that the character rating for the speaker 

using humor was significantly higher than the speaker that did the serious speech. So 

humor in debates can be valuable as it will aid speakers in seeming more credible for 

audiences. 

Persuasiveness. Duncan and Nelson (1984) found that humor can be persuasive 

for audiences and can have a disarming impact on audiences. Participants were exposed 

to serious and humorous versions of an advertisement for a hair care product. The study 

showed that humor “increased attention paid to the commercial, improved liking of the 

commercial, reduced irritation experienced from the commercial and increased liking of 

the product” (p. 38). Moreover, Duncan and Nelson found that the humor specifically 

played a role in the message being more persuasive to an audience because the humor 

reduced audience member‟s counterarguments against the message. These findings 

suggest that when candidates use humor in debates, audiences are more apt to listen to 

them and like what they have to say. All of these outcomes can prove very beneficial 

benefits to presidential candidates in debates.  
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Moreover Goodchild‟s (1959) findings reinforce the point that humor can be an 

effective persuasive tool – especially sarcastic humor. Her research contrasted the effect 

of “clowning humor” (e.g., whimsical humor, frivolous) with “sarcastic humor” (e.g., 

satire, ridicule, irony) on audiences in two main dimensions: influence and popularity. 

Her research found that sarcastic humor may not be well-liked by audience members but 

is “unusually influential” (p. 271). This was in comparison to clowning humor that was 

well-liked by audiences but not very persuasive. One way that candidates can use 

sarcastic humor in a debate is to attack an opponent. Ridicule, sarcasm, and irony are 

types of satire that can be quite funny, but they can also be used to attack opponents in a 

less direct way than a direct attack.  

Political learning and participation. Another important effect of political humor 

suggests is that the American electorate learns from humor particularly from 

entertainment talk shows and soft news sources. Poll research (Pew Foundation, 2000; 

2004) and empirical studies alike (Baum, 2005; Niven, Lichter, & Amundson, 2003; Pfau, 

2002; Pfau et al., 2001; Pfau, Houston, & Semmler, 2005; Weaver & Drew, 1995; Young, 

2003, 2004, 2006) all suggest that people are learning about politics from watching 

entertainment talk shows. Whereas in the 1992 election supporters of a particular 

candidate were unlikely to learn from or even attend to entertainment talk shows at all for 

political information (Weaver & Drew 1995), by the 2000 election scholars were finding 

that late night humor was heavily centered on the president and presidential contenders 

(Niven et al., 2003). Studies found entertainment talk shows affected viewers‟ political 

perceptions (Moy & Pfau, 2000), perceptions in presidential campaigns (Pfau et al., 

2001), and learning on entertainment shows via the pass-along effect (Pfau, 2002), an 
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effect that suggest political campaign experiences (e.g., debates) are learned from and 

discussed further in other media such as news programs and entertainment shows.   

Pfau et al.‟s (2001) study was the first suggesting that entertainment talk shows 

had influenced on candidate perceptions in presidential campaigns. The study examined 

the influence of 13 communication forms including traditional news sources (e.g., local 

news papers, televised debates). The study assumed that traditional news sources would 

have the greatest influence on viewers‟ perceptions of the candidates. The expected that 

entertainment sources may have some influence but it was unclear to what extent. Phone 

interviews were done with 450 perspective Wisconsin voters. They examined the 

influence of communication forms on the perceptions of presidential candidates Bush and 

Gore and the democratic process. They found that the less traditional media had the most 

influence on candidate perceptions. Entertainment talk shows were found to significantly 

improve perceptions for Gore in three areas: competence, global attitude, and likelihood 

to vote for the candidate. Niven et al. (2003), who found presidents and presidential 

candidates being the primary targets of jokes in late-night talk show monologues, support 

Pfau et al.‟s (2001) findings. 

Cooper and Bates (in review) contend that the politically relevant debate is now 

exploring the effects of entertainment media and soft news sources. They argue that 

citizens being informed about politics through entertainment talk shows are doing so as a 

“by-product of being entertained” (p. 6) as opposed to viewers seeking out information 

about candidates for themselves. Using Pew Foundation (2000) data, they asked if 

entertainment media impact political knowledge and if those that frequent entertainment 

media are likely to participate in politics. Their findings speak to the impact the 
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entertainment media have on politics: entertainment talk shows have a significant, 

positive effect on political learning. As they put it “the more often individuals consume 

entertainment media for political coverage, the more they know about politics” (pp. 11-

12). Sources such as Leno, Letterman, Oprah, and Stewart, through their humor and 

interviews, bring knowledge to the politically disinterested. However, other research 

suggests entertainment talk shows are not becoming a substitute to learning about politics 

from news (Young & Tisinger, 2006). Exploring this phenomenon, Young and Tisinger 

found that “the strongest predictor of self-report learning form late-night shows such as 

Leno and Letterman is learning from national network news” (p. 125). Interestingly, the 

next predictor of learning from learning from late-night talk shows is people of a younger 

age, even when the sample is restricted to ages 18-34.   

The literature suggests that hearing humor can increase speaker credibility and be 

persuasive, particularly with “serious humor” such as satire, ridicule, and irony. 

Additionally, people are able to learn from humor about the candidates, particularly on 

entertainment talk shows. All of these are helpful for candidates trying to win the 

presidency. If people are able to learn about candidates from entertainment talk shows, 

where learning is not the primary motivation for watching the program, it is plausible to 

suggest that Americans can also learn from humor from debates or newspaper reading 

when learning is a larger motivation of watching debates and reading newspapers. 

Uses of Humor in Political Campaigns 

As Yarwood (2001, 2004) argued, humor is important to candidates and 

government officials alike in connecting with the American public. Humor has been used 

in several ways in elections. Candidates have used humor to connect with audiences in 
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speeches (Meyer, 2003), talk shows (Baum, 2005; Young, 2004), and debates (Levasseur 

& Dean, 1996). Cartoonists also have utilized humor in talking about candidates in 

editorial cartoons (Bormann et al., 1978; Edwards, 2001). This section explores further 

these four areas of research on the use of humor in political campaigns. 

Speeches. Candidates have often used campaign speeches to utilize humor. 

Murphy (1989) contends that by understanding the use of humor by John F. Kennedy and 

Richard Nixon in the 1960 presidential campaign, readers can better understand a cultural 

change that occurred in America soon thereafter. One speech he examined was 

Kennedy‟s speech at the Alfred E. Smith dinner in October 1960 where he addressed the 

issue of his Catholic religion, a contentious issue in that election. Kennedy used humor to 

attack Nixon in many ways including to address the religious connection between Nixon 

and former president Herbert Hoover, to help minimize the significance of the religious 

issue in the election, to suggest the experience of the Republicans in office in the 1950‟s 

was an irrelevant argument for the presidency, and to paint Nixon as a clown. Murphy 

(1989) argued one of the important things Kennedy‟s humor did on the issue of his 

Catholic faith was grow American‟s tolerance for things such as a president of Catholic 

faith. 

Chapel (1978) also explored the use of humor in speeches of former president 

Gerald Ford in interviewing Robert Orben, speechwriter for Ford. Orben talked about the 

value of self-depreciating humor in speeches as it established a sense of understanding 

and camaraderie between the audience and the president which created a more effective 

environment for the rest of the speech. Orben also contended that relevant humor is 

successful for two reasons. First, the speaker demonstrates a connection and 
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understanding of who the audience is. Second, the laughing is an audience response; 

hence the audience is involved in the message. He contends that the audience laughing 

appropriately on an issue important to the speaker is the strongest joke a speaker can have 

because through the response they are affirming the speaker‟s position on the topic. 

Although many remember Reagan for his humorous comment in the 1984 

presidential debate, he was also a candidate that often employed humor in his campaign 

messages. Meyer (1990) examined Reagan‟s speeches in his rise to the presidency to 

understand how he used humor to entertain and influence voters. Meyer showed how 

Reagan used humor in ways that brought emotional relief to audiences, to poke fun at 

serious issues, and to ridicule Carter‟s mismanagement of government resources. Meyer 

(1990) notes in his observation of Reagan‟s speeches that humor was “an important part 

of Reagan‟s appeal during all the years of his political rise to the top” (p. 86). Meyer 

went on to say, “Reagan‟s multifaceted uses of humor worked to invoke a variety of 

persuasive strategies, and he ascended to the presidency using them” (p. 86).  

Martin (2004) has also explored the rhetoric of Ann Richards‟ humor. Martin 

wanted to explore the use of humor in women‟s political strategies. In analyzing three 

key speeches that Richards did (the 1988 Democratic National Convention speech, a 

speech to the State Convention to the Texas Democratic Party, and a talk ad the 

Democratic Issues Conference), Martin (2004) found that Richards used humor to 

negotiate insider/outsider roles, used self-disparaging humor to build rapport with her 

audience and disarm critics, used superiority humor as a reminder that candidates cannot 

say anything they wish when running for an office, and used incongruity humor 

comparing Republican programs to a young debutante. Additionally Martin notes that 
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media sources were interested in and reported on Richards‟ humor. She cites newspaper 

headlines that read “Ann Richards…has a theory about humor,” “The wit and grit of Ann 

Richards,” and “Texas wit and warmth as Ann Richards” (see Martin, 2004). This 

suggests that humorous comments made by candidates are important to the media. It is 

important to understand if statements about humor in the media are accurate since media 

has an impressionable impact on the American electorate.  

Entertainment talk shows. Another place that candidates use humor frequently is 

in their appearances on entertainment talk shows. This has become a popular medium for 

candidates to use to reach undecided voters. Although, presidential candidates first 

appeared on late-night talk shows in 1960 with Richard Nixon playing the piano and John 

F. Kennedy‟s interview on The Tonight Show with Jack Parr, presidential candidates 

appearing on talk shows came to prominence in 1992 when 5.4 million viewers witnessed 

candidate Bill Clinton‟s appearance on The Arsenio Hall Show (Baum, 2005; Benoit et al., 

2003b).   

However, what was profane and novel in 1992 has become common in recent 

presidential elections. For the first time in 2000, general election presidential candidates 

from both parties appeared on TV talk shows, Al Gore and George W. Bush. It was also 

the first year that daytime entertainment talk shows such as Oprah, Live with Regis and 

Kelly began to interview presidential candidates. In 2003, candidates used late-night talk 

shows to launch their candidacy. Arnold Schwarzenegger announced his candidacy for 

the governor of California in July 2003 on The Tonight Show with Jay Leno. On 

September 15, 2003, Senator John Edwards became the first person ever to announce his 

candidacy for the 2004 Democratic nomination for president on The Daily Show with Jon 
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Stewart before formally launching his candidacy the next day at a textile mill in Robbins, 

North Carolina where his father worked (Loughlin, 2003).  

Additionally in 2004, for the first time in presidential politics, candidates 

appeared on talk shows during the primary and pre-primary period. Of the 10 candidates 

running for the Democratic nomination, only Senator Bob Graham did not do at least one 

interview on a TV talk show. Presidential candidates also appeared for the first time on 

an entertainment TV talk shows with their wives to talk about parenting on the Dr. Phil 

show. Both candidates were already purchasing advertising time during the show. As 

Grunwald, put it, “The people who watch Dr. Phil are far more likely to have not made 

up their mind. And it‟s hard to find undecided voters… so this is not so much about what 

you‟re going to say. It‟s about going where the voters are” (Frey, 2004, p. C1). 

Clearly the thought on candidate appearances on TV talks shows have shifted 

from being a profane idea to an essential strategy to reach voters. Talk shows provide 

some nice benefits for candidates most notably: a) free air time on TV shows they often 

air advertising in, b) answering questions that are largely non-threatening to candidates 

and are c) lengthy air time (10-60 minutes) and arguably most importantly d) reaching 

large audiences of undecided voters that are marginally attentive to politics but vote 

(Farnsworth & Lichter, 2003; Pfau, 2003; Young, 2004). Some entertainment talk shows 

do allow for discussion of serious election issues. In October 2004, John Kerry appeared 

on Late Show with David Letterman. Letterman and Kerry spent over half of the 22-

minute interview addressing campaign issues such as the war in Iraq. 

This research field is relatively young, but there are some conclusions that can be 

made about the impact of these appearances on viewers. Young (2004) looked at the 
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effects of watching late-night talk shows and trait ratings of candidates in the 2000 

presidential election. Her research found that people with lower political knowledge and 

a party affiliation are most impacted by knowledge gain from late night talk shows. 

Viewers with no party affiliation experienced no effect regardless of campaign 

knowledge.   

These findings help us to see that humor use on entertainment talk shows seem to 

provide useful ways for candidates to reach swing voters, be personal with candidates, 

and be seen in a positive light by viewers. For viewers it provides a source of learning 

about candidates in addition to learning from network news. Humor in debates can play 

an important role in jokes expressed in entertainment talk shows as information from the 

debate is discussed on entertainment talk shows via the pass-along effect (Pfau 2002; 

2003).  

Political cartoons. Several studies have explored themes and impact of humor 

through political cartoons on readers of newspapers (Bormann et al., 1978; Buell, Jr. & 

Maus, 1988; Edwards, 2001; Koetzel & Brunell, 1996). Cartoon research is important to 

the understanding of political humor because, in addition to articles, it provides a way for 

political critics to use humor. Medhurst and DeSousa (1981) argue that cartoons can be 

critically analyzed with the same cannons oral discourse is analyzed. Like spoken humor, 

cartoons provide place for multiple perspectives, serious and funny, to coexist and be 

subject to reader interpretation. Nilsen (1990) points out that functions of political humor 

for critics include “to expose chauvinism, to expose ineptitude, to expose oppression, and 

to expose pretentiousness” (p. 35). Much of the research has explored cartoons of a 

particular candidate or a campaign, seldom a single event like a debate. Buell and Maus 
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(1988) and Edwards‟ (2001) research focus on the themes that come out in cartoons. 

Bormann et al. (1978) explored fantasy themes portrayed in the media during the 1976 

presidential campaign. They also interviewed participants to see what cartoons themes 

were most influential. They uncovered 16 fantasies, most notably Carter on taxation, the 

Carter Playboy intereiew, and Ford and the economy. Interestingly they also found the 

Carter on taxation cartoons to be most salient of the themes among participant 

interviewees.  

Buell and Maus (1988), focusing on the 1988 nominating election found that 

presumed incumbents get more cartoons drawn about them than others running for the 

same party‟s nomination. Bush was portrayed in cartoons to be a wimp, connected to 

President Reagan, and to be linked to scandals he was presumed to be involved in. 

Edwards (2001) explored candidate metaphors in the 2000 presidential campaign. 

Edwards found five themes portrayed in the cartoons of candidate George W. Bush and 

Al Gore: character, competence, viability, independence, and charisma.  

As political cartoons have been found to bring out important themes about the 

candidates, Koetzel and Brunell‟s (1996) study help to shed more understanding about 

the nature of cartoons. In analyzing over 500 cartoons from the 1992 presidential 

campaign, they note the overwhelmingly negative nature of political cartoons. Regardless 

of which candidate newspapers supported, at least 82 percent of cartoons about the 

candidate that paper endorsed were negative. They also found for candidate cartoons, the 

topics illustrated varied widely by candidate with the one exception of candidate 

strategies. They summarize by saying that political cartoons have the ability to highlight 

candidates “personal scandals, shortcomings, and flaws…. Furthermore, to the extent that 
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cartoons address substantive policy issues, the do so in a way that is, necessarily, brief 

and symbolic” (p. 111). Moreover, they note no incumbent advantage in political 

cartoons. Research like this helps us to better understand the role humor has played in 

politics through the cartoons we see in newspapers. Cartoons have a unique ability to 

portray the feelings of the illustrator through visual satire that make the audience laugh 

but also reinforce the feelings of the viewer toward the candidate and the issue portrayed 

in the image. Much like with entertainment talk shows, humor in debates can play an 

important role in political cartoons that get created about candidates in the post-debate 

coverages as information from the debate ends up being presented in political cartoons 

via the pass-along effect (Pfau 2002, 2003). 

Vice presidential debates. Only one study (Levasseur & Dean, 1996) of humor in 

vice-presidential debates and a rejoinder of that article (Gruner, 1997) exists. Levasseur 

and Dean (1996) rhetorically analyzed the media‟s reaction to Bob Dole‟s humor in the 

1976 vice-presidential debate. Although communication scholars thought that Dole‟s 

humor in the debate was harmful to his career and the campaign (Jamieson, 1984; Martel, 

1983), media sources responded favorably to Dole‟s humor. Their analysis found that the 

explanation for the communication critics‟ response was done using a presidential debate 

perspective when in reality a vice-presidential debate has a different feel to it with 

different goals the vice-presidential candidates than the presidential candidates (Carlin & 

Bicak, 1993). However, this study gives added importance to the study of the media‟s 

coverage of debates. As research has already suggested, newspaper portrayal of debates 

are inaccurate in coverage of functions. Levasseur and Dean‟s work leads us to ask if 

media accurately portrayed humor that occurred in the presidential debates. 
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New Contribution to the Discipline 

Although there is one study of humor in vice-presidential debates (Levasseur & 

Dean, 1996), there are no known studies of humor in presidential debates. This 

dissertation serves to contribute greatly to this gap in the political communication 

literature. Research analyzing debates exists in the areas of candidate perception, issue 

and image evaluations, arguments, evidence, cartoons and the like. It would be valuable 

to know if how reporters cover humorous comments in debates is reflective of how the 

humorous comments actually occurred in debates because of the importance of media 

reports in shaping reader perception of candidates. The importance of studying humor in 

debates is not diminished by its infrequency.  

The role of humor in messages has not been overlooked in other areas of political 

communication. One such area is campaign speeches. Meyer (1990) used relief, 

superiority, and incongruity theories of humor to explain how Ronald Reagan used 

humor to appeal to his audiences. A second area where humor in campaigns has been 

analyzed is in cartoons (Bormann, et al., 1978). Bormann et al. explored key political 

events that were dramatized in the 1976 presidential campaign and how they were 

portrayed in political cartoons. Utilizing fantasy theme analysis and Q-methodology, 

findings showed audiences responded to four primary messages implied in the cartoons: 

1) the group of media-sensitive Carter supporters, 2) the committed partisans, 3) the 

group of disillusioned Democratic regulars, 4) the enigmatic voters. A third area that 

humor in campaigns that has been explored in recent years is candidate appearance on 

late-night and entertainment talk shows (Baum, 2005; Young, 2004). Young (2004) 

found that late-night talk shows created caricature-like images of candidates with host‟s 
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jokes in the 2000 election (Bush was stupid, Gore was a robot) and that jokes had the 

greatest influence on viewers with low political knowledge. Baum (2005) found that 

entertainment talk shows interviews had fewer partisan mentions than traditional news 

interview programs, were more sympathetic to candidates than traditional news programs, 

and emphasize substantive issues less than traditional news interviews. Baum‟s findings 

also supported Young‟s (2004) findings that entertainment talk shows had the strongest 

influential impact on people with low levels of political knowledge. 

One important difference between presidential debates and aforementioned media 

such as entertainment media is that humor is more appropriate on talk shows and in 

cartoons than forums like presidential debates. Past research on humor in media where 

humor is not expected is very sparse. In addition to Levasseur and Dean‟s (1996) article 

on Dole‟s humor in the 1976 presidential debate, there is one article that addresses the 

response of laughter in Supreme Court settings. Wexler (2005) did an article looking at 

the number of times laughter occurred during Supreme Court sessions. Findings showed 

that laughter most occurred from comments from Justice Antonin Scalia whereas humor 

from Justice Clarence Thomas was nonexistent. While the article does not fully address 

the issue of humor, by addressing the issue of laughter in Supreme Court settings, it 

suggest that in times where mirth is not expected, it does occur and its occurrence is 

important enough to be reported in official Supreme Court records. Although scholars 

have largely overlooked studying humor in environments such as debates and court 

sessions, the government has not overlooked the times when laughter occurs in these 

forums and instances of laughter are included in Supreme Court transcripts. This study 

hopes to help fill this rather large and important gap in political communication literature.  
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Conclusion 

Research that explored the use of humor among presidential candidates has found 

that humor is quite important and useful to the success of candidates in campaigns. 

Reagan used humor to note the mismanagement of government policy by the Carter 

administration and brought comfort to his audiences. Humor is used a tool to reach out to 

swing voters in elections on late-night talk shows. Research has also noted it can be 

helpful in expressing attacks and positions in vice presidential debates. Senators have 

noted the value of use of self-disparagement humor to show they can connect with 

candidates. Although it may not be a tool that all candidates decide to use, suffice to say 

that those who can use humor successfully have and with success in light-hearted and 

serious speaking events alike. It seems to further the notion that humor may have a place 

in appealing to viewers in serious speaking events such as a presidential debate. 

Research Questions 

This purpose of this study is to explore types of humor used in presidential 

debates and if they were accurately reported in newspapers. Debates are an important part 

of an election campaign season. For one of the only times in the campaign season, 

viewers get a chance to compare the candidates on the same issues to help viewers decide 

who vote for president. Humor is a tool in debates that can be used effectively to enhance 

a candidate‟s perception, relate to audiences, define concepts, make arguments, relive 

audience tension, and disarm critics. Humor can to positively influence speaker 

credibility, enhance persuasiveness, and be amusing to audiences. Put another way, 

humor can be a useful tool in helping candidates win a debate. Berger (1993) suggests 

four main categories of humor to categorize different kinds of humor (language, idea, 
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identity, action) expressed. To understand how candidates use humor in debates this 

study addresses the following research question: 

RQ 1: What is the frequency of the types of humor used in U.S. presidential 

debates? 

RQ 2: What is the frequency of the functions of humor used in U.S. presidential 

debates? 

RQ 3: What is the frequency of locations in debate humor is used in U.S. 

presidential debates? 

Another important point to explore is if candidates by party used different types 

of jokes in U.S. Presidential debates. Although candidates tend to talk about issues 

primarily in the debates, they do not tend to mention the same types of issues. Benoit and 

Hansen (2004) applied issue ownership theory to primary and general election debates 

and found that Republicans uttered Republican-oriented issues more (e.g., taxes, defense) 

and Democrats uttered Democrat-oriented issues more (e.g., Social Security, the 

environment). It is possible differences may also exist in how parties, including third 

parties, use humor; therefore, this study addresses the following research question: 

RQ 4: Are there differences in the types of humor used by Democrat and 

Republican presidential candidates in U.S. presidential debates? 

RQ 5: Are there differences in the functions of humor used by Democrat and 

Republican presidential candidates in U.S. presidential debates? 

RQ 6: Are there differences in location of debate where humor is used by 

Democrat and Republican presidential candidates in U.S. presidential debates? 
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Past research on debates has also explored incumbent and challenger strategies 

(Trent & Friedenberg, 2004) in presidential debates. These strategies have been important 

tools for driving the arguments that candidates have used in elections. It is possible that 

incumbents and challengers may also use type of humor differently in presidential 

debates; therefore, this study addresses the following research question: 

RQ 7: Are there differences in the types of humor used by incumbents and 

challengers in U.S. presidential debates? 

RQ 8: Are there differences in the functions of humor used by incumbents and 

challengers in U.S. presidential debates? 

RQ 9: Are there differences in location of debate where humor is used by 

incumbents and challengers in U.S. presidential debates? 

Important to presidential candidates are also winning elections. Winning debates 

can be an important part of winning elections. Humor can be a helpful tool in doing both 

as humor has been linked to significant increases in speaker credibility, persuasiveness, 

political learning and as result could be helpful for candidates in winning elections. 

Therefore, this study addresses the following research questions: 

RQ 10: Are there differences in the types of humor used by winners and losers of 

U.S. presidential debates? 

RQ 11: Are there differences in the functions of humor used by winners and 

losers of U.S. presidential debates? 

RQ 12: Are there differences in location of debate where humor is used by 

winners and losers of U.S. presidential debates? 
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RQ 13: Are there differences in the types of humor used by winners and losers of 

U.S. presidential elections? 

RQ 14: Are there differences in the functions of humor used by winners and 

losers of U.S. presidential elections? 

RQ 15: Are there differences in location of debate where humor is used by 

winners and losers of U.S. presidential elections? 

Also important to a voter‟s perception of candidates is how candidates‟ actions 

are reported on in media. As Chaffee and Dennis (1979) noted “It may well be that the 

press‟s interpretation of the debate, based on its initial information as to the apparent 

victor, is mort important in determining the impact on the electorate than the debate itself” 

(p. 85). With many Americans marginally attentive to politics, what the media chooses to 

report about the debates can help shape how Americans perceive those candidates. It is 

important then to know what types of humor the reporters focus on, therefore this study 

addresses the following research questions: 

RQ 16: What is the frequency in the types of debate humor mentions covered in 

newspaper stories about U.S. presidential debates? 

RQ 17: What is the frequency of the functions of debate humor mentions covered 

in newspaper stories in U.S. presidential debates? 

RQ 18: What is the frequency of location of debate humor mentions covered in 

newspaper stories in U.S. presidential debates? 

RQ 19: Are there differences in the types of debate humor mentions covered 

about Democrats and Republicans in newspaper stories about U.S. presidential 

debates? 
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RQ 20: Are there differences in the functions of debate humor mentions covered 

about Democrats and Republicans in newspaper stories about U.S. presidential 

debates? 

RQ 21: Are there differences in the location of debate humor mentions covered 

about Democrats and Republicans  in newspaper stories about U.S. presidential 

debates? 

RQ 22: Are there differences in the types of debate humor mentions covered 

about incumbents and challengers in newspaper stories about U.S. presidential 

debates? 

RQ 23: Are there differences in the functions of debate humor mentions covered 

about incumbents and challengers in newspaper stories about U.S. presidential 

debates? 

RQ 24: Are there differences in the location of debate humor mentions about 

incumbents and challengers in newspaper stories about U.S. presidential debates? 

RQ 25: Are there differences in the types of debate humor mentions covered 

about debate winners and losers in newspaper stories about U.S. presidential 

debates? 

RQ 26: Are there differences in the functions of debate humor mentions covered 

about debate winners and losers in newspaper stories about U.S. presidential 

debates? 

RQ 27: Are there differences in the location of debate humor mentions covered 

about debate winners and losers in newspaper stories about U.S. presidential 

debates? 
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RQ 28: Are there differences in the types of debate humor mentions covered 

about winners and losers in newspaper stories about U.S. presidential campaigns? 

RQ 29: Are there differences in the functions of debate humor mentions covered 

about winners and losers in newspaper stories about U.S. presidential campaigns? 

RQ 30: Are there differences in the location of debate humor mentions covered 

about winners and losers in newspaper stories about U.S. presidential campaigns? 

RQ 31: How dominant is humor in newspaper stories about U.S. presidential 

debates?  

RQ 32: Are there differences in domination of specific debate humor mentions 

and general debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about U.S. presidential 

debates? 

RQ 33: Are there differences in domination of Republican, Democrat and third 

party debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about U.S. presidential 

debates? 

RQ 34: Are there differences in domination of incumbent and challenger debate 

humor mentions in newspaper stories about U.S. presidential debates. 

RQ 35: Are there differences in domination of debate winners and losers‟ debate 

humor mentions in newspaper stories about U.S. presidential debates. 

RQ 36: Are there differences in domination of election winner and losers‟ debate 

humor mentions in newspaper stories about U.S. presidential debates.  

Also important to a voter‟s perception of candidates in the media is the accurate 

representation of candidate‟s language in media. Unfortunately research has detected 

inaccurate reporting in newspaper coverage of debates (Benoit et al., 2004a; Benoit et al., 
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2004b; Benoit & Currie, 2001; Reber & Benoit, 2001). Whereas acclaims occur more in 

debates, attacks and defenses tend to be reported more frequently. As there are four major 

types of humor (Berger, 1993), it is also plausible that reporters may focus on some types 

of humor over others in their reports of the types of humor used in the debates thus giving 

an inaccurate perspective of the humor mentioned in the debates, therefore this study 

addresses the following research questions: 

RQ 37: Are there differences in the types of debate humor mentions covered in 

newspaper stories about and types of humor uttered in U.S. presidential debates? 

RQ 38: Are there differences in the functions of debate humor mentions covered 

in newspaper stories about and types of humor uttered in U.S. presidential 

debates? 

RQ 39: Are there differences in the location of debate humor mentions covered in 

newspaper stories about and types of humor uttered in U.S. presidential debates? 

RQ 40: Are there differences in the types of humor uttered by Republicans and 

types of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about Republican 

presidential candidates in U.S. presidential debates? 

RQ 41: Are there differences in the functions of humor uttered by Republicans 

and functions of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about Republican 

presidential candidates in U.S. presidential debates? 

RQ 42: Are there differences in the locations of humor uttered by Republicans 

and locations of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about Republican 

presidential candidates in U.S. presidential debates? 
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RQ 43: Are there differences in the types of humor uttered by Democrats and 

types of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about Democrat presidential 

candidates in U.S. presidential debates? 

RQ 44: Are there differences in the functions of humor uttered by Democrats and 

functions of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about Democrat 

presidential candidates in U.S. presidential debates? 

RQ 45: Are there differences in the locations of humor uttered by Democrats and 

locations of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about Democrat 

presidential candidates in U.S. presidential debates? 

RQ 46: Are there differences in the types of humor uttered by incumbents and 

types of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about incumbents in U.S. 

presidential debates? 

RQ 47: Are there differences in the functions of humor uttered by incumbents and 

functions of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about incumbents in U.S. 

presidential debates? 

RQ 48: Are there differences in the locations of humor uttered by incumbents and 

locations of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about incumbents in U.S. 

presidential debates? 

RQ 49: Are there differences in the types of humor uttered by challengers and 

types of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about challengers in U.S. 

presidential debates? 
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RQ 50: Are there differences in the functions of humor uttered by challengers and 

functions of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about challengers in U.S. 

presidential debates? 

RQ 51: Are there differences in the locations of humor uttered by challengers and 

locations of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about challengers in U.S. 

presidential debates? 

RQ 52: Are there differences in the types of humor uttered by debate winners and 

types of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about debate winners in U.S. 

presidential debates? 

RQ 53: Are there differences in the functions of humor uttered by debate winners 

and functions of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about debate 

winners in U.S. presidential debates? 

RQ 54: Are there differences in the locations of humor uttered by debate winners 

and locations of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about debate 

winners in U.S. presidential debates? 

RQ 55: Are there differences in the types of humor uttered by debate losers and 

types of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about debate losers in U.S. 

presidential debates? 

RQ 56: Are there differences in the functions of humor uttered by debate losers 

and types of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about debate losers in 

U.S. presidential debates? 
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RQ 57: Are there differences in the locations of humor uttered by debate losers 

and locations of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about debate losers 

in U.S. presidential debates? 

RQ 58: Are there differences in the types of humor by election winners uttered 

and types of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about election winners 

in U.S. presidential debates? 

RQ 59: Are there differences in the functions of humor uttered by election 

winners and functions of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about 

election winners in U.S. presidential debates? 

RQ 60: Are there differences in the locations of humor uttered and locations of 

debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about election winners in U.S. 

presidential debates? 

RQ 61: Are there differences in the types of humor uttered and types of debate 

humor mentions in newspaper stories about election losers in U.S. presidential 

debates? 

RQ 62: Are there differences in the functions of humor uttered by election losers 

and functions of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about election 

losers in U.S. presidential debates? 

RQ 63: Are there differences in the locations of humor uttered by election losers 

and locations of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about election losers 

in U.S. presidential debates? 
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Chapter Three: METHOD 

Content Analysis 

Content analysis was used to conduct this research. Krippendorff (2004) defines it 

as “a research technique for making replicable and valid inferences from texts (or other 

meaningful matter) to the contexts of their use” (p. 18). In order to understand if humor 

uttered in the presidential debates were accurately represented in newspapers, the 

research will utilize semantic content analysis, designation analysis and provide the types, 

functions, and locations of humor mentioned in U.S. presidential debates and the types, 

functions, and locations of debate humor utterances mentioned in the newspaper coverage 

of the presidential debates. 

Riffe, Lacy, and Fico (1998) outline five steps to content analysis design: define 

relevant content, specify formal design, operationalize data, specify population and 

sampling plan, and establish reliability procedures. I will discuss these five steps in 

regards to designing my study.  

Defining Relevant Content 

In order to understand the types of humor uttered in the presidential debates and if 

they were accurately represented in newspapers, the content of the presidential debates 

and newspaper articles about the debate humor are the relevant content needed to 

complete this study. Polling data about the debates was used to determine which 

candidate won the debate. This polling data was reported on in newspaper articles within 

the newspaper sample. The next section will explores the study design.  

Study Design 
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Several content analyses were done to complete this study. A content analysis 

analyzing frequencies and differences in the types, functions, and location of humor used 

by candidates in presidential debates was done to answer Research Questions 1-15. A 

content analysis analyzing frequencies and differences in the types, functions, and 

locations of debate humor utterances mentioned in the newspaper coverage of the 

presidential debates was done to answer Research Questions 16-30. A content analysis of 

where the debate humor mentions occurred in the newspaper coverage of debates was 

done to answer Research Question 31. A content analysis analyzing the differences in the 

types, functions, and location of humor used by candidates in presidential debates and the 

debate humor mentions reported on in newspapers‟ coverage of presidential debates will 

be done to answer research questions 32-46.  

Samples Analyzed 

For this study, two sets of samples were analyzed: a) U.S. presidential debates and 

b) post-debate newspaper coverage of the presidential debates. 

U.S. presidential debates. For the presidential debate sample, all the presidential 

debates from 1960 to 2004 were analyzed [24 debates (33.5 hours) total]. This sample 

constitutes the universe of U.S. general election presidential debates to the present day. 

Coders used a video and written transcript of the presidential debate to determine when 

humor utterances occur. The only exception was for the second and third 1960 

presidential debates in which coders used audio and written transcript of the presidential 

debates; video was not available. Video of the presidential debates were obtained through 

a professor of a large research university. Audio of the second and third 1960 presidential 

debates were obtained through archive.com. Meyer (1990) also importantly notes that 
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although audience response can indicate successful instances of humor, audience 

response cannot isolate them all and that “for some speeches, such as television addresses, 

this response to specific phrases or narrative in impossible to determine” (p. 78). The 

1960 televised presidential debates did not have a studio audience to respond to 

candidates‟ humorous responses. Additionally, in recent years, audience members have 

been instructed to remain silent by the debate moderator. Meyer argues humor does occur 

in these addresses and in cases when there is no audience response, “the final 

responsibility for the isolation, therefore, rests always with the researcher” (p. 78).  

The debate data presented in the results chapter featured only results from the 20 

debates that involved Democrats and Republicans. Data from the first 1980 debate and 

the 1992 debates were not included. The infrequent appearances of third party candidates 

over the history of presidential debates (only two in 44 years) would make 

generalizations about the humor for third party candidates in presidential debates hasty. 

Additionally because humor requires active processing (Young, 2003), it is possible that 

the presence of third party candidates would make major party candidates process humor 

from a third party candidate differently than they would if the third party candidate was 

not present. The discussion chapter will feature information about the influence of third 

party candidates in presidential debates and the need to look at those further.   

Newspaper coverage of debates. For the newspaper coverage, stories about 

presidential debates from 1960 to 2004 were analyzed. Stories were obtained via 

microfilm and Lexis-Nexis Academic Universe. For each debate, articles were analyzed 

from a) The New York Times, b) The Los Angeles Times, c) The Washington Post, d) The 

Christian Science Monitor, e) USA Today (1984-2004 only), and f) The Wall Street 
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Journal (1960-1980 only). These newspapers were selected because they are papers with 

a national audience and large circulations. All newspaper articles about the presidential 

debates and editorials written by journalists were collected and analyzed from these 

sources one day, three days, and seven days after each debate. Letters to the editor and 

transcripts of the debate published in the newspapers were excluded from analysis as 

those are newspaper elements that are out of the control of journalists providing 

perspective on the debates. 

Keeping in line with data removed from the analysis because of the role of third 

party candidates, newspaper data presented in the results chapter includes findings from 

the 20 debates that involved Democrats and Republicans only. Data from newspaper 

coverage of the first 1980 debate and the 1992 debate were not included. It would be 

hasty to make generalizations about newspaper coverage including third party candidates 

because of the infrequent appearances of third party candidates over the history of 

presidential debates (only two in 44 years). Additionally because of the presence of third 

party candidates, reporters must address in the post-debate coverage a candidate that they 

would not cover if only two candidates were in the debates. The discussion chapter will 

feature information about the influence of third party candidates in presidential debates 

and the need to look at those further.    

Unitizing Data 

For this study, the unit of analyses are utterances of humor mentioned in the 

presidential debates, specific debate humor mentions reported in newspapers, and general 

debate humor mentions reported in newspapers. An utterance of humor mentioned in the 

debates can be anything from a few words to paragraphs whatever is needed to express 
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the complete thought. An example of an utterance of humor mentioned in the presidential 

debates would be Perot commenting on the national debt from the first 1992 presidential 

debate. “Well they have a point. I don‟t have any experience running up a $4 trillion debt” 

(CPD, 1992a). 

In addition to unitizing utterances in presidential debates, debate humor mentions 

reported in post-debate newspaper coverage will also be unitized. A specific debate 

humor mention reported in newspapers is the direct quote of or specific reference to an 

instance of humor that occurred in the presidential debates. An example of a specific 

debate humor mention reported in a newspaper would include a comment from President 

Bush, 43 about his wife in the third 2004 presidential debate reported in The New York 

Times. “But, in answering the next question, he recovered his balance as he described 

advice he received from his family, advice that was clearly much on his mind: “To stand 

up straight and not scowl” (Bennet, p. A19). A general debate humor mention reported in 

newspapers is a reference to a candidate making a humorous comment in the debate but 

does not refer to a specific instance of humor that occurred in the presidential debates. An 

example of a general debate humor mention reported in a newspaper would include a 

general reference to Kerry‟s use of humor in the third 2004 presidential debate reported 

in The Washington Post. “And it provided an equally rare occasion for Kerry to drop his 

policy-wonk persona and show, even only briefly, a lighter touch” (Broder, p. A1). 

Operationalizing Data 

For this study, the following terms will be operationalized: types of humor in 

debates, functions of humor in debates, location of humor in debates, domination in 

newspapers. 
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Types of humor. I used Berger‟s (1993) typology of humor to guide 

operationalization of types of humor. Berger (1993) argued that analyzing humor can be 

done based on the assumption that humor can be broken down into various types. 

Goodchilds (1959) argues that serious forms (e.g., irony, satire, ridicule) of humor can be 

persuasive. Candidates in debates are attempting to persuasive and more desirable than 

the other candidates. Berger (1993) argues there are four categories of which all of 

Berger‟s 45 defined techniques of humor can account for: language (verbal humor), logic 

(ideational humor), identity (humor relating to human existence), and action 

(physical/nonverbal humor). Each utterance of humor mentioned in the presidential 

debates unitized will be coded for types of humor with one of these four categories. 

Language humor categorizes techniques of humor that are created by a person‟s use of 

language. The language category subsumes the humor techniques of allusion, bombast, 

definition, exaggeration, facetiousness, insults, infantilism, irony, misunderstanding, 

over-literalness, puns, repartee, ridicule, sarcasm, and satire. An example of humor in the 

language category came from George H. W. Bush in the first 1988 presidential debate 

response to Dukakis‟ answer on programs he would cut to bring the national deficit down. 

In that answer, Dukakis stated Bush could be the next “Joe Isuzu” of American politics. 

Bush responded by saying, “Is this the time to unleash our one-liners? That answer was 

about as clear as Boston Harbor [laughter]” (CPD, 1988a). This example of repartee 

would be coded as language as Bush‟s comment is a verbal attack designed to cause 

laughter against Dukakis‟ convoluted answer on deficit reduction and designed to out-

duel Dukakis‟ ridicule with the Joe Isuzu comment. 
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Logic humor categorizes humor formed out of the idea expressed. The logic 

category subsumes the humor techniques of absurdity, accident, analogy, catalogue, 

coincidence, disappointment, ignorance, mistakes, repetition, reversal, rigidity, and theme. 

An example of humor in the logic category came from Dole in the second 1996 

presidential debate as he was addressing a question about manufacturing in the U.S. 

We're going to have regulatory -- we're gonna have litigation reform. You know, I 
fell off a platform out in California, Chico, a while back. Before I hit the ground, 
my cell phone rang and this trial lawyer said, I think we've got a case here. 
[laughter]. We've got to stop some of these frivolous lawsuits. (CPD, 1996b)  
 

This example of coincidence technique would be coded as logic as the joke involves an 

attempt to escape from an embarrassing situation (falling off a stage).  

Identity humor categorizes humor formed out of human experience. The category 

subsumes the humor techniques of before/after, burlesque, caricature, eccentricity, 

embarrassment, exposure, grotesque, imitation, impersonation, mimicry, parody, scale, 

stereotype, and unmasking. An example of humor in the identity category came from 

Perot in the first 1992 presidential debate: “We've got to clean this mess up, leave this 

country in good shape, and pass on the American dream to them. We've got to collect the 

taxes to do it. If there's a fair way, I'm all ears [laughter]” (CPD, 1992a). This example of 

caricature would be coded as identity as the audience compared and contrasted the 

comment with Perot‟s rather large ears.  

The final main category of humor is action in which the humor formed due to a 

physical or nonverbal action. The techniques of chase, slapstick, speed, and time fall 

under the action category. An example of this came with Bush‟s head-nod toward Gore in 

the third 2000 presidential debate. (Bush Speaking) “That I can get something positive 

done on behalf of the people. That's what the question in this campaign is about. It's not 
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only what's your philosophy and what's your position on issues, but can you get things 

done? [headnod to Gore moving and laughter] And I believe I can” (CPD, 2000).  

Functions of humor. I used Meyer‟s (2000) functions of humor in messages to 

category functions of humor in this study. Meyer (2000) argues that each of the humor 

origin theories best explain only a portion of all the functions of humor. He also contends 

that the four functions of humor: a) identification, b) clarification, c) enforcement, and d) 

differentiation illustrate the ability of humor to both unite and divide people. Placed on a 

continuum the function of humor that most unifies audiences is identification, then 

clarification, then enforcement, and finally differentiation is the most divisive function of 

humor. Each utterances of humor mentioned in the presidential debates unitized will be 

coded for functions of humor with one of these four categories.  

Identification refers to using an utterance of humor to build support by identifying 

communicators with their audiences, enhancing speaker credibility, and building group 

cohesiveness. An example of this came while Dole was talking about trial lawyers in the 

first 1996 presidential debate. “The trial lawyers and I don‟t – you know my wife‟s a 

lawyer. We‟re the only two lawyers in Washington that trust each other [laughter]. But 

we‟re lawyers, I like lawyers” (CPD, 1996a, p. 7). 

Clarification refers to using an utterance of humor to encapsulate views in to 

memorable phrases or short anecdotes, resulting in the clarification of issues or positions. 

An example of this came while Reagan and Carter were talking about the future of 

funding Social Security in the second 1980 presidential debate. Reagan said, “There you 

go again [laughter]” (Hinerfield, 1980, p. 19). 
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Enforcement refers to using an utterance of humor to enforce norms delicately by 

leveling criticism. An example of this occurred during the third 1992 presidential debate. 

Clinton had just broke the rules of the debate by directly responding to something Bush, 

41 had said. Bush, 41 did the same thing to Perot earlier in the debate. Moderator Jim 

Lerher just pointed this out to everyone and Perot, when prompted to make the next 

response said this, “So I‟m the only one that‟s untarnished at this point? [laughter]” (CPD, 

1992c, p. 32). 

Differentiation refers to using an utterance of humor to differentiate, quite often a 

person contrasting with their opponents, their view with an opponent‟s view, their own 

social group with others‟ social groups, and so forth. An example of this occurred during 

the third 1992 presidential debate. Clinton was answering a question about how he would 

handle economic policy in his administration and said he would be the one responsible 

for domestic economic policy. Bush, 41 in response started by saying, “That‟s what 

worries me – that he‟s going to be responsible [laughter and applause]” (CPD, 1992b, p. 

31). 

Location of humor. Locations of humor refers to where in the debate a utterance 

of humor occurred. Each utterance of humor mentioned in the presidential debates 

unitized will be coded for the location in debate it occurred with one of these five 

categories: a) opening statement, b) closing statement, c) initial response, d) rebuttal 

response, and e) other. Opening statement refers to an utterance of humor that occurs 

during a statement classified as an opening statement by the debate moderator. Two 

examples of this came with Dole talking about his family during the opening statement of 

the second 1996 presidential debate.   
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And I think first you should -- I should understand that the question on your mind 
is do I understand your problem. Would I understand it if it occurred to me, and I 
might just say I'm from a large family. I got lots of relatives and they're good, 
average, middle-class, hardworking Americans. They live all across the country. 
They're not all Republicans. [laughter] Maybe all but one. [laughter] But in any 
event, I understand the problems (CPD, 1996b, p. 1). 
 
Closing statement refers to an utterance of humor that occurs during a statement 

classified as a closing statement by the debate moderator. Two examples of this occurred 

during the second 1992 presidential debate when Perot took a moment to promote 

infomercials about his campaign plans. “But it's in your hands. I wish you well. I'll see 

you tomorrow night – [laughter] on NBC -- 10:30 to 11:00 Eastern Time [laughter]” 

(CPD, 1992b).  

Initial response refers to an utterance of humor that occurs during the first 

response from a candidate following a new question from a question asker. An example 

of this occurred during the first 1988 presidential debate when Dukakis responded to a 

question from John Mashek of The Boston Globe about claims from Bush, 41 that 

Dukakis foreign policy plans will result in unilateral disarmament of the United States. 

“Of course not. Of course that‟s a charge that‟s always made against any governor who 

runs for the presidency. I think it was one of the things that Mr. Bush said about Mr. 

Reagan back in 1980. [laughter] Remember that, George?” (CPD, 1988a).  

Rebuttal response refers to an utterance of humor occurring in response to a 

question, after the initial response to the question has been completed. An example of this 

occurred during the first 1984 presidential debate when Mondale gave the rebuttal 

response to a question from Diane Sawyer of CBS News (at that time) about the issue the 

President Reagan was someone that was overly concerned with good photo moments, and 

would embrace good photo moments even with groups that he did not approve of. 
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Mondale said, “Well, I guess I‟m reminded a little bit about what Will Rogers once said 

about Hoover. He said, „It‟s not what he doesn‟t know that bothers me; it‟s what he 

knows for sure that just ain‟t so‟” (Ridings, 1984a).  

Other refers to an utterance of humor that occurs at a time other than the opening 

statement, closing statement, initial response, rebuttal response and/or occurs from 

someone other than a candidate (e.g., a moderator). Two examples of this occurred 

during the third 2000 presidential town-hall debate when Andrew Kosberg, an audience 

member, was in the midst of asking a question about Gore‟s plan for teachers and said,  

Mr. Vice President [laughter] in a school district in which I work and countless 
others across the nation, we face crumbling school buildings, increased school 
violence, student apathy, overcrowding, lack of funding, lawsuits, the list goes on. 
I could mention low teacher pay but I won‟t [laughter]. What can you tell me and 
my fellow American teachers today about your plans for our immediate future? 
(CPD, 2000) 

Domination. To measure for domination I used Fico and Cote‟s (1999) partisan 

balance measure that is also known as domination (Wang, 2003). Domination identifies 

where in a news story a candidate is mentioned. For purpose of this study, domination 

will identify where in a news story a general or specific debate humor mention occurs. 

Each humor mention in a newspaper story will be coded for domination with one of the 

three codes: a) headline/lead paragraph, b) 2-5 paragraph, c) sixth paragraph or later, 

similar to how Fico and Cote (1999) used the measure.  

Headline/lead paragraph refers to a general or specific debate humor mention that 

occurs in the headline or lead paragraph of a story. An example of this occurred in the 

lead paragraph of a Washington Post article on the first 1996 presidential debate 

discussing how Dole caused the first laughter of the night with the statement. “Well, he‟s 

better off than he was four years ago” (Maraniss, 1996, p. A1).  
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Second through fifth paragraph refers to a general or specific debate humor 

mention that occurs in the second through fifth paragraph of a story. An example of this 

occurred in the fifth paragraph of a New York Times article on the third 2004 presidential 

debate discussing a humorous comment Bush made about the media, “In all do respect, 

I‟m not so sure it‟s credible to quote leading news organizations about – oh, never mind” 

(Stanley, 2004, p. A6).  

Sixth paragraph or later refers to a general or specific debate humor mention that 

occurs after fifth paragraph of a story. An example of this occurred toward the end of a 

Washington Post article on the second 1988 presidential debate when Dukakis mentioned 

that someone had described the Bush, 41 flexible freeze “as a kind of economic slurpee” 

(Hoffman & Reid, 1988, p. A1).  

Study Procedures 

First, I acquired presidential debate transcripts from the Commission on 

Presidential Debates website, www.debates.org. Next, I obtained video and audio 

versions of the presidential debates from a professor a large Midwestern university and 

www.archives.com. While viewing the presidential debates, I made corrections to errors 

and omissions in the transcripts (e.g., places where laughter was not noted, a Dukakis 

response from the 1988 debates). Next, I unitized the presidential debates for its content. 

This resulted in 260 cases of humor; 229 cases from candidates and 31 cases were from 

moderators, panelists, and question askers. My unitization of humor was subject to 

verification from coders. If a coder disputed a case of humor unitized or a moment in the 

debate they believed should have been unitized, those cases were reviewed by another 

coder for verification and a decision was made on the dispute based on the majority of the 

http://www.debates.org/
http://www.archives.com/
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three opinions. After the verification process was completed, there were 239 cases of 

humor from candidates. I analyzed these 239 cases of humor from candidates in this 

study. Then for the results, the data from the debates with third parties (the first 1980 

presidential debate and the 1992 presidential debates) were removed. This left 175 cases 

of humor from candidates in major party debates included for the final analysis. 

Next, I acquired the newspaper sample. I obtained The New York Times (all), The 

Wall Street Journal (all), The Washington Post (1980-2004), USA Today (1992-2004), 

and The Christian Science Monitor (1980-2004) through Lexis-Nexis Academic Universe 

by a) entering “debate” and the appropriate paper dates (one day, three days, and seven 

days after each debate) in the search term and b) eliminating articles that did not involve 

the presidential debates. When multiple versions of newspapers were available (e.g., USA 

Today first edition, final edition, etc.) only the presidential debate stories from the final 

edition of the paper was analyzed. I obtained The Los Angeles Times (all), The Christian 

Science Monitor (1960-1976), The Washington Post (1960-1976), USA Today (1984-

1988), through microform reserves of large Midwestern universities. To conduct this 

search by a) entering “debate” and the appropriate paper dates (one day, three days, and 

seven days after each debate) in the search terms at the archive web site of each 

newspaper and finding those corresponding articles on microform, and c) eliminating 

articles that did not involve the presidential debates. When multiple versions of 

newspapers were available only the presidential debate stories from the final edition of 

the paper was analyzed. Using these procedures resulted in an overall sample total of 

1,008 newspaper articles and editorials about the presidential debate that were analyzed. 
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After the newspaper sample from debates involving third parties were removed, a sample 

of 839 newspaper articles were included for in the final analysis. 

Third, presidential debate artifacts were given to coders for coding. All three 

coders were given a) a codebook (see Appendix A), b) an hour-long training session on 

expectations for coding, and c) sample exercises to complete. Once training was 

completed, I gave debate transcripts, debate video, or debate audio to the coders to 

analyze. Coders coded each humor instance for the type of humor used, function of 

humor, and location of humor in the debate. The debate transcript and media were 

returned to the author after coders completed their efforts. To complete intercoder 

reliability, I also coded a subset of the debates that the coders completed and then 

analyzed results using Cohen‟s kappa.   

Fourth, post-debate newspaper articles were analyzed. I read the 839 articles 

searching for general and specific debate humor mentions that written. I used the coded 

debate transcripts as verification for the specific debate humor mentions reported on in 

the newspaper sample. When a specific debate humor mention was unitized in the 

newspaper article, it was coded with the codes that corresponded to that case of humor in 

the presidential debate along with the code for domination (headline/lead paragraph, 2-5 

paragraph, 6+ paragraph). When a general debate humor mention was unitized in the 

newspaper article, it was coded as “general” and it was also coded for domination 

(headline/lead paragraph, 2-5 paragraph, 6+ paragraph). This resulted in 325 humor 

mentions in the post-debate newspaper coverage sample: 232 specific debate humor 

mentions from candidates, 4 from other personalities (e.g., journalists) and 89 general 

debate humor mentions.   
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Next, results were entered into Microsoft Excel spreadsheets and analyzed. Chi-

square and Cramer‟s V results were analyzed using the Vassar Stats statistical 

computation website http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/VassarStats.html. For non-significant 

results, post-hoc power analyses were completed using the GPower program. For 

significant findings or findings approaching significance, Marasculio comparisons (post-

hoc test for chi-square analysis) were completed wherever necessary to determine 

significant differences between analyzed groups.  

Intercoder Reliability 

Three coders performed the content analysis on the texts. Reliability was checked 

by having the author code a subset of the debate texts each coder coded. Each subset was 

analyzed using Cohen‟s kappa that accounts percentage of agreement correcting for 

chance. In total 82 cases of 239 total cases of humor (34%) were checked for intercoder 

reliability.  

Coder 1. A subset of 28 cases (12% of the sample) of humor were coded by 

Coder 1 and the author for intercoder for reliability. For types of humor, Cohen‟s kappa 

was 0.85. For functions of humor, Cohen‟s kappa was 0.76. For locations of humor, 

Cohen‟s kappa was 0.87. These results suggest excellent reliability as Fleiss (1981) 

suggests a kappa of 0.75 or higher as excellent reliability. 

Coder 2. Coder 2 and the author coded a subset of 22 cases of humor (9% of the 

sample). Cohen‟s kappa results for types of humor, functions of humor, and locations of 

humor were 0.64, 0.75, and 0.80 respectively. These results are considered as fair levels 

of reliability by Fleiss (1981).  

http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/VassarStats.html
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Coder 3. A third coder and the author coded 32 cases of humor (13% of the 

sample) together to test for reliability. Coder 3 posted excellent reliability scores (Fleiss, 

1981) by posting Cohen‟s kappa scores of 0.86, 0.86, and 0.80 for types of humor, 

functions of humor, and location of humor. 
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Chapter Four: RESULTS 

Frequency of Humor in Debates 

The first research question was “What is the frequency of the types of humor used 

in U.S. presidential debates?” There have been 20 debates featuring just major party 

candidates totaling 28 hours of debating. The first seven debates (1960 and 1976) or 8.5 

hours of debates featured no instances of humor from candidates. From the other 13 

debates (19.5 hours), there were 175 cases of humor in presidential debates from 

candidates. There have been at least two cases of humor in every debate since 1980 and 

at least five cases of humor in every debate since 1984. The 175 cases of humor 

occurring over the last 13 debates involving the two major parties averages out to once 

case of humor occurring every 6.7 minutes or 13.4 cases of humor for every ninety-

minute debate. Language types of humor (e.g., irony, ridicule) accounted for 73.1% (128 

cases) of all humor in debates. Logic types of humor (e.g., absurdity, mistakes) accounted 

for 16.0% (28 cases) of all humor in debates. Identification types of humor (e.g., 

caricature) accounted for 9.1% (16 cases) of all humor in debates. Action types of humor 

(e.g., slapstick) accounted for 1.7% (3 cases) of all humor in debates. In running a one-

way chi square test between the categories, those differences were significant, 2(3, N = 

175) =223.47, p < .0001. 

In exploring functions of humor in presidential debates (RQ 2), candidates used 

humor most frequently to identify with their audiences, doing so 46.8% of the time (82 

cases). However, among the other three functions of humor, data reveals that over the 

history of the debates, candidates use the other three functions of humor in similar 

quantities. Candidates used humor to clarify their perspective 20% of the time (35 cases), 
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to differentiate themselves from other candidates 18.9% of the time (33 cases), or enforce 

norms 14.2% (25 cases) of the time. These differences between the categories were also 

significant, 2(3, N = 175) =45.87, p < .0001. 

Overall, (RQ 3) data revealed that in presidential debates with major party 

candidates, humor most often occurred during rebuttal responses (45.6%). However 

several cases of humor also occurred during a candidate‟s initial response to a questions 

(36.0%). There were also a handful of cases of humor from candidates that occurred 

during other portions of the debates (16.0%). Humor occurring in an opening (2.2%) or 

closing statements (1.1%) has been shown to be very rare. A one-way chi-square test 

found these differences were significant, 2(4, N = 175) =135.2, p < .0001. It is important 

to note that of the 20 debates included in this analysis, opening statements have been used 

only four times (first and fourth 1960 debates, the 1996 presidential debates). Closing 

statements, on the other hand, are more common and have occurred all but two debates 

(second and third 1960 debates).  

Humor Differences by Political Party in Debates 

The fourth research question was “Are there differences in the types of humor 

used by Democrats and Republican presidential candidates in U.S. presidential debates?” 

The action types of humor category was dropped from this analysis because including the 

category would have violated chi-square assumptions with expectations of less than five 

per cell. Results showed no differences in the types of humor Republicans and Democrats 

used humor in debates involving solely major parties, 2(2, N = 172) =0.66, p = .71, 

power = .1. Results also showed no differences in functions of humor use by Republicans 

and Democrats (RQ 5), 2(3, N = 175) = 2.84, p = .44, power = .24. The power of these 
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tests was low. As result, we can imply that Democrats and Republicans use the same type 

of humor (language) and use humor for the same function (to identify with audiences). 

Lastly, in exploring differences in humor use between the Democrats and 

Republicans, I looked to see if differences existed in where in the debates candidates used 

humor (RQ 6). Findings suggest no differences between the political parties after 

dropping the opening and closing statement categories from the analysis as they would 

have violated chi-square assumptions for cell frequencies, 2(2, N = 169) = 4.22, p = .12, 

power = .43. Democrats and Republicans use humor in about the same places in debates. 

Incumbent and Challenger Uses of Humor in Debates 

The seventh research question was “Are there differences in the types of humor 

used by incumbents and challengers in U.S. presidential debates?” The action types of 

humor category was dropped from this analysis because including it would have violated 

chi-square assumptions due to cell frequencies. Results showed no significant differences 

between the types of humor used by incumbents and challengers, 2(2, N = 172) = 1.79, 

p = .40, power = .19. Data on the functions of humor use from incumbents and 

challengers (RQ 8) found no differences between the two groups, 2(3, N = 175) = 2.82, 

p = .42, power = .26.  

Lastly, I explored if differences existed in where incumbents and challenges used 

humor in U.S. presidential debates (RQ 9). To avoid violating chi-square assumptions, 

the opening and closing statement categories were removed from the analysis. Data 

showed no differences between incumbents and challenges in where they use humor in 

the debates, 2(2, N = 169) = 1.86, p = .39, power = .21. These findings imply there is no 

difference in the incumbent or challenger‟s strategy to using humor. 
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Use of Humor in Debates by Debate Winners and Losers 

The tenth research question was “Are there differences in the types of humor used 

by winners and losers in U.S. presidential debates?” The action types of humor category 

was dropped from this analysis because including it would have violated chi-square 

assumptions with expectations of less than five per cell. Results showed no significant 

differences between the types of humor used by debate winners and debate losers, 2(2, N 

= 172) = 1.78, p = .41, power = .19.  

After looking at types of humor, we turn to exploring if differences exist in the 

functions of humor from debate winners and losers (RQ 11). Data reveals no differences 

exist between debate winners and losers in major party presidential debates, 2(3, N = 

175) = 2.53, p = .47, power = .37.  

I also looked to see if differences existed on where debate winners and losers used 

humor (RQ 12). No differences existed, 2(2, N = 169) = 0.36, p = .83, power = .08, after 

removing opening and closing statements from the data analysis because those categories 

would have violated chi-square assumptions. These findings suggest that while humor is 

memorable, it may not help you win or lose the debate.  

Use of Humor in Debates by Election Winners and Losers 

The thirteenth research question was “Are there differences in the types of humor 

used by winners and losers in U.S. presidential elections?” The action types category of 

humor was dropped from this analysis because including it would have violated chi-

square assumptions for cell frequencies. Results showed no significant differences 

between the types of humor used by election winners and election losers 2(2, N = 172) = 

0.24, p = .88, power = .07. Results also yielded no significant differences between 
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election winners and losers with regard to the function of humor used in debates (RQ 14), 


2(3, N = 175) = 1.52, p = .67, power = .15.  

Next, I explored if there were differences in where election winners and losers 

placed their humor during the presidential debates (RQ 15). The opening and closing 

statement categories were dropped form the analysis as they would have violated chi-

square assumptions. Data revealed no differences in where election winners and losers 

used humor in debates 2(2, N = 169) = 0.93, p = .63, power = .13. So while humor will 

not help you win a debate, the humor in debates will not help you win the election either. 

Frequency of Debate Humor Mentions in Newspaper Coverage 

The sixteenth research question was “What is the frequency of the types of debate 

humor mentions covered in newspaper stories about U.S. presidential debates?” In the 20 

debates that have included only major party candidates there were 839 post-debate 

newspaper articles in the sample (an average of 42 newspaper articles per debate). In 

those articles there were 321 debate humor mentions: 232 specific debate humor 

mentions about candidates, four specific debate humor mentions about moderators and 89 

general debate humor mentions in newspaper coverage about presidential debates. There 

has been at least one general reference to humor in every campaign year including 1960 

and 1976 when there were no cases of humor from candidates in the debates. For 

example, the general reference to humor in the 1960 coverage called for candidates to 

work in humor into the debate and called humor a “ploy…available for skilled TV 

debatemanship” (“News Roundup,” 1960). 

Of the 232 specific debate humor mentions from candidates in post-debate 

newspaper coverage, language types of humor (e.g., irony, ridicule) accounted for 76.7% 
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(178 cases) of all cases. Logic types of humor (e.g., absurdity, mistakes) accounted for 

15.5% (33 cases) of all debate humor mentions in newspaper coverage in the debates. 

Identification types of humor (e.g., caricature) accounted for 9.6% (16 cases) of all 

debate humor mentions in newspaper coverage in the debates. Action types of humor 

(e.g., slaptstick) accounted for 1.6% (5 cases) of all debate humor mentions in newspaper 

coverage of the debates. These differences between the categories were also significant, 


2(3, N = 232) =337.9, p < .0001. 

Next, I looked at how often functions of debate humor mentions appeared in the 

post-debate newspaper coverage (RQ 17). In the newspaper coverage, humor utilizing the 

identification function accounted for 41.8% (97 cases) of all debate humor mentions in 

newspaper coverage in the debates. This was followed by the clarification function that 

accounted for 21.5% (50 cases) of all debate humor mentions in debate newspaper 

coverage. Third was the enforcement function that occurred in 18.9% (44 cases) of all 

debate humor mentions in newspaper coverage in the debates. Lastly, was the 

differentiation function, which occurred in 17.6% (41 cases) of all debate humor 

mentions in debate newspaper coverage. These differences are statistically significant, 


2(3, N = 232) =35.69, p < .0001. 

In exploring the results of debate humor locations in post-debate newspaper 

coverage (RQ 18), they reveal that a majority of cases (53.8%) reported on occurred in 

rebuttal responses (125 cases). However, a sizable minority (37%) of cases came from 

humor in initial responses (85 cases). A handful of cases (8.6%) mentioned in newspaper 

coverage came from humor occurring in other portions of debates (20 cases). Only a 

sliver (0.8%) of humor cases occurring in opening statements were reported (2 cases). No 
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cases of humor reported came from closing statements. The differences between the 

categories are significant, 2(3, N = 232) =269.16, p < .0001. 

Humor Differences by Political Party in Newspaper Coverage of Debates 

The nineteenth research question was “Are there differences in the types of debate 

humor mentions covered about Democrat and Republican presidential candidates in U.S. 

presidential debates?” The action type of humor was dropped from this analysis because 

including it would have violated chi-square assumptions. Results showed no differences 

in types of used humor by Republicans and Democrats, 2(2, N = 227) = .1, p = .95, 

power = .05.  

Next, I looked to see if differences existed between political parties in newspaper 

coverage of the functions debate humor (RQ 20). Table 1 presents the data for this 

research question. Results showed differences in functions of humor reported on for the 

Republicans and Democrats approaching significance, 2(3, N = 232) = 7.42, p = .059, V 

= .178. The finding, though approaching significance, is important when considering 

there are data from four debates not included in this analysis suggesting the finding 

maybe significant if that data was included. Additionally the Cramer V statistic suggests a 

small-to-medium size effect in the difference between the parties‟ use of humor. 

Marasculio comparisons help to expose differences within the different functions of 

humor. Results on the clarification function of humor covered in newspapers showed that 

Republicans‟ use of the clarification function of humor was covered in newspapers 

significantly more than newspaper coverage of Democrats, 2(1, N = 50) = 13.52, p 

< .001.  
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Table 1 illustrates the data on political party differences in location of debate 

humor mentions in post-debate coverage (RQ 21). The opening and closing statement 

categories were dropped from this analysis because including them would have violated 

chi-square assumptions. Results showed a small effect and significant differences in 

locations of humor reported on for Republican and Democratic candidates, 2(2, N = 

230) = 6.01, p < .05, V = .16.  

Looking at differences on humor reported on that occurred in initial responses to 

debate questions, data revealed that Republicans‟ coverage of humor occurring during 

initial responses was significantly higher than coverage of Democrats‟, 2(1, N = 85) = 

14.41, p < .001. This findings show mixed support that there are differences in coverage 

of humor by political party. Republicans use of humor to clarify content seemed to be 

more sensational than the Democrats use of clarification. Additionally, Republicans 

humor in initial responses to questions seems to be the ones with the most humor 

coverage.  

Incumbent-Challenger Humor Differences in Newspaper Coverage of Debates 

The twenty-second research question was “Are there differences in the types of 

debate humor mentions about incumbents and challengers in newspaper stories about U.S. 

presidential debates?” The action type of humor was dropped from this analysis because 

including it would have violated chi-square assumptions of cell frequencies below five. 

Results showed no significant differences between the types of humor coverage for 

incumbents and challengers, 2(2, N = 232) = 2.91, p = .23, power = .31.  

I also looked for differences in newspaper coverage of incumbents and 

challengers‟ functional use of humor (RQ 23). Results showed no differences between 
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the functions of humor used by incumbents and challengers reported on in post-debate 

newspaper coverage, 2(3, N = 232) = 4.45, p = .21, power = .45.  

In exploring data to see if differences in post-debate coverage of location of 

humor between incumbents and challengers existed (RQ 24), results showed no 

differences between the location of humor in debate used by incumbents and challengers 

reported on in post-debate newspaper coverage, 2(2, N = 232) = 3.7, p = .15, power 

= .38. Opening and closing statement categories were dropped from the analysis as they 

would have violated chi-square assumptions. These findings suggest that there humor 

from incumbents and challengers has been reported about the same in newspaper 

coverage of humor in debate.  

Debate Winner and Loser Humor Differences in Newspaper Coverage of Debates 

The twenty-fifth research question was “Are there differences in the types of 

debate humor mentions covered about debate winners and losers in newspaper stories 

about U.S. presidential debates?” The action types category of humor was dropped from 

this analysis because including it would have violated chi-square assumptions for cell 

frequencies below five. Table 2 presents the data for this research question. Results 

showed significant differences and a small-to-medium size effect in the types of humor in 

debate humor mentions covered about debate winners and losers in newspaper stories 

about U.S. presidential debates, 2(2, N = 227) = 7.36, p < .05, V = .18. Marasculio 

comparisons revealed that there was significantly more newspaper coverage of debate 

losers use of the language types of humor, 2(1, N = 178) = 4.40, p < .05. 

Table 2 presents the data for on functional differences of humor in newspaper 

coverage for debate winners and losers (RQ 26). Data revealed significant differences 
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and a small-to-medium size effect in coverage of functions of humor for debate winners 

and losers, 2(3, N = 232) = 12.89, p < .005, V = .24. Marasculio comparisons revealed 

that there was significantly more newspaper coverage of debate winners use of the 

differentiation function of humor than debate losers, 2(1, N = 41) = 7.04, p < .01. 

Next, I looked to see if differences in newspaper coverage for debate winners and 

losers on where they used humor in the debates (RQ 27). Because of chi-square 

assumptions, opening and closing statement categories were dropped from this analysis. 

Results showed no significant differences in the location of debate humor mentions 

covered about debate winners and losers in newspaper stories about U.S. presidential 

debates, 2(2, N = 230) = 0.86, p = .65, power = .11. Table 2 presents the data for this 

research question. These findings do show that you whether you win or lose the debate 

there is likely to be some coverage differences. Those that lose debate have received 

more coverage on the language types of humor where as those that win the debates have 

received more coverage on the use of differentiation humor, hence debate winners have 

received coverage of humor uses that have separated themselves from their opponent.  

Election Winner and Loser Differences in Newspaper Coverage of Debates 

The twenty-eighth research question was “Are there differences in the types of 

debate humor mentions covered about election winners and losers in newspaper stories 

about U.S. presidential debates?” The action type of humor was dropped from this 

analysis because including it would have violated chi-square assumptions due to low cell 

frequencies. Results showed no differences in the types of debate humor mentions 

covered about election winners and losers in newspaper stories about U.S. presidential 

debates, 2(2, N = 227) = 1.12, p = .57, power = .14.  
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Another question looked at post-debate coverage on functions of debate humor 

from election winners and losers (RQ 29). Results showed no differences in functions of 

debate humor mentions in post- debate newspaper coverage, 2(3, N = 232) = 6.27, p 

= .09, power = .6.  

I also looked for differences in newspaper coverage of where elections winners 

and users used humor in debates (RQ 30). The opening and closing statement categories 

were dropped from this analysis because they would have violated chi-square 

assumptions. Results showed differences in the location of debate humor mentions 

covered about election winners and losers in newspaper stories about U.S. presidential 

debates approaching significance, 2(2, N = 230) = 5.56, p = .06, V = .15. The finding, 

though approaching significance, is important when considering there are data from four 

debates not included in this analysis suggesting the finding maybe significant if that data 

was included. Additionally the Cramer V statistic suggests a small-to-medium size effect 

in the difference between the candidates‟ use of humor.  

Domination of Newspaper Coverage of Humor 

In newspaper coverage of the 20 debates involving just major party candidates, 

there were 325 debate humor mentions; 232 specific debate humor mentions from 

candidates, four specific debate humor mentions from moderators and 89 general debate 

humor mentions in newspaper coverage about presidential debates. Those 325 debate 

humor mentions were located in 128 debate stories (average of 2.6 debate humor 

mentions per story), 15 percent of the entire sample. Focusing specifically on years 1980-

2004, when debate humor occurred in the debates, we find 126 debate stories containing 

humor out of a sample of 579 stories about the debates, 21.8 percent of that sample of 
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debate stories. Interestingly, the percentage of debate stories that have contained at least 

one humor mention has remained remarkably stable over the election years. The smallest 

percentage of debate stories with a humor mention occurred in 1984 (17%); the largest 

percentage occurred in 2004 (25%).   

Of the 128 debate stories containing a humor mention, 56 stories (44%) contained 

one humor mention, 25 stories (20%) contained two humor mentions, 21 stories (16%) 

contained three humor mentions, and 26 stories (20%) contained four or more debate 

humor mentions. Of those 26 stories containing four or more debate humor mentions, 

five stories had nine or more debate humor mentions. The most debate humor mentions 

any one newspaper story had was 11 in 1988 (“Deftly placed one-liners spice up a sober 

dialogue,” 1988).  

The thirty-first research question was “How dominant is humor in newspaper 

stories about U.S. presidential debates?” Of the 232 specific debate humor mentions from 

candidates four cases (1.7%) occurred in the headline of lead paragraph of a news story 

and 33 cases (14.2%) occurred the second through fifth paragraph of a news story. The 

vast majority of cases of specific humor mentions (195 cases - 84.1%) occurred in the 

sixth paragraph or later in a news story. Of the 89 general debate humor mentions from 

candidates 20 cases (22.4%) occurred in the headline of lead paragraph of a news story 

whereas cases of general mentions in the second through fifth paragraph (34 cases - 

38.2%) and beyond the fifth paragraph (35 cases - 39.3%) were virtually equal.  

Table 3 presents results on specific and general debate humor references in 

newspaper coverage on presidential debates (RQ 32). Results showed differences and a 

large effect in domination of specific and general debate humor mentions, 2(2, N = 321) 
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= 72.71, p < .0001, V = .48. Marasculio comparisons revealed that in headlines and lead 

paragraphs there are more general debate humor references than specific  2(1, N = 24) = 

10.67, p < .001. There were no differences in general and specific debate humor mentions 

in the second through fifth paragraph of newspaper stories about U.S. presidential debates, 


2(1, N = 67) =  0.01, p = .99. However, there were more specific debate humor mentions 

than general debate humor mentions in the sixth paragraph and beyond of newspaper 

stories about U.S. Presidential debates, 2(1, N = 230) = 111.30, p < .0001.  

Next, I looked for differences in domination between political parties (RQ 33). 

The headline-lead paragraph category was dropped from this analysis because including 

it would have violated chi-square assumptions. Results showed no differences in 

domination of Republicans and Democrat debate humor mentions in newspaper stories 

about U.S. presidential debates, Yates 2(1, N = 228) = 0.04, p = .84, power = .06.  

Looking for incumbent-challenger differences in domination (RQ 34), the 

headline-lead paragraph category again was dropped to prevent chi-square assumptions 

form being violated. Results showed no differences in domination of incumbent and 

challengers, Yates 2(1, N = 228) = 0.00, p = 1.0, power = .05.  

The thirty-fifth research question was “Are there differences in domination of 

debate winner and losers‟ debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about U.S. 

presidential debates?” To prevent violating chi-square assumptions, the headline-lead 

paragraph category was dropped from this analysis. Results showed no differences in 

domination of debate winner and loser humor mentions in post-debate newspaper 

coverage, Yates 2(1, N = 228) = 0.28, p = .59, power = .11.  
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The last research question on domination looked for differences in humor 

mentions for election winners and losers (RQ 36). Once again, the headline-lead 

paragraph category was dropped from this analysis because including it would have 

violated chi-square assumptions. Findings revealed no differences in domination of 

humor coverage for election winners and losers, Yates 2(1, N = 228) = 0.03, p = .86, 

power = .06.  

Comparisons of Humor in Debates and Newspaper Coverage of Humor 

Global Comparisons 

The thirty-seventh research question was “Are there differences in the types of 

debate humor mentions covered in newspaper stories about and types of humor uttered in 

U.S. presidential debates?” There were 175 cases of humor in presidential debates from 

candidates and 232 specific debate humor mentions in newspaper coverage about 

presidential debates. The action types of humor category was dropped from the analysis 

so not to violate chi-square assumptions because of low cell frequencies. Results showed 

no significant differences in the types of debate humor mentions covered in newspaper 

stories about and types of humor uttered in U.S. presidential debates, 2(2, N = 399) = 

1.02, p = .60, power = .13.  

Next, I searched for differences in functions of humor mentions in debates and 

newspaper coverage of debates (RQ 38). Results showed no differences in the functions 

of debate humor mentions covered in newspaper stories about and functions of humor 

uttered in U.S. presidential debates, 2(3, N = 407) = 1.4, p = .70, power = .14.  

This study also explored whether differences existed between where humor was 

mentioned in debates and post-debate coverage (RQ 39). The opening and closing 
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statement categories were dropped from this analysis because including them would have 

violated chi-square assumptions. Results showed differences and a small effect in the 

locations of debate humor mentions covered in newspaper stories and where humor was 

mentioned in debates, 2(2, N = 399) = 6.31, p = .04, V = .125.  

Republican Candidates 

No differences were found between the types of humor uttered by Republican in 

debates and types of humor from Republicans in the post-debate coverage of debates 

without third parties, 2(2, N = 241) = 0.58, p = .74, power = .08, (RQ 40). There were 

109 cases of humor in presidential debates from Republican candidates and 140 specific 

debate humor mentions in newspaper coverage about Republican presidential debates. 

The action types of humor category was dropped from this analysis because including it 

would have violated chi-square assumptions with cell frequencies below five.  

The forty-first research question was “Are there differences in the functions of 

humor uttered by Republicans and functions of debate humor mentions in newspaper 

stories about Republican presidential candidates in U.S. presidential debates?” Results 

showed no significant differences in the functions of debate humor mentions covered in 

newspaper stories about and functions of humor uttered in U.S. presidential debates, 2(3, 

N = 249) = 2.09, p = .55, power = .19. 

Next, I checked results for differences between where Republican candidates used 

humor in debates and locations of humor that were covered about Republican candidates 

post-debate newspaper coverage (RQ 42). To avoid violating chi-square assumptions, the 

opening and closing statement categories were dropped from this analysis. No differences 
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were found in where republican candidates used humor in debates and coverage of where 

Republicans used humor in debates, 2(2, N = 243) = 3.71, p = .15, power = .39.  

Democratic Candidates 

The forty-third research question was “Are there differences in the types of humor 

uttered by Democrats and types of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about 

Democrats presidential candidates in U.S. presidential debates?” There were 66 cases of 

humor in presidential debates from Democratic candidates and 92 specific debate humor 

mentions in newspaper coverage about Democratic presidential debates in debates 

without third parties. The action category was dropped from this analysis because 

including it would have violated chi-square assumptions for low cell frequencies. Results 

showed no significant differences in the types of humor uttered by Democrats and types 

of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about Democrats presidential candidates 

in U.S. presidential debates, 2(2, N = 158) = 0.85, p = .65, power = .11.  

I also explored if differences existed between the functions of Democrat candidate 

humor and function of Democrat candidate humor in post-debate newspaper coverage 

(RQ 44). Results displayed no differences between these two items, 2(3, N = 158) = 

2.65, p = .44, power = .24.  

Additionally, there were no differences between where Democrats used humor in 

debates and location of Democratic humor covered in post-debate newspaper coverage 

(RQ 45), 2(2, N = 154) = 2.65, p = .26, power = .28. The opening and closing statement 

categories were dropped from this analysis because they would have violated chi-square 

assumptions.  

Incumbents 
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The forty-sixth research question was “Are there differences in the types of humor 

uttered by incumbents and types of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about 

incumbents in U.S. presidential debates?” There were 88 cases of humor in presidential 

debates from incumbents and 101 specific debate humor mentions in newspaper coverage 

about incumbents in debates without major parties. The action category was dropped 

from this analysis because including it would have violated chi-square assumptions for 

cell frequencies below five. Results showed no significant differences in the types of 

humor uttered by incumbents and types of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories 

about incumbents in U.S. presidential debates, 2(2, N = 183) = 1.22, p = .54, power 

= .14.  

Additionally, data showed no significant differences in the functions of humor 

uttered by incumbents and functions of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories 

about incumbents in U.S. presidential debates (RQ 47), 2(3, N = 189) = 0.46, p = .92, 

power = .07. 

Next, I explored to see if differences existed between where incumbents used 

humor in debates and location of humor from incumbents covered in debates (RQ 48). 

The opening and closing statement categories were dropped from this analysis because 

they would have violated chi-square assumptions. Again data found no differences 

between the two, although the finding approached significance, 2(2, N = 186) = 4.64, p 

= .09, power = .47.  

Challengers 

The forty-ninth research question was “Are there differences in the types of 

humor uttered by challengers and types of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories 
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about challengers in U.S. presidential debates?” There were 87 cases of humor in 

presidential debates from challengers and 131 specific debate humor mentions in 

newspaper coverage about challengers. The action category was dropped from this 

analysis because including it would have violated chi-square assumptions for cell 

frequencies below five. Results showed no significant differences in the types of humor 

uttered by challengers and types of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about 

challengers in U.S. presidential debates, 2(2, N = 216) = 1.35, p = .50, power = .16.  

Next, I checked data for differences in functions of humor uttered by challengers 

and function of humor from challengers mentioned in post-debate newspaper coverage 

(RQ 50). Results showed no significant differences between the two, 2(3, N = 218) = 

1.69, p = .63, power = .14.  

However, there were significant differences and a small-to-medium size effect 

between where humor was uttered in debates by challengers and coverage of where 

challengers used humor in debates (RQ 51), 2(2, N = 213) = 6.86, p = .03, V = .18. The 

opening and closing statement categories were dropped from this analysis because they 

would have violated chi-square assumptions.  

Debate Winners 

On debate winners, first I looked for differences in the types of humor uttered in 

debates and types of humor from debate winners covered in post-debate coverage (RQ 

52). There were 81 cases of humor in presidential debates from debate winners and 106 

specific debate humor mentions in newspaper coverage about debate winners. The action 

category was dropped from this analysis because including it would have violated chi-

square assumptions for low cell frequencies. Results showed no differences in the types 
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of humor uttered by debate winners and newspaper coverage on types of humor from 

debate winners, 2(2, N = 187) = 1.59, p = .45, power = .18.  

Next, the fifty-third research question was “Are there differences in the functions 

of humor uttered by debate winners and functions of debate humor mentions in 

newspaper stories about debate winners in U.S. presidential debates?” Results showed no 

significant differences in the functions of humor uttered by debate winners and functions 

of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about debate winners in U.S. presidential 

debates, 2(3, N = 187) = 3.28, p = .35, power = .28.  

Data also did not show significant differences between where humor was used by 

debate winners and newspaper coverage of where humor was used from debate winners 

(RQ 54), 2(2, N = 185) = 2.82, p = .24, power = .29. The opening and closing statement 

categories were dropped from this analysis because they would have violated chi-square 

assumptions.  

Debate Losers 

The fifty-fifth research question was “Are there differences in the types of humor 

uttered by debate losers and types of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about 

debate losers in U.S. presidential debates?” There were 94 cases of humor in presidential 

debates from debate losers and 126 specific debate humor mentions in newspaper 

coverage about debate losers. The action category was dropped from this analysis 

because including it would have violated chi-square assumptions of cell frequencies 

below five. Results showed no significant differences in the types of humor uttered by 

debate winners and types of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about debate 

winners in U.S. presidential debates, 2(2, N = 212) = 3.55, p = .16, power = .37. Nor 
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were there differences found between the functions of humor from debate losers and 

functions of humor from debate losers covered in post-debate newspaper coverage (RQ 

56), 2(3, N = 220) = 0.95, p = .81, power = .11.  

Turning attention to searching for differences in the locations of humor uttered by 

debate losers and post-debate coverage of locations of humor from debate losers (RQ 57), 

results revealed no differences between the two variables, 2(2, N = 214) = 3.97, p = .13, 

power = .41. The opening and closing statement categories were dropped from this 

analysis because they would have violated chi-square assumptions.  

Election Winners 

The fifty-eighth research question was “Are there differences in the types of 

humor uttered by election winners and types of debate humor mentions in newspaper 

stories about election winners in U.S. presidential debates?” There were 95 cases of 

humor in presidential debates from election winners and 119 specific debate humor 

mentions in newspaper coverage about election winners. The action category was 

dropped from this analysis because including it would have violated chi-square 

assumptions of low cell frequencies. Results showed no significant differences in the 

types of humor uttered by election winners and types of debate humor mentions in 

newspaper stories about election winners in U.S. presidential debates, 2(2, N = 206) = 

0.23, p = .89, power = .06.  

Neither was their differences in the functions of humor from election winners and 

coverage of functions of humor in the post-debate analysis (RQ 59), 2(3, N = 214) = 

2.56, p = .46, power = .24.  
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In addition, I looked for differences in the locations of humor uttered by election 

winners and location of debate humor mentions from election winners in post-debate 

newspaper coverage (RQ 60). The opening and closing statement categories were 

dropped from this analysis because they would have violated chi-square assumptions. 

Results approached significant difference in the location of humor uttered by election 

winners and location of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about election 

winners in U.S. presidential debates, 2(2, N = 210) = 5.35, p = .06, V = .16. The finding, 

though approaching significance, is important when considering there are data from four 

debates not included in this analysis suggesting the finding maybe significant if that data 

was included. Additionally, the Cramer V statistic suggests a small-to-medium size effect 

in the difference between the parties use of humor.  

Election Losers 

The sixty-first research question was “Are there differences in the types of humor 

uttered by election losers and types of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about 

election losers in U.S. presidential debates?” There were 80 cases of humor in 

presidential debates from election losers and 113 specific debate humor mentions in 

newspaper coverage about election losers. The action category was dropped from this 

analysis because including it would have violated chi-square assumptions of cell 

frequencies below five. Results showed no differences in the types of humor uttered by 

election losers and types of debate humor mentions in newspaper stories about election 

losers in U.S. presidential debates, 2(2, N = 193) = 1.63, p = .44, power = .18.  
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Data on the functions of humor from election losers and post-debate newspaper 

coverage from debate losers (RQ 62) also revealed no differences, 2(3, N = 193) = 3.86, 

p = .27, power = .34.  

Lastly, I looked for differences between the locations of humor uttered by election 

losers and post-debate newspaper coverage of location of humor from election losers (RQ 

63). The opening and closing statement categories were dropped from this analysis 

because they would have violated chi-square assumptions. Similar to the two previous 

questions on elections, results showed no  differences in the locations of humor uttered 

by election losers and post-debate coverage of location of humor from election losers, 


2(2, N = 189) = 3.96, p = .13, power = .39.  

Summary 

In summary 63 chi-square analyses were done to answer the research questions in 

this study. Of these 63 tests, 12 of them found significant differences and two more 

approached significance at p = .06 level. These 14 results lead to seven more Marisculio 

comparisons with significant results to see where the significant differences on each 

research question were.  
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Chapter Five: DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this study is to understand how humor is used in presidential 

debates and how debate humor is reported on in newspapers. In this section, I will talk 

about these results and the significance of them for research in presidential debates and in 

humor. First, I will discuss the significance of the results related specifically to the 

presidential debates, followed by the results related to the newspaper coverage. Next, I 

will go beyond the research questions to explore other findings and more about what the 

data tells us about humor in debates and post-debate newspaper coverage and the track 

historical beginnings of debate humor and its rise to become an important part of a 

presidential debate. Then, I will explore the influences of third parties in presidential 

debates and discuss the influence the third party candidates John Anderson and H. Ross 

Perot have had on debate humor. After that, I will talk about the significance of this 

research for the study of humor. Finally, I will conclude this chapter with a mention of 

study limitations and ideas for future research.  

Exploring the Debate Results 

Humor Use is a Tool for Debaters  

Two conclusions that come from this study are that candidates use humor and 

they use it with regularity to gain attention and deal with situational contexts. The data 

revealed 175 cases of humor from candidates in major party debates over the last 13 

debates (19.5 hours). To give that data additional perspective, time guidelines of the 2004 

presidential debates called for two-minute initial responses, 90-second rebuttal response, 

and a possible discussion extension of one minute (CPD, 2004a). Given these time 

guidelines (discussion extension notwithstanding) and the average of humor use, we 
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would expect on average for one case of humor every fourth response in a debate (2 2-

minute responses and 2 90-second responses). No instances of humor were identified in 

1960 or 1976. Only twice over the last 10 presidential debates with major party 

candidates have there been fewer than 10 cases of humor from candidates in a debate 

(first 2000 and 2004 presidential debates). This frequency of humor use in presidential 

debates is one reason I argue that humor is a candidate tool in debates. 

Secondly, I argue humor is a candidate tool in debates because of its frequent use 

in certain situations of debates. A review of data shows candidates will use humor to deal 

with situations that occur in debates. One such situation is the mistake. There are several 

cases in presidential debates of the use of multiple cases of humor during a short stretch 

of time to respond to mistakes made by candidates in their response to questions. An 

example of this came from the first 1988 presidential debate. Toward the end of the 

debate, two mistakes occurred. First, the moderator, Jim Lerher misjudged the time left 

Bush (41) had to respond to a question and second, after that issue was resolved, Bush 

lost his train of thought.  

BUSH: I still have a couple of minutes left. And there is a difference principle–

LEHRER: Sorry, Mr. Vice President. 
BUSH: It's only on yellow here. Wait a minute. [laughter]. Come on.  
LEHRER: I'm wrong. Go ahead. My apologies. 
BUSH: Jim– 
LEHRER: You said nobody's perfect. [laughter] 
BUSH: I said I wasn't perfect. Where was I? 
DUKAKIS: 25th of December, Mr. Vice President. [laughter] 
BUSH: I agree. I agree. Where was I? I finished. 
DUKAKIS: He can have another ten seconds if he wants, Jim. [laughter] 
BUSH: Go ahead, go ahead. (CPD, 1988a, p. 22) 

In this instance, candidates and the moderator use four cases of humor within a span of 

30 seconds to deal with the two mistakes. There was a similar instance in the same 1988 
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debate where Bush misspoke about a defense system and both candidates used multiple 

cases of humor to deal with the mistake and laugh it away. Another example where 

multiple cases of humor were used to deal with a mistake was in the third 2000 debate 

when the audience would use laughter in an enforcing manner when Gore would violate 

the rules of the debate.  

Another situation humor in which is used more frequently is when candidates 

discuss elements of their personal lives. One such part of candidates‟ lives that has been a 

source of humor in presidential debates is the candidates‟ wives. Humor with reference to 

the topic of candidates‟ wives was noted in the 1988 (Bush [41]), 1992 (Bush [41]), 1996 

(Dole) and 2004 (Kerry and Bush [43]) elections. One example of this was from the last 

2004 debate when Bob Schieffer asked a question about the candidates‟ wives 

SCHIEFFER: I'd like to ask each of you, what is the most important thing you've 
learned from these strong women? 
BUSH: To listen to them. [laughter] To stand up straight and not scowl. [laughter]  
I love the strong women around me. I can't tell you how much I love my wife and 
our daughters. I am -- you know it's really interesting. I tell the people on the 
campaign trail, when I asked Laura to marry me, she said, "Fine, just so long as I 
never have to give a speech. "I said, "OK, you've got a deal. "Fortunately, she 
didn't hold me to that deal. And she's out campaigning along with our girls. And 
she speaks English a lot better than I do. [laughter] I think people understand what 
she's saying. (CPD, 2004c, p. 35) 

Kerry in his rebuttal response to Schieffer‟s question also used humor three times while 

talking about his wife and referencing Bush and Schieffer‟s wife. I argue that we are 

more likely to see humor in debate situations such as these because mistakes and topics 

like a candidate‟s wife affords opportunities to use self-effacing humor and identify with 

their audience on topics and situations that many Americans can identify with. 

Yarwood‟s work (2001, 2004) addresses this point specifically as Representatives and 

Senators said they use self-effacing humor to show constituents that they do not take 
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themselves too seriously and that they are just like their constitutions. Although 

Congresspeople Yarwood talked to (2001, 2004) noted that those that overuse humor run 

the risk of people not taking them too seriously, these two situations in debates provide 

evidence of specific situations in debates when it would be favorable for candidates to 

use humor to identify with audiences that the candidate is just like them. 

Candidates Use Humor the Same Way 

Another conclusion about humor use in the presidential debates is that candidates 

in a debate use humor in similar manners. The results showed that regardless of category 

(Republican, Democrat, incumbent, challenger, election winner or loser, debate winner or 

loser), the language types of humor were the most commonly used types of humor used 

in the presidential debates (73% of all cases of debate humor). This finding is not all that 

surprising for the following reasons. First, because candidates are behind podiums during 

most presidential debates, it is unlikely that much debate humor would be based on a 

physical action (two percent of all cases) that occurs. Second, identification types of 

humor (nine percent of all cases) would unlikely to be used often because for 

identification humor to be funny, an audience would need the proper political knowledge 

to be able to make a connection between the humor and the item juxtaposed by the humor. 

Perot was able to have some success with identification types of humor because 

audiences, without much prior knowledge, regardless of their partisanship, could make 

the caricature connection between the comment “I‟m all ears” and Perot‟s rather large 

auricles. This type of success with identification types of humor seems to be the norm 

rather than the exception. Third, logic types of humor (16% of all cases) seem to occur in 

debates for specific purposes such as to deal with a mistake or an accident and seldom to 
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persuade audiences. A fourth reason language types of humor would be used most often 

would be because candidates want to persuade audiences to vote for them. Within the 

language types of humor category are the irony, ridicule, and satire techniques of humor, 

the techniques of humor Goodchilds (1959) found to be most persuasive to audiences. 

Given these reasons, it is reasonable to conclude candidates would want to be using 

language types of humor most often when using humor in debates. 

In addition to language being the most common type of humor used regardless of 

category, data also revealed that regardless of category, candidates used humor in the 

presidential debates most for the function of identifying with their audiences (44% of all 

cases of debate humor). Two reasons why candidates would want to try to identify with 

their audiences first and foremost would be to build credibility and develop party support. 

Meyer (2000) states that identification function humor can accomplish several purposes 

functions including improving speaker credibility (Gruner, 1967) and group cohesiveness 

(Graham, Papa, & Brooks, 1992) both of which would be important to a presidential 

candidate who is not only trying to seem credible to the audience but further solidify the 

party base. 

However, it is harder to explain the lack of use of the differentiation function of 

humor. Of the four functions of humor analyzed, it was used the least (14% of all cases of 

debate humor). One good reason for using differentiation humor, particularly for 

challengers, is that differentiation humor can make differences between two people or 

ideas clearly with laughter as opposed to anger. Additionally, a candidate can use 

differentiation humor to maintain the perspective of his own party while stressing the 

differences with his opponent (Schutz, 1977). However, one reason that helps to explain 
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this result is that candidates may use serious dialogue to differentiate themselves more as 

opposed to humorous dialogue because serious dialogue does not allow multiple 

perspectives to co-exist in the same idea (Mulkay, 1988). With serious dialogue, one 

perspective must prevail over the other much like a presidential candidate is trying to 

prevail over his opponent. This mutual exclusivity sheds less light on an opponent‟s 

perspective than humor, which acknowledges and legitimizes the opponent‟s perspective.    

Lastly, although candidates seem to use humor about the same amount in initial 

and rebuttal responses in debates, one thing they almost never do is use humor during a 

closing statement. A look at debates as a genre can help us to understand this finding. 

Hart and Daughton (2005) defined genre as, “a class of messages having important 

structural and content similarities and which, as a class, creates special expectations in an 

audience” (p. 116). Several forms of political discourse have been considered a genre 

including inaugural addresses, State of the Union addresses, and war rhetoric alike 

(Campbell & Jamieson, 1990).  

I would argue debates are an antecedent genre of rhetoric because of their original 

format based on press conferences and their evolution over the years. Jamieson (1974) 

states that an antecedent genre suggests, “perception of the proper response to an 

unprecedented rhetorical situation grows not merely from the situation but also from 

antecedent forms” (p. 163). Prior to the formation of general election debates, press 

conferences were common for candidates to address the media. Many would argue this 

antecedent form of rhetoric influenced the general election debates when they came to 

life in 1960s and we did not have debates but joint press conferences (Lanoue & Schrott, 

1991). However, other form of campaign communications would influence debates and 
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the format of debate (panelists, chat, town hall), types of responses (opening statements, 

closing statements) and length of responses would all change in time. In the 1960, an 

eight-minute closing statement was a proper response. However in 2004, if a candidate 

attempted such a response, he would be buzzed into silence by the moderator after about 

two minutes. 

Although debate formats have changed throughout the years, one staple of 

presidential debates since the fourth 1960 presidential debate has been the closing 

statement. Eighteen of the twenty presidential debates in the sample had closing 

statements and in those 36 closing statements, some of which were as long as eight 

minutes, only two cases of humor occurred: Reagan in the first 1984 presidential debate, 

and George W. Bush in the third 2000 debate. Campbell and Jamieson (1990) can help to 

shed light on why this is. Closing statements contain many of the elements of public 

address that make inaugural addresses a genre: 

The presidential inaugural 1) unifies the audience by reconstituting its members 
as the people, who can witness and ratify the ceremony; 2) rehearses communal 
values drawn from the past; 3) sets forth the political principles that will govern 
the new administration; and 4) demonstrates through enactment that the president 
appreciates the requirements and limitations of executive functions. Finally, 5) 
each of these ends must be achieved…while urging contemplation not action, 
focusing on the present while incorporating past and future, and praising the 
institution of the presidency and the values and form of the government of which 
it is a part. (Campbell & Jamieson, 1990, p. 15) 
 

I would argue presidential debate closing statements meet the first four elements. 

Candidates are trying to unify the audience drawing on values important to all Americans 

(e.g., freedom, liberty, making America better). Candidates attempt to discuss the 

principles the candidate will use to lead the country if election and shows that he has and 

appreciation of the office of the presidency. The one difference between inaugural 
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addresses and closings statements is the last element. In a closing statement, the 

candidate is urging contemplation AND action - that action being to vote for them. Given 

the similarities in the two forms of public address and considering Sigelman‟s (1996) 

observation that inaugural addresses today continue to follow the formal speaking style of 

George Washington, I would not expect candidates to use this portion of the debate to use 

humor to try to unify audiences, convey an appreciation of American values, or show 

reverence of the office of the presidency.   

The data across the history of debates show remarkable consistency in how all 

candidates use humor in debates. In all 12 content analyses involving just debate humor 

data (RQs 4-15), there were no significant differences of any kind. Our past 

understandings of humor help us to understand why both candidates would want to use 

humor in the way they did to try to make persuasive arguments, further help establish 

credibility, relate to their audiences in a way that masters their audience with amusement 

as opposed to abrasiveness.  

Exploring the Newspaper Results 

Humor Coverage in Newspaper Stories is Consistent 

Much as the data suggest that humor use is a tool candidates use in debates, the 

results also show that when they do use humor, the humor does get coverage in the post-

debate newspaper coverage. The 232 specific humor mentions in 839 stories averages out 

to one specific mention of humor in every 3.6 newspaper stories and 11.65 specific 

humor mentions per each debate.  

However, a closer look at the data revealed that average is rough. Second, the data 

suggest that, the humor coverage is more apt to occur in a few stories in a newspaper 
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instead of being evenly dispersed in stories. All 325 specific and general humor mentions 

appearing in newspapers appear in just 128 newspaper stories. Taking into account just 

the years in which humor occurred in debates we are left with 126 debate stories 

containing a humor mention out of 579 debate stories (21.8%). Therefore every 4.55 

newspaper stories, there is one debate story with at least one humor mention. 102 debate 

stories (80%) had three or fewer mentions of humor in the story. The other 26 debate 

stories (20%) had four or more humor mentions in the story.  

Interestingly, looking at the percentage of debate stories with a mention of humor 

across the election years, an average of about 22 percent of debate stories containing a 

mention of humor from the debate is remarkably stable and irrespective of the amount of 

humor occurring in the actual debate. The percentage of debate stories with at least one 

humor mention has a range of only 8% from a low of 17% in 1984 to a high of 25% in 

2004. This percentage has remained stable even though the number of humor cases in the 

debates has varied from four in the second 1980 debate to 45 in the 1988 debates.  

These findings further help us to understand why humor in debates is important. 

First, it is important because humor often gets coverage. Candidate can count on 

mentions of humor in debates appearing in about 20-25 percent of all newspaper stories 

about the debates regardless of how much humor actually occurs in the debate. This is 

important because as Chaffee and Dennis (1979) noted “It may well be that the press‟s 

interpretation of the debate, based on its initial information as to the apparent victor, is 

more important in determining the impact on the electorate than the debate itself” (p. 85). 

Second, one reason to use humor in the debate as much as 10-20 times in a debate is to 

try to score the most sensational humor uses of the night. This is because the data suggest 
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that with 80% of debate stories mentioning humor have three humor mentions or fewer; 

only the most sensational humor moment or two of the debate will get the largest 

coverage. As we have seen in past years candidates have evoked such names and ideas, 

spontaneously and otherwise, as Joe Isuzu, Tony Soprano, Ted Kennedy, and “economic 

slurpee” to try to strike a chord in audience‟s humeruses (funny bones) and be written 

about in the press on the days following the debate.  

The data strongly suggest that if a candidate can score the most sensational humor 

moment of the night, that humor comment will attract many writers‟ attention. One such 

example was when Mondale used the “There you go again” line against Reagan in the 

first 1984 presidential debate. This was one of 14 cases of humor that occurred in this 

first 1984 presidential debate. There were 56 stories on the first presidential debate in the 

sample, 10 of which had at least one humor mention. Of the 10 stories of the first 1984 

presidential debate that mentioned humor, the “There you go again” line was published in 

nine of the ten stories (90%) that mentioned humor from the debate. 

As to why newspapers are so consistent in the amount of coverage they give to 

humor in the debates despite the varying amounts of humor that have occurred in debates, 

I offer three reasons. First, as mentioned in the justification for this study, when humor 

occurs in debates it stands out. As a moment in a debate that stands out, those instances 

of humor become part of the story of the presidential debate and are reported on. Second, 

humor use can be tied to a campaign issue or candidate character. Benoit‟s Functional 

Theory (Benoit, 2007; Benoit & Brazeal, 2002; Benoit & Hansen, 2001, 2004) contends 

that in presidential debates, candidates will convey information about either policy or 

their character. If a candidate uses humor to convey something about an issue or about 
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their character, the journalist may then cover the humor in the story and thus covering the 

issue as well. Third, with so many storylines that are covered about the presidential 

debates (e.g., issues, questions, debate setting) it seems unlikely to expect every person 

writing a story on debates to mention humor regardless of the amount of humor used in a 

debate. Clearly, humor in debate will get some coverage, but candidates and campaign 

managers alike should understand that at best the humor will be reported in one of every 

four stories about the debate and at most only the best line or two will receive the most 

coverage. 

Humor Gets Early Mentions 

The data also reveal that not only can humor get coverage in the post newspaper 

analysis; the potential of getting coverage early in the news story exists. Of the 321 

mentions of humor (general and specific) from the debates, 91 cases (28%) appeared in 

the headline or first five paragraphs of a story. Eighty-eight cases occurred in 50 of 579 

debate stories in years where candidates used humor in the debates. Those 50 stories 

constitute about 9% of all debate stories and 40% of all stories with at least one humor 

mention. This provides two more reasons why a candidate would want to use humor in a 

presidential debate to garner newspaper coverage. First, a candidate knows if their humor 

is sensational enough that a reporter feels the need to report on it, there is a 2 in 5 chance 

that the humor will be mentioned at least in a general sense early in the news story. 

Second, this data helps show us how important humor is in the eyes of reporters. If humor 

is noteworthy to reporter‟s story, almost half the time it is important enough to be 

mentioned in some form early on in the story.  

Humor Coverage Goes General to Specific 
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The strongest finding that was revealed in the data analysis was that humor 

mentions in post-debate newspaper coverage are general earlier in the news story and 

specific later in the news story. The Cramer V statistic for this research question (RQ 31) 

was .48 which suggests a, large effect for this aspect of humor coverage. Eighty-three 

percent of humor cases occurring in the lead paragraph or headline of a story were 

general. It is far more common at the beginning of newspaper coverage to see humor 

coverage that resembles Weinraub‟s lead-paragraph example from the coverage on the 

second 1988 presidential debate. “Forget that Michael S. Dukakis has a reputation as a 

chilly, humorless politician. The new revised Democratic Presidential candidate is 

exuding dazzling one-liners – the Henny Youngman of American politics” (1988, p. A18). 

Although there are two general mentions of Dukakis using humor, there are no references 

to specific comments he made during the debates. 

In the next four paragraphs of news stories, we find a balance of general and 

specific humor mentions. Of the 67 cases of humor found in this section of the news story, 

51 percent of humor mentions are general whereas 49 percent of humor mentions were 

specific humor quotes form debates. Although the aggregate results reveal a balance of 

general and specific humor mentions, looking at newspaper story-by-newspaper story 

results, that data show that in this section of newspaper article (2-5 paragraphs) humor 

mentions are largely all specific or all general. Of all the newspaper articles from the 20 

debates with major party candidates only with at least two cases of humor occurring in 

this section of the newspaper story (10) only two of the 10 stories had at least one general 

AND one specific reference of humor. So although over time humor coverage in this 

section of a news story reveals a balance of general and specific debate humor mentions, 
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the individual newspaper story paint a picture suggesting that the writer of any given 

story will usually use either general or specific humor mentions, but seldom both. 

However, after the fifth paragraph of post-debate newspaper coverage, the humor 

mentions become overwhelmingly specific (84%). In these later sections of the news 

story, there are more direct quotes of those humorous debate moments and less general 

comments.  

The results of this finding create for us a clear understanding of how reporters will 

place humor in their story. If a humor mention will occur early on in a newspaper story, 

candidates should expect it to be general and should expect to find their specific 

humorous quotes later on in the story. This makes a lot of sense as reporters are trying to 

capture a summary of a news event in the lead paragraph of a story. With only 16% of all 

specific humor mentions (37 cases) appearing in the first five paragraphs of a news story, 

this finding is important because it tells candidates should expect that references to 

specific humor mentions in debates early in a news story will be rare.  

Humor Coverage Does Not Last Long 

Next, post-debate newspaper stories on debate reveals that most humor coverage 

about debates occurs in news stories printed the day after the debate. Of the 321 mentions 

of humor (general and specific) just 35 cases (11%) occurred in 11 news stories (1.9% of 

all debate stories and 8.7% of all stories with at least one humor mention) printed three or 

seven days after the debate while the other 286 humor mentions (89%) were in post-

debate coverage the day after the debate. Of 128 debate news stories that contained at 

least one mention of humor, 106 stories (83%) were in newspapers the day after the 

debate.  
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If humor about the debate is going to be mentioned in newspaper coverage, the 

findings strongly suggest it will appear in the next-day coverage about the debate in the 

newspaper. Although there is no research available to explain why aspects of stories last 

as long (or short) as they do over time, I suggest a couple of explanations for these results. 

As several stories about the debate appear in post-debate coverage the day after a debate, 

there is little need to cover many of the same aspects of the debate repeatedly. Second, 

the length of time between some presidential debates (as little as four days) does not 

allow for much coverage of humor in debates beyond the day after the debate. Once 

reporters finish covering one debate, they immediately must turn their attention to the 

next debate. Although candidates and campaign managers should be excited about the 

idea about the finding that presidential debate humor gets reported on, they should not 

expect coverage of candidate humor in debates to last beyond the day after the debate. 

Candidate Roles Matter in Humor Coverage 

Whereas the analyses of humor in debates yielded no differences in how 

candidates use humor, the analyses of newspaper coverage of debate did reveal a few 

differences in the functions and locations of humor covered by newspapers.  

Political parties. Data revealed two differences in the functions and locations of 

humor reported on by political parties. In both cases, Republicans received more 

coverage than Democrats did. Looking at the function of humor finding more specifically, 

Republicans have gotten more coverage of their use of clarification humor than 

Democrats. Much of this difference was the result of some clarification cases of humor 

that occurred from Bush (43) in the 2004 debates that received a great deal of coverage. 

First was his comments in the second 2004 debate when he clarified to the audience (and 
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himself) that he owned a timber company. Second was his comments in the third 2004 

presidential debate a) clarifying how liberal senator Kerry was by comparing him to Ted 

Kennedy and b) his comment on how people should trust major media sources. These 

five cases of humor were reported 22 times collectively in the post-debate coverage of the 

second and third debates (11 cases in each debate).  

Additionally, we have seen some evidence to suggest that the location of humor in 

debates can make a difference with respect to its coverage in debates. A small effect and 

significant difference was found between political party and location of humor in post-

debate coverage. There was more coverage of humor coverage of Republican‟s use of 

humor in initial responses than Democrats. Again similar to the findings with respect to 

functions of humor in post-debate newspaper coverage, there are Republican candidates 

that are driving these significant results; specifically Dole and Bush (43). Of the 60 

specific cases initial response humor from Republicans reported on in newspaper 

coverage of the debates, 36 cases (60%) were humor comments from Dole and Bush (43) 

in the 1996 and 2004 debates. 

The fact that reporters reported on Republican candidates‟ humor more is 

fascinating when you consider two things: first, there were no significant differences 

between the candidate‟s debate humor and second, research suggests that newspaper 

sources are collectively are unbiased or slightly bias toward Democrats (D‟Alessio & 

Allen, 2000; Groseclose & Milyo, 2005a, 2005b; Schiffer, 2006).  

One reason may help to explain this finding is that over the course of history, 

Democrats humor may not have been as sensational to reporters as Republicans. 

Although Republicans and Democrats alike used humor about the same, because we 
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know most coverage of humor is going to include three mentions of humor or fewer, it is 

plausible that Republican‟s humor mentions were more sensational than Democrats and 

thus garnered more coverage and therefore we would then expect it to be mentioned more 

often in newspapers.  

Debate winners and losers. Second, we notice differences in the newspaper 

coverage of the function of humor for debate winners and losers. Differences were found 

between debate winners and losers on the types of humor and functions of humor. The 

data reveal a split in the candidate the newspaper emphasized. On types of humor, 

newspapers focused more on debate winner‟s language types of humor. A closer look at 

the data shows that two key debate winners were largely responsible the significant 

difference. First, was Kerry in the third 2004 debate for his analogy comparing Bush (43) 

to Tony Soprano and second was Reagan‟s comment in the second 1984 debate for his 

comment about age being an issue in the campaign. Both humorous comments were 

reported in post-debate coverage at least 10 times each. None of the debate losers 

received such coverage for a humorous comment the way the Reagan and Kerry did. 

Again, this speaks to how sensational humor can influence the humor reported on. 

Reagan‟s comment was so powerful even Mondale laughed with the audience in response. 

In 2004 Tony Soprano was a pop-figure from the HBO show The Sopranos many 

marginally political viewers watching the debate could identify with. Hence these 

sensational uses of humor from debate winners drove up the use of language types of 

humor in newspaper coverage from debate winners.  

However, on function of humor newspaper coverage focused more on debate 

losers‟ use of the differentiation function of humor. Framing theory may help us to 
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understand this finding. Jamieson (1992) and Lawrence (2000) refer this kind of 

reporting as “strategy frame” which emphasizes “the strategies and tactics of 

campaigning necessary to position a candidate to get ahead or stay ahead (Cappella & 

Jamieson, 1997, p. 33).” This kind of reporting reflects the conflict and drama that 

journalism today is rife with and organizes events into a simple two sided-conflict 

(Bennett, 1996). Game-reporting may be at work given the divisive nature of 

differentiation humor. A candidate struggling to get ahead in an debate my use 

differentiation humor which Meyer (2000) states is attacking humor and the harshest 

function of the four to separate himself form the other debate candidate. Picking up on 

the losing debate‟s candidates humor to create clash and get ahead in the debate, the 

journalist is more likely to pick up on that humor as it fits her/his strategy frame of 

reporting.  

Why Did Other Classifications Not Matter? 

Although results showed significant differences between debate coverage with 

respect to political parties and debate winners and losers, they did not reveal differences 

for incumbent and challenger status and election winner and losers. With respect to 

incumbents and challengers, my incumbent-challenger stories findings goes against the 

Fico and Cote (2002) finding that suggests election coverage favors challengers. I argue 

their findings are not transferable to this study. Fico and Cote only looked at election 

findings during the 1996-1998 national and Michigan elections in Michigan newspapers 

only from Labor Day to Election Day, whereas this study‟s findings looked at one event 

of the campaigns, and humor use coverage over a 44-year period of time and looked at 

newspapers with national audiences. First, I argue that because this study covers many 
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election years, effects that might occur in one election year, dissipate when results over 

multiple years are combined. Second, given there were no differences among debate 

humor for candidates in debates, I would not expect newspapers to show differences 

between incumbents and challengers as well. Third, it is not uncommon in debate 

coverage for a reporter to include an exchange of humor where both candidates are 

humorously bantering back and forth. One example would be where Bush and Kerry 

were discussing their wives in the last 2004 presidential debates. Another moment would 

be from the first 1996 presidential debate where Dole and Clinton bantered back and 

forth about being covered by Dole‟s proposed tax cut. These moments in the debate 

received a lot of coverage and reporters included humor from both candidates in this 

exchange. If both candidates‟ humor are reported in course of exchanges such as these, it 

would be unlikely to expect significant differences because both incumbent and 

challenger would be receiving equal coverage in these exchanges.  

With respect to potential differences between election winners and losers, one 

reason we may not find significance there is the election winner may not be obvious by 

the time of the debates. Half of elections included in this study (1980, 2000, and 2004) 

were very close (within 5 points) at the time the debates where held. Thus with 

newspaper and network news polls so close during the debates of these years, it would be 

unlikely to expect to find differences on the grounds of who won or lost the election over 

all of the election years and humor did not serve as a primary factor in determining 

election outcome. 

The results exploring post-debate newspaper coverage do suggest that there are 

some significant differences in what categories of candidates are receiving humor 
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coverage. Significant differences have been found for newspaper coverage on the 

grounds of political parties and debate winners and losers. As debates continue it is 

possible we may see significant results appear in other categories. However, these results 

should tell candidates, campaign managers and scholars alike, that while audience 

members are laughing at a cute quip from George W. Bush about owning a timber 

company, reporters are paying attention and including those most sensational moments of 

humor in a number of post-debate coverage stories every election and will help readers to 

see these candidates can be personable and do not take themselves too seriously. 

Exploring the Global Comparison Results 

Newspaper Humor Representative of Debate Humor 

Only 2 of the 27 research questions that searched differences in the debate humor 

and the newspaper coverage of specific debate humor mentions found significant patterns. 

This suggests that the newspaper coverage is largely representative of specific debate 

mentions in debates. The two questions in which differences exists was the global 

comparison of candidates to newspaper coverage in location of humor (RQ 39) and the 

location of humor between challengers and newspaper coverage of challengers (RQ 51).  

Looking at the differences between challengers‟ use of humor and coverage of 

challengers first, I believe the reason this finding came about was because of some very 

exceptional cases of humor from challengers that received widespread mention in post-

debate newspaper coverage. First, in the initial 1984 debate, whereas Mondale made two 

cases of humor in initial responses, there were 12 instances of initial response humor 

reported on. We also see in sensational cases such as Mondale‟s “There you go again” 

remark in this first 1984 presidential debate that some newspapers will report the line in 
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more than one story. The Los Angeles Times reported the line in two of their stories in 

their coverage the day after the first presidential debate. In the second 1984 presidential 

debate, Reagan‟s age joke was reported in four debate stories in the October 22, 1984, 

edition of The Washington Post and two stories in The Los Angeles Times. Dole had 12 

cases of initial response humor and 25 cases of initial response humor in newspaper 

coverage. The rebuttal response data revealed that Kerry used rebuttal response humor 

six times in the last 2004 debate and there were 26 instances of rebuttal response humor 

from Kerry in the newspaper coverage. Second, In addition to challenger‟s coverage of 

humor being overrepresented, the year-to-year results show years where instances of 

humor coverage outpaced cases of humor by as much as a six-to-one ratio. These 

overrepresentations of coverage that have occurred lead to the significant differences on 

the global comparison of candidates to newspaper coverage in location of humor (RQ 39).  

With these two exceptions, this study finds that post-debate coverage of humor is 

representative of humor occurrences in two-person, major party debates. Though we find 

similar numbers in the global comparisons of debate humor and newspaper coverage, I 

argue that this helps to support my argument that the most sensational cases get the most 

coverage. With 175 cases of debate humor, if newspaper reporters reported on all those 

cases multiple times, readers would be overwhelmed reading about humor in post-debate 

newspaper coverage, and I would expect to find significant differences showing 

newspaper coverage over-representing debate humor.  

Instead, we find only 232 specific debate humor mentions but clear examples of a 

handful of humor cases that received a lot of newspaper coverage. I would argue this 

over-representation of a handful of humor cases brought the newspaper findings to a 
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point where significant differences were not found globally. Two examples of debate 

comments being covered more than once in the same newspaper were noted above, the 

next section will go into greater detail about the extent to which some specific cases of 

humor were over-represented in the post-debate newspaper coverage. 

An Evolution of Humor in Debates 

After exploring the findings of the research questions in more detail, there is more 

to gleam from the findings in this study. This section strives to pinpoint three additional 

findings that stem from the data. First, I will look at campaign year findings to make the 

argument that moments of good humor can spark large amounts of newspaper coverage 

and a pass-along effect (Pfau, 2002). Second, I will explore the historical evolution of 

humor in the debates from the early debates of the 1960s and 1970s when debate humor 

was non-existent, to the 1980s where it began to appear and flourish, to the 1990s when 

debate humor was seemingly commonplace, to today where humor use has trailed off 

somewhat. Last, I will explore two topic areas that may help to explain some of a 

candidate‟s decision to use humor: their personality and war.  

Key Punch Lines Can Dominate Humor Coverage 

Although many of the research questions exploring post-debate coverage in 

presidential debates yielded few significant differences, a look into debate mentions and 

post-debate coverage within a couple of election years, specifically 1984 and 2004, 

reveals the coverage of a few uses of humor in debate that strike a chord with reporters 

can dominate the post-debate coverage of humor. 

There you go again – Mondale. This is a very significant line of humor in 

presidential humor as it is one of two lines of humor used in debates in multiple 
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campaign years. Reagan first used the line against Carter in the second 1980 debate in a 

rebuttal response against Carter on Social Security (Hinerfield, 1980). Although the 

audience responded to the line in laughter and Reagan reused the line in the 1984 debate, 

neither time Reagan used humor received humor coverage to the extent Mondale‟s use of 

the line against Reagan in 1984 (Ridings, 1984a). Although Mondale used humor six 

times in the first 1984 presidential debate, this one case of humor was reported 11 times 

in the sample of post-debate coverage from this debate. Reporting of Mondale‟s use of 

humor led to differences in his use of humor and coverage of humor in the first 1984 

presidential debate with respect to types of humor1 (N = 21, p = .002; Fisher-Freeman-

Halton Exact Test, FFHET) and approached significance with location of humor in 

debates2 (N =21, p = .06, FFHET). Given the small amount of data, the result 

approaching significant is important as it suggests a sizeable effect. This is one example 

shows reporters can over represent humor in post-debate newspaper coverage.  

We all married up – Kerry. A second example of this overrepresentation of humor 

coverage came from the 2004 debates. In the final 2004 debate, Kerry used humor six 

times. Three of the six cases occurred during a response about his wife Teresa Heinz 

Kerry. A fourth case of humor compared Bush (43) to Tony Soprano concerning Bush‟s 

ability to be fiscally responsible. The three cases of humor referencing Teresa Heinz 

Kerry were reported in post-debate newspaper coverage 16 times collectively. The case 

of humor comparing Bush to Tony Soprano was reported 10 times. This over-

representation lead in part to significant differences in Kerry‟s humor use and post-debate 

newspaper coverage of humor over all three 2004 debates with respect to types of humor1 

(N =48, p = .05, FFHET) and location of humor2 (N =48, p = .04, FFHET). 
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These examples are important because they provide additional evidence of the 

reporters‟ reporting cases of humor that stands out in the debate repeatedly. It helps us to 

understand the power one case of humor can have at appealing to reporters and spurring 

coverage in many newspaper stories. Findings such as these help us to further understand 

why candidates would want to use humor, spontaneously and planned lines repeatedly; 

because if they strike a chord with reporters, they will receive a great deal of coverage of 

that case of humor. Future research will need to explore to what extent humor received 

coverage, both coverage in general, positive and negative coverage) in comparison to 

other forms of audience interaction (e.g., gestures, attire, posture, citing sources). Humor 

that is reported frequently has the potential of becoming a powerful sound bite that is not 

only reported in newspapers, but television news broadcasts, entertainment talk shows, 

and caricature parody show such as Saturday Night Live. 

Humor in Debates Can Become Immortalized  

Although one mark of humor‟s influence can be found in the overrepresentation 

of a candidate‟s humor in post-debate newspaper coverage, a second indication of the 

influence of humor in presidential debates is the ability of a case of humor to become 

immortalized. Put another way, the influence of a humor in a debate can be so great that 

the line of humor not only becomes an effective sound bite receives newspaper coverage 

in the post-debate coverage, but also is reused in future debates by the candidates 

themselves. There are two known immortalized cases of humor among the 175 cases of 

humor from candidates in debates involving major parties. The first was the 

aforementioned “There you go again” which was first used by Reagan in the second 1980 
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presidential debate. Then Reagan and Mondale both reused the line in the first 1984 

presidential debate.  

The second case of immortalized humor was Reagan‟s “I will not make age an 

issue in this campaign.” A variation of this humor was used in the first 1996 presidential 

debate between Dole and Clinton. When Jim Lerher asked Dole if there were personal 

difference between Clinton and Dole relevant to the campaign, Dole responded by talking 

about his health and stated, “I [Dole] will not make health an issue in this campaign” 

(CPD, 1996a, p. 23), attempting to deflect concerns about Dole‟s health. 

These two cases of humor are important because they highlight how powerful 

humor can be. The cases have become so powerful that for some, the act of humor is 

reused and becomes the moment in the debate Americans remember for many years. 

They also suggest to us that candidates of the future will look to the past for what was 

successful and try to implement that in how they carry themselves in a debate. In the 

matter of these two cases of humor, future candidates deemed them so successful in 

appealing to audiences in a debate that they used the exact same wording of the joke 

when they used these humor lines in the later debate.  

History of Humor Use in Debates 

This study allows us to understand the history of humor use in presidential debate. 

Graph 1 illustrates the average amount of debate humor cases per debate year. The 

history paints us a story of humor in four acts:  the non-existent humor of the sixties and 

seventies, the birth of humor use in the early-mid eighties, humor becomes commonplace 

in the late eighties and nineties, and humor begins to tail off at the turn of the century.   
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Non-existent humor. The 1960 and 1976 election were the first two years of the 

general election presidential debates. Although, there were candidates known for their 

charisma like Kennedy and their use of humor like Ford (Chapel, 1978) in the debates, 

there were zero cases of humor from the candidates in all seven debates. Although these 

debates were without humor, reporters even in the 1960s called for candidates to use 

humor. One story called humor use in debates a “ploy…available for skilled TV 

debatemanship” (“News roundup,” 1960, p. 2). That ploy would not appear from a 

candidate in a debate for 20 more years. Meanwhile although candidates did not use 

humor, reporters clamored for liveliness calling the debates “grim” (“News Roundup,” 

1960, pg. 2), and stating, “If would be surprising if either candidate [Carter or Ford] had 

generated in the vast and curious audience any fervent enthusiasm. Or for that matter, 

antagonism” (“No winner, but a start,” 1976, p. E14). It is unclear as to why exactly the 

candidates in these seven debates did not use humor when they used humor in other 

campaign environments, but it is clear that these serious dialogue-only debates provided a 

lot of information and little humor for audiences. 

The birth of debate humor use. The beginnings and arguably most memorable 

cases of humor in the presidential debates occurred in the 1980 and 1984 general election 

debates. Audiences witnessed the birth of humor in debates from candidates with Ronald 

Reagan in the 1980 presidential debates. One reason Reagan would be a prime candidate 

to try to use humor in speaking situation like debates first is because of his successful use 

of humor as an actor and politician. Meyer (1990) notes that “an important aspect of his 

[Reagan‟s] rhetorical style was his highly effective and appropriate use of humor” (p. 77). 

Many speeches Reagan gave both as a candidate and a president involved the use of 
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humor. Some of the reasons Reagan would use humor in his messages included building 

credibility and giving audiences a positive impression of himself.  

After using humor successfully in other campaign speaking environments, Reagan 

brought his speaking style into the 1980 debates. He was responsible for all six cases of 

humor in the 1980 debates (two in the first debate with Anderson, four in the second 

debate with Carter) and most notably remembered for telling Carter, “There you go again” 

on his response on Social Security. Although the amount of coverage of Reagan‟s humor 

(nine humor mentions) was representative of the amount of humor he used, the “There 

you go again” humor received the most press, being mentioned five times in five of the 

six newspaper stories from the second 1980 debate with a humor mention, twice within 

the first five paragraphs of newspaper stories. 

The 1984 debates saw a tripling of humor use over 1980 from six cases to 18 

cases. Although Reagan struggled through the first debate, Mondale used humor well, 

most notably reusing the line Regan had used on Carter the previous campaign year, 

“There you go again.” This sound bite went over so well in the press this time compared 

to other humor Mondale used that significant differences were found in Mondale‟s humor 

use and coverage of his humor in this debate alone. Reporters found Mondale‟s 

believability had increased and he showed a sense of style and humor (Saikowski, 1984). 

In an interview with Jim Lerher in 1990, Mondale stated that he was ready for Reagan to 

use the “There you go again” line and pounced on Reagan when he did.  

However, Reagan regained his composure and gave a commanding performance 

in the Kansas City debate. Although only five cases of humor occurred in this debate, the 

fewest of any debate in 20 years, no case more powerful arguably in the history of 
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debates as Reagan‟s joke about his age. The power of this humor use goes beyond the 

realm of this study. It stopped two weeks of debate in the press about the president‟s age 

being a campaign issue. Even Mondale sensed with that comment that his chances to win 

the election ended with that comment. Speaking with Jim Lerher, Mondale said,  

LEHRER: The line that came up where he said "I'm not going to exploit for 
political purposes my opponent's youth and inexperience." Was that when you 
knew you were in trouble? 
MONDALE: He got the audience with that, yeah. I could tell that one hurt. 
LEHRER: Did that strike you as obviously a pre-programmed line? 
MONDALE: Well, I'll tell you, if TV can tell the truth, as you say it can, you'll 
see that I was smiling. But I think if you come in close, you'll see some tears 
coming down because I knew he had gotten me there. (Lerher, 1990) 

Reagan went on to win a second term. The influence of debate humor as witnessed during 

the early eighties showed it could be used as a tool to amuse and influence audiences. 

Much as Mondale and Reagan used humor effectively, candidates throughout the 

presidential debates to this day would try to do the same.  

The golden days of debate humor. The debates in campaign years 1988-1996 to 

this point in history should be considered as the golden days of debate humor. 149 (62%) 

of the 239 cases of debate humor from candidates across all debates to this date occurred 

in these seven debates, an average of 21.2 cases of humor per debate or one case of 

humor every 4 minutes 13 seconds. There were no fewer than 13 cases of humor in any 

of the seven debates. Much like the amount of humor in debates increased, the amount of 

humor coverage increased with it, too. One hundred fifty-six (67%) of 232 specific cases 

of humor in post-debate newspaper coverage occurred in these three campaign years.  

Humor had become commonplace in the presidential debates to the extent that 

Bush (41) seemingly came prepared with one-liners ready to zing Dukakis. In a moment 

of humor in the first 1988 debate, Bush (41) acknowledged this much saying, “Is this the 
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time to unleash our one liners?” (CPD, 1988a, p. 4). The 1988 debate had some vicious 

ridicule to put it nicely. Dukakis to show he had a sense of humor and personality, some 

had said he had a cold personality, came up with some very strong shots to Bush. He 

calling Bush the “Joe Isuzu” of American Politics, referring to Bush‟s flexible freeze as a 

kind of “economic slurpee” and said that Bush won the gold medal for ridicule in the 

campaign. Bush (41) came up with this own jabs as well using humor to compare an 

answer of Dukakis‟ to the state of Boston Harbor. There also seem to be cases in which 

audience members laughed at candidates for serious comments like when Dukakis stated, 

“I am very tough on violent crime” (CPD, 1988a, p.11) or when Bush stated he was for 

clean water in the second 1988 debate (CPD, 1988b). There were also several cases of 

humor that were used to cover up mistakes. To cover up the mistake of mentioning the 

wrong missile Bush was going to deploy, he called it Christmas and joked about how nice 

it would be like the “Iceman” and not make mistakes. Dukakis also used humor later in 

the debate when Bush (41) had lost his place in his response to a question about his 

record as vice president.  

The golden days of humor continued into the three-way debates of 1992 in which 

we saw the most cases of debate humor for one campaign year (62 cases). Ross Perot 

appeared in those debates. Using humor 41 times in the 1992 debates (67% of all debate 

humor in the 1992 debates) Perot is responsible for the most debate humor of any 

candidate in any campaign year. Dole in 1996 and Bush (41) in 1988 are tied for the 

second most debate humor used by a candidate in a campaign year at 28 cases each. Perot 

also dominated post-debate newspaper coverage of humor. Fifty-three of seventy (76%) 

specific debate humor mentions in the 1992 post-debate newspaper coverage were humor 
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from Perot. His use of humor in the first debate in which he mentions not having 

experience making a $4 trillion dollar debt and says he‟s all ears (reported 12 times) to 

hearing good policy proposals were great sound bites that were widely reported in post-

debate newspaper coverage. Many reported that Perot had used humor successfully in 

that first debate. His support for the presidency doubled to 14 percent after the first 

debate (Jelen, 2001). Rosenthal reported his humor played a role in reestablishing himself 

as a candidate (Rosenthal, 1992). Bryne (1992) reported that Perot spoke in a way the 

American audience could identify with and understand. However, Perot‟s humor fell flat 

in the second and third debates as he used debate humor to sell his infomercials and 

declare Clinton‟s record of work in Arkansas as governor as irrelevant. Perot‟s coverage 

of his humor fell flat too. Reporters such as John Mashek called his humor “ineffective” 

(1992, p. 19) and Shales called it “stale” (1992, p. D1). During the golden days of humor, 

Perot supported Meyer‟s (2000) point that humor can be a double-edged sword. 

Dole also used humor frequently in the 1996 debates. After his use of humor in 

the 1976 vice-presidential debate (Levasseur & Dean, 1996), it was not a huge surprise to 

see Dole use humor often (28 cases). Even Clinton played on Dole‟s humor with a joke 

of his own when Dole was asked about his tax cut.  

LEHRER: Senator Dole, speaking of your tax plan, do you still think that's a good 
idea, the 15 percent across the board tax cut? 
DOLE: Oh, yes. And you'll be eligible. [laughter] 
CLINTON: Me too? [laughter] 
DOLE: And so will the former President, yes. [laughter]  
CLINTON: I need it. [laughter] (CPD, 1996a, p. 6) 

Dole used humor on a variety of topics from his wife to Clinton‟s position on tobacco to 

defining Clinton‟s foreign policy as a photo-op policy to even the score of the St. Louis-

Atlanta baseball playoff game occurring during the second debate. Although the humor 
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did not have quite the same impact as the humor of Reagan or Mondale, it was clear 

through these three campaigns that humor was more prevalent in the debates unlike ever 

before. 

Humor use wanes. After three campaigns years of debates averaging over 20 

cases of humor per debate and increasing appearances by candidates on entertainment 

talk shows, humor use in 2000s debates began to drops to an average of just under 11 

cases of humor per debate. I argue two factors played a role in this waning of humor. One 

was personality, in particular that of the Gore whom was touted by many as being robotic 

and not having much of a personality (Young, 2004). Many late-night comedians 

throughout the campaign exploited this point. 

In 2004 campaign humor had its moments, but not at the rate of humor that 

occurred in the late eighties and nineties. The second factor I believe that could play a 

role in the reduction of debate use, occurring in the 2004 election, was war. The first 

2004 debate contained only seven cases of humor from candidates, the fewest number of 

cases in 20 years. The first 2004 debate was dominated by discussion about the ongoing 

war in Iraq. Although there is no research that discusses candidate use of humor during 

war time, I would speculate that with a particularly serious topic such as war in a debate 

where candidates try to persuade people their point of view, humor could be 

counterproductive. One reason would be the general structure of humor that, as Mulkay 

(1988) points out, allows multiple perspectives to peacefully co-exist within one sentence 

or idea. This contrasts with serious dialogue where if two ideas are being debated, one 

must prevail. As one candidate is trying to prevail over another, he would want his 
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rhetoric to prevail as well, which would lead him to use serious dialogue more in 

presidential debates. 

Despite candidates using humor less in 2004 (10.6 cases average per debate; 

lowest average since 1984), the 2004 debates received the most post-debate humor 

coverage of all the presidential debates ever. There were 85 specific debate humor 

mentions (most of all debate years) and at least one humor mention appeared in 25 

percent of all newspaper stories in the 2004 sample (highest percentage of stories with a 

humor mention in a debate year). Both candidates had key uses of humor reported 

repeatedly in newspapers. For Bush comments included humor about how people should 

not believe what the media wrote, his owning of a timber company, and his love for his 

wife and daughters. For Kerry, humor comments were made about his wife and 

comparing Bush to Tony Soprano. The 2004 debate findings shows us again that if 

candidates can use a few uses of humor effectively that reporters respond to, they will 

receive more widespread coverage of humor use that if they used humor as much as 

possible.  

Conclusion. The trend over the last 24 years of the presidential debates suggests 

that we can expect humor to continue to be used in debates. How that use of humor will 

influence newspaper coverage is up to how the candidates use their humor and the 

reporters covering it. With the war in Iraq likely to continue throughout the 2008 

campaign it will be interesting to see if war will continue to influence the use of humor or 

if personality will lead to greater use of candidate humor despite the ongoing conflict. 

The history of humor in debates matters because it provides further evidence that 

presidential debated are an antecedent genre of rhetoric (Jamieson, 1974). As times have 
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changed, what has become a proper response in a presidential debate has also changed. In 

the early debate years humor was not considered acceptable. Although Kennedy and Ford 

would charm people with wit in campaign addresses, unsure as to whether humor would 

be well received in the new rhetorical situation of debates, the candidates did not use their 

wit in their responses. Even a time and cultural change in America over 16 years did not 

change how humor was used in debates. 

However, Reagan brought humor into the debates in 1980 against Anderson and 

Carter. Meyer (1990) argues that Reagan‟s use of humor in other campaign addresses was 

a key part in how he appealed to Americans. Thus, candidates and Americans alike got an 

opportunity to see how humor would be received in the rhetorical situation. Americans 

responded to the humor positively, reporters reported on the humor, “There you go again” 

became engrained in our minds, and Reagan was elected. The 1980 debates helped us all 

see that humor was now considered an appropriate response to debate questions and 

situations. 

Once candidates saw humor could be used successfully in the debates in 1980, the 

use of humor tripled in 1984. We witnessed the successful use of humor again from 

Mondale in the first debate and Reagan in the second debate. After candidates again saw 

humor used successfully again, the use of humor in debates increased again by 250 

percent in 1988 from 1984 and has been used at least once by every candidate in every 

general election presidential debate since.  

Applying antecedent genre, we can see humor grew out of other antecedent 

rhetorical situations to become in time a proper response to debate questions and 

situations. History shows that one effective use of humor will not only be reported 
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repeatedly in newspaper coverage, but may also be reused by candidates and remain in 

the public‟s mind for a generation. The trend of humor use in debates since 1980 suggests 

humor will continue to be a proper response in debates in the future.  

Third Party Influence 

The results earlier did not include data from the four presidential debates that 

have included a third party candidate. There were multiple reasons not to include their 

data. First is the infrequency of the third party candidate in debates in comparison of the 

regularity of major-party candidates in debates. Over the 44-year history of general 

election presidential debates (24 debates) there have only been four debates including two 

third-party candidates – John Anderson in the first 1980 debate and Ross Perot in the 

three 1992 presidential debates. Therefore, it would be more useful to make 

generalizations based on the historical data of major party candidates only because 

historically, major parties candidates will be the only candidates regularly appearing in 

the presidential debates. A review of the literature did not find sources that generalized 

about campaign communications over multiple election campaigns that included third-

party candidates in their findings. 

Second is a concern with generalizeability of the data. All the data for third-party 

candidates in the history of debates is just based on two candidates. Additionally, only 

one of the two candidates (Ross Perot) actually used humor in a presidential debate. 

Therefore, all the data from third parties that would be included in the results would be 

based on Ross Perot‟s use of humor a candidate who used humor more than any other 

candidate did in the history of presidential debates – clearly not a typical presidential 

candidate in this regard. Juxtaposing Perot‟s performance with that of other third-party 
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candidate John Anderson, it seems unreasonable to generalize about the history of humor 

in presidential debates solely form Perot‟s performance because Perot‟s performance may 

not be indicative of all third party candidates that participate in presidential debates 

should another candidate ever participate.   

Third, the influence of third party humor in presidential debates and coverage of 

presidential debate humor was not substantial. To compare the impact of third party 

influence on humor and presidential debates I reexamined all 63 research questions again 

with data from all debates including third party candidates. Only six of the 63 results 

changed from non-significant to significance differences. Only the findings that include 

the third party data did influence will be discussed here. The inclusion of data from the 

four presidential debates involving third party candidates adds an additional 64 cases of 

humor the data for a grand total of 239 cases of humor from candidates in all the 

presidential debates. Forty-one of those 64 cases of humor were from third-party 

candidates, all from Ross Perot. Data were weighted appropriately to control for 

differences in the number or appearances in the different groups.   

Third Party Candidates’ Influence on Research Questions  

With third party data included, the finding about differences in the types of debate 

humor between political parties (RQ 4) became significant with a small effect size, 3 2(4, 

N = 443.13) = 19.98, p = .0005, V = .15. Marasculio comparisons within the language 

type of humor showed that third parties used language types of humor significantly more 

than Republicans, 2(1, N = 235) = 7.98, p < .01, and Democrats, 2(1, N = 202.43) = 

19.05, p < .0001. Additionally, comparisons within logic types of humor showed that 
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third parties used logic types of humor more than Republicans, 2(1, N = 106) = 30.81, p 

< .0001, and Democrats, 2(1, N = 93.39) = 40.51, p < .0001.  

Findings also became significant with a small-to-medium effect size looking at 

differences in specific debate humor mentions covered in news stories about Democrats, 

Republicans and third-party candidates in the presidential debates (RQ 19),4  


2(4, N = 

566.26) = 59.6, p < .0001, V = .23. Language types of humor comparisons showed that 

third parties‟ use humor was covered more in newspapers than Democrats, 2(1, N = 

198.43) = 11.50, p < .001. Third parties use of logic types of humor also was covered 

more in newspapers than Democrats, 2(1, N = 97.56) = 36.07, p < .0001, and 

Republicans‟, 2(1, N = 104) =  31.23, p < .0001. Lastly third parties had more 

newspaper coverage for use of identification types of humor than Democrats, 2(1, N = 

84.26) = 49.36, p < .0001, and Republicans, 2(1, N = 88) = 46.00, p < .0001.  

The third question that changed significance was the post-debate coverage on 

functions of debate humor from election winners and losers (RQ 29). Results showed 

differences in functions of debate humor mentions in post- debate newspaper coverage 

with a small-to-medium size effect5, 2(3, N = 318) = 12.06, p = .007, V = .19. Looking 

at this result in greater detail, findings showed more newspaper coverage of election 

losers‟ use of the differentiation, 2(1, N = 69.5) = 8.63, p < .01, than election winners.  

The other three questions that changed significance with the addition of third 

party debate data were questions that compared humor from debates with debate 

newspaper coverage. All three of the significant differences occurred with questions 

related to location of humor. First, data showed significant differences and a small effect 

between where humor was used by debate winners and newspaper coverage of where 
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humor was used from debate winners (RQ 54), 2(2, N = 255) = 6.83, p = .03, V = .16. 

The opening and closing statement categories were dropped from this analysis because 

they would have violated chi-square assumptions. Marasculio comparisons revealed that 

there was more newspaper coverage about debate winner‟s humor occurring in rebuttal 

responses in debates than actual occurrences of debate winners humor occurring in 

rebuttal responses of debates, 2(1, N = 147) = 12.57, p < .001.  

Turning attention to searching for differences in the locations of humor uttered by 

debate losers and post-debate coverage of locations of humor in news stories from debate 

losers (RQ 57), results revealed differences between the two variables, 2(2, N = 271) = 

6.49, p = .03, V = .15. To avoid violating chi-square assumptions, the opening and 

closing categories were dropped from the analysis. 

Lastly, differences and a small effect were found between the locations of humor 

uttered by election losers and post-debate newspaper coverage of location of humor from 

election losers (RQ 63), 2(2, N = 299) = 6.23, p = .04, V = .14. The opening and closing 

statement categories were dropped from this analysis to avoid violating chi-square 

assumptions. Marasculio comparisons revealed a significant finding that there was more 

newspaper coverage about election losers humor occurring in rebuttal responses in 

debates than actual occurrences of election losers humor occurring in rebuttal responses 

of debates, 2(1, N = 161) = 5.22, p < .05.  

Third Party Candidates’ Influence on Newspaper Coverage 

The main influence third party humor has had on debates, as indicated by these 

results, has been on the post-debate newspaper coverage. All but one of the questions 

where significance changed involved post-debate newspaper coverage. I believe three 
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reasons play a role in these findings. First, Ross Perot had the most humor of any of the 

candidates in the 1992 debates, so it would only make sense that he had the most humor 

coverage in the 1992 debates. As previously mentioned, Perot received 76 percent of all 

specific debate humor mentions in the 1992 post-debate coverage. Second, Perot had 

cases of humor that were reported on repeatedly in the press, most notability “I‟m all 

ears,” reported 12 times in the post-debate coverage of the first debate. Thirdly, humor 

became one of Perot‟s defining characteristics in the presidential debates. Rhea‟s (2006) 

rhetorical analysis of Perot‟s humor coverage in the 1992 debate found two major themes 

reporters used to define Perot: he was an entertainer and he was plain spoken, particularly 

in the first two presidential debates of 1992. These frames lend themselves to focusing 

more attention on Perot‟s humor in the coverage. These reasons I argue played a role in 

the large amount of coverage devoted to Perot‟s humor and as result had some influence 

in the findings about humor in presidential debates, primarily with regard to newspaper 

coverage in the debates. 

Significance of the Study  

The presidential debates are one of the most often studied aspects of political 

campaign communication. For over 20 years, we have seen humor use regularly in the 

presidential debates but we have had no systematic understanding of the how presidential 

candidates use humor in this campaign medium or its coverage. The primary significance 

of this study is contributes to the discipline an understanding of the who, what, when, 

where, why and how humor is used in presidential debates. This section will explore 

further the significance of the findings for debates, for debate newspaper coverage, and 

for the study of humor. 
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Significance for Presidential Debate Research 

We can conclude that humor is a device used in presidential debates since 1980. I 

can only predict that humor in debates will continue to be used in the general election 

debates in 2008 and beyond. The findings fall in-line with Gruner‟s study (1967) that 

speaks to the value of humor to help build credibility and help audience members be able 

to relate to politicians.  

The lack of significant findings (e.g., Republicans use humor about the same as 

Democrats) are valuable in this study as they suggest that candidates in major party 

debates, regardless of political party or candidate role (incumbent/challenger) or outcome 

(debate or election winner/loser) take similar strategies to using humor in the debate. 

Language types of humor are the most commonly used type of humor for all candidates. 

This is an important finding because within this category of humor are techniques of 

irony, satire, and ridicule. These techniques are the same techniques of humor found by 

Goodchilds (1959) to be most persuasive to audiences. Given that candidates want to 

persuade voters to vote for them, this finding suggests that humor is a part of a 

candidate‟s arsenal to persuade voters on their perspective or issue platforms.  

Although, candidates do use humor for clarification, enforcement, and 

differentiation functions, the function candidates used humor most often for was 

identification. This finding supports Yarwood‟s works (2001, 2004) about how 

candidates like to use humor to help them connect with their audiences, often through 

self-deprecating humor. We also know that humor is used mainly in rebuttal statements, 

though it is used often in initial statements as well.  
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Data show that humor is seldom used in opening and closing statements. 

Although this finding is not surprising for opening statements in part because opening 

statements have only been a part of four presidential debates, I argue humor seldom 

occurs in closing statements because these statements resemble inaugural addresses and 

are reserved for comments that will help to draw viewers together to vote for each 

particular candidate. These are very useful findings to understand how humor has been 

used historically over the presidential debates and how we might expect candidates will 

use humor in the future.  

Significance for Post-Debate Newspaper Coverage  

There is also usefulness for this study related to the post-debate newspaper 

coverage. First for candidates, the study shows that humor does get reported on in the 

post-debate newspaper coverage. And we have a good sense of how the humor is covered. 

First, the findings are valuable because it tells us what candidate distinctions are 

important with respect to humor coverage. The significant findings tell us that a 

candidate‟s political party and whether a candidate wins or loses the debate plays a role 

in debate humor coverage but incumbent-challenger distinctions and election winner-

loser status do not play a role in humor coverage.  

Additionally, this study shows that key use(s) of humor occurs in a presidential 

debate can influence newspaper coverage. The key case(s) of humor can take the form of 

a sound bite and be reported repeatedly to the extent that these key uses of humor are 

overrepresented in the post-debate newspaper coverage of that singular debate or all 

debates in a campaign year. This finding is valuable because it sends the message to 

presidential candidates and campaign manager that using humor effectively in a debate 
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can garner a disproportionate amount of coverage compared to humor mentions that are 

not so moving.  

Significance for Debate Humor Research 

In addition to finding significance in this study for our understanding of political 

debates and post-debate newspaper coverage, there is also significance in this study for 

our understanding of studying humor research and for methods of studying humor. This 

study helps to affirm theories of humor used by scholars, but perhaps more significantly 

demonstrates reliable methods to use for the systematic study of humor. 

Theory. This study argued that the use of humor to relieve tensions (Berlyne 

1972; Masse et al., 1984; Meyer, 1990, 2000), to note incongruities between two 

perspectives in non-threatening ways (Burke, 1959; Meyer 1990, 2000), and to enforce 

norms (Gruner, 1967; Meyer, 1990, 2000) would be utilized in presidential debates. This 

study found candidates using humor in all of these uses. It was not uncommon to see 

relief theory at work as candidates use humor to relieve tensions after misspeaking as 

Bush (41) did mentioning an incorrect missile-defense system in the first 1988 

presidential debate (CPD, 1988). Additionally it was common for candidates to use 

humor to point out incongruities, such as Perot saying Clinton‟s record in Arkansas was 

irrelevant in the third 1992 debate. Perot exposed this incongruity with humor by 

comparing Clinton‟s record to running a small grocery store and running America to 

running Wal-Mart and suggesting that it was not a fair comparison (CPD, 1992c). Using 

humor for claiming superiority purposes and enforcing norms was apparent, particularly 

in the 2000 debates. Often Gore would ignore the agreed to rules of the debate by doing 

things such as ask audience members direct questions in the town hall debate. Lerher 
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pointed out the rule violation and the audience laughed, which enforced the norm that 

Gore‟s actions were inappropriate (CPD, 2000). Much as these uses of humor have been 

found in other forms of campaign addresses (Meyer, 1990), it is apparent that these 

theories can help us to understand what is occurring when candidates use humor in 

presidential debates.  

In addition to the advancement of humor theories, this study also helps us to 

conclude that debates and should be considered an antecedent genre of rhetoric (Bitzer, 

1968; Jamieson, 1974), a form of communication in which proper responses develop both 

out of the type of communication it was based upon (press conferences arguably) and the 

situation of candidates coming together to persuade audiences. From looking at the 

history of debates, we can see that humor was initially considered to be inappropriate to 

use in debates in 1960 and 1976 when witty candidates were a part of those debates. 

Reagan who had used humor successfully in acting and politics brought his humor into 

the debate and used it successfully to help him win the presidency in 1980. After seeing 

humor received positively in 1980, it was considered by candidates to be an appropriate 

tool to use to address debate questions and has been used by every candidate in every 

debate since. 

Humor methods. This study is also valuable to the humor research because it help 

to validate a reliable method of studying humor. This study used Berger‟s (1993) 

typology of humor techniques to guide its study of types of humor. This was found to be 

a useful tool to the study of humor for several reasons. First, the study has broad 

categories (language, logic, identification, action) which were used to organize the 

foundations from which humor occurs. Second, within those larger categories are 
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multiple techniques of humor. The significance of these techniques is they provide 

scholars definitions of humor techniques that are not contingent on speaker intent or 

audience response, but the interaction that occurs. In this study, this typology was found 

to be a reliable method to figure out the types of humor that candidates used in the 

debates in this study. Given challenges of defining and operationalizing humor scholars 

have faced in the past, this typology should be considered as a valuable tool to consider 

using when conducting a study on humor. 

Also, this study utilized a typology that examines the function of humor use 

(Meyer, 2000). Meyer argued four functions of humor exist: to identify with audiences, to 

clarify issues or perspectives, to enforce positions or social norms, or to differentiate one 

person or position from another. This study found that this typology could be used with 

good reliability to examine the purpose of humor use in debates. Other scholars of humor 

could use this typology to examine the functions of humor in studies related to political 

communication or another communication sub-discipline. 

Conclusion 

This study provides great utility for scholars of political communication, 

journalism, and humor. As result of this study, we can understand humor‟s use and 

evolution in presidential debates from something that was non-existent in debates to a 

tool that is now used multiple times by candidates in each presidential debate. We can 

understand how journalists report on debate humor and the power key humor moments 

can have in influencing post-debate humor coverage. In addition, we now have support 

for reliable methods of studying and defining humor that are not dependent on speaker 
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intent and audience response. All of which make these findings a valuable additions to 

the literature in the communication discipline. 

Future Research 

OneOne final reason that this study is significant is it provides scholars with a 

number of future study ideas. Although the general election presidential debates are the 

most watched political debates in America, they are not the only political debates 

conducted in which humor occurs. Future research should continue to explore the use of 

humor in presidential debates as well as explore humor use in other forms of political 

debates, most notably vice-presidential debates, primary debates, and non-presidential 

debates (e.g., gubernatorial, Senatorial, Congressional). An important addition to the 

study of humor of presidential debates is to explore the topics in the debate that humor is 

used. Benoit‟s (2007) use of functional theory looking at the topics of discourse in 

campaign communications such as debates would be one theory with which to conduct 

this research.  

Carlin and Bicak (1993) found that vice-presidential candidates have different 

goals to accomplish in their debates than presidential candidates. Additionally, their 

analysis found vice-presidential candidates have more room than presidential candidates 

to be argumentative with each other as they support candidates. The vice-presidential 

debates have had have been noted for humorous comments as well, in particular from 

candidates Bob Dole in the 1976 vice-presidential debates (Levasseur & Dean, 1996) and 

Lloyd Bentsen in the 1988 vice-presidential debates. It would be valuable to understand 

how these candidates use humor in vice-presidential debates. Additionally, given the 

different goals presidential and vice-presidential candidates have in their debates, it 
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would be interesting to see if there are differences in how presidential and vice-

presidential candidates use humor in their debates.. 

Primary debates are another important format to study candidate humor. 

McKinney, Kaid, and Robertson (2001) note that there are several differences for 

presidential candidates to consider in primary debates. One consideration is that primary 

debates are intraparty debates as opposed to general election debates that are interparty. 

This means that there are fewer differences between candidates and as result, there is less 

about the candidates to attack. Moreover, the candidate‟s position in the race, as front-

runner, contender, or also-ran, plays a role in how she/he approaches campaign discourse 

and how other candidates approach their discourse. Of the 12 primary debates conducted 

so far in the 2008 campaign year, all of them have contained cases of humor. It will be 

interesting to see how humor is used in primary debates, if humor use differs in primary 

and general election debates, and what kind of newspaper coverage humor in debates 

received.  

Additionally, this research calls for a great exploration of its findings, particularly 

with regard to candidates‟ use of different types of humor. Using Berger‟s typology 

(1993) data was broken down by the four categories of humor and not the 45 different 

techniques he outlined. This was done because it would have been unfeasible to do a 

content analysis with 45 categories. However, now that we know that most humor in 

debates involves use of language types, future research can focus attention on humor 

techniques within the language type of humor to see more specifically what techniques 

are at work in candidate humor use and if there are differences in technique use.   
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Lastly, future research should attempt to use Berger‟s (1993) typology and 

Meyer‟s (2000) classifications of the functions of humor to further validate the use of 

these tools in the study of humor both in political communication and other 

communication sub-disciplines. 

Study Limitations 

OneA couple of study limitationss should be noted. First, I was unable to obtain a 

video copy of the second and third debates of 1960 presidential debates for analysis. I 

was able to obtain audio copies of these debates for coders so that they would not be 

working solely from the transcripts. Because no cases of humor were found in these 

debates, the results were not affected, but as Meyer (1990) suggests, it is always best to 

analyze humor with video of the performance. 

Secondly, the dates of various presidential debates did affect the newspaper 

sample obtained. Although data were obtained one, three, and seven days after debates, 

there were years with fewer than seven days between presidential debates. This resulted 

in situations when dates overlapped (e.g., the seventh day after debate two was the first 

day after debate 3). When these situations occurred, almost all coverage found in 

newspaper coverage concerned the most recent debate. These situations resulted in more 

coverage of the latter debate than the former debate. 

Conclusion 

OneThis dissertation explored the use of humor in presidential debates from 

1960-2004 and the post-debate humor coverage of the presidential debates. Overall, 

candidates were found to use language types of humor and use humor to identify with 

their audience. Humor can play a role in helping candidates enhance their credibility, 
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show superiority over another candidate, leave the audience in a positive mood, and show 

audience members the candidates do not take themselves too seriously.  

The study also found that over the history of presidential debates, there are some 

candidate roles that matter with regards to post-debate coverage of humor in newspapers 

(political party and debate winner-loser) and some that do not (incumbent-challenger and 

election winner-loser. This study found that humor mentions will typically occur in 17-25 

percent of all debate stories and will often contain three humor mentions or less in each 

stories. This finding suggests only the most sensational cases of humor will get the most 

widespread coverage, hence placing value for candidates to try to use humor at least a 

few times to get the most noteworthy humor of the night mentioned. This study found 

cases of debate humor where this argument was statistically supported, that sensational 

debate humor will be reported on repeatedly in post-debate newspaper coverage of humor. 

The study also found that most coverage of humor in newspapers will occur in newspaper 

stories appearing in newspapers the day after the debate. Although results did focus on 

debates with major party candidates only, data from debates involving third parties and 

the influence those debates had on the results were also noted. This study also made 

contributions to our understanding antecedent genre theory and methods on studying 

humor in debates.  

After reading this dissertation, one should be able to know reasons why a 

candidate would want to use humor in a debate, what types of humor are used most 

commonly, what humor in debates is most used for, and when humor is typically used 

and not used in a debate. Readers should be able to understand the influence humor can 

play in helping to get a candidate news coverage. With the knowledge gained from this 
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dissertation campaign strategist should understand how better to use humor with regard to 

technique, function, and location to best utilize it in debates. They should also be able to 

better understand what influence their use of humor will have in gaining more coverage 

for their candidate to increase exposure from the debates and which ultimately may help a 

candidate use the debate discourse more effectively to become the next President of the 

United States.   
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Footnotes 

1For this analysis, the action types category of humor was dropped from this 

analysis because there were no cases of humor recorded from the candidate or the 

newspaper coverage of candidate‟s humor.  

2For this analysis, the opening and closing statement location categories were 

dropped from this analysis because there were no cases of humor recorded from the 

candidate or the newspaper coverage of candidate‟s humor in these portions of the debate. 

3In order to control for appearances in questions with regard to political parties, 

the number of appearances in debates by Republicans (24) was divided by the number of 

appearances for Democrats (23) and third party (4) candidate appearances. The data for 

Democrats and third party candidates was multiplied by the result of that equation 

(Democrats data was multiplied by 1.043; third party data was multiplied by 6). 

4In order to control for appearances in questions with regard to political parties, 

the number of appearances in debates by Republicans (24) was divided by the number of 

appearances for Democrats (23) and third party (4) candidate appearances. The data for 

Democrats and third party candidates was multiplied by the result of that equation 

(Democrats data was multiplied by 1.043; third party data was multiplied by 6). 

5In order to control for appearances in questions with regard to incumbents and 

challengers, the number of appearances in debates by election losers (27) was divided by 

the number of appearances for election winner (24) candidate appearances. The data for 

Democrats and third party candidates was multiplied by the result of that equation 

(election winner data was multiplied by 1.125). 
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Table 1 

Candidate Humor Utterances in Newspaper Coverage about U.S. Presidential Debates 

by Political Party 

Source   Democrats  Republicans   

             

Types of Humor (χ
2 [2, N = 227] = .1, p = .95, power = .05) 

Language  73   105 

Logic   13   20 

Identification  6   10 

Actiona  0   5       

Functions of Humor (χ
2 [3, N = 232] = 7.42, p = .059, power = .67) 

Identification  41   56 

Clarification  12   38 

Enforcement  22   22 

Differentiation  17   24       

Locations of Humor (χ
2 [2, N = 230] = 6.01, p = .04, V = .16) 

Opening Statementa 1   1    

Closing Statementa 0   0 

Initial Response 25   60 

Rebuttal Response 56   69 

Other   10   10       

aData not included in chi-square analysis because it would have violated assumptions. 
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Table 2 

Candidate Humor Utterances in Newspaper Coverage about U.S. Presidential Debates 

by Debate Winners and Losers 

Source    Debate Winners Debate Losers 

             

Types of Humor (χ
2 [2, N = 227] = 7.36, p = .02, V = .18) 

Language   75   103 

Logic    22   11 

Identification   9   7 

Actiona   5   0      

Functions of Humor (χ
2 [3, N = 232] = 12.89, p = .004, V = .23) 

Identification   41   56 

Clarification   19   31 

Enforcement   17   27 

Differentiation   29   12      

Locations of Humor (χ
2 [2, N = 230] =.86, p = .65, power = .11) 

Opening Statementa  1   1    

Closing Statementa  0   0    

Initial Response  37   48    

Rebuttal Response  57   68    

Other    11   9      

aData not included in chi-square analysis because it would have violated assumptions. 
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Table 3 

Domination of Candidate Humor Utterances in Newspaper Coverage about U.S. 

Presidential Debates 

Source   Headline/Lead Paragrapha 2nd-5th Paragraph 6th Paragraph 

             

Types of Humor Coverage (χ
2 [2, N = 321] = 72.71, p < .0001, V = .475) 

General   20   34   35 

Specific   4   33   195   

aData not included in chi-square analysis because it would have violated assumptions. 
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Figure 1 

Historical Trend of Humor Use in Presidential Debates
a
 

 

 

aNo line for third party candidates because they had appearances in two campaign years. 
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Appendix 

 

Humor In Presidential Debates Codebook 
 
Overview of Coding Procedures 

  
 1) Debates 

1) Unitize message into humor utterances  
2) Coding  

a) classify each utterance by humor category (language, logic, 
identification, action) 

b) classify each utterance by function (identification, clarification, 
enforcement, differentiation) 

c) classify each utterance by location in debate (opening statement, 
closing statement, initial response, rebuttal response, other) 

 2) Newspaper Coverage 
  1) Unitize story into mentions about humor 
  2) Coding 

a) code each mention by dominance (lead, paragraph 2-5, other) 
b) code number of paragraphs humor is mentioned. 

 
1. Classifying Debate Content 

1.1. Unitizing humor utterances in debates. A humor utterance is a unit of discourse that 
can express a humorous idea. The length of an idea can range from a phrase to a sentence 
to an exchange between participants. 
 
Example: From 2nd Bush-Kerry Debate (Town Hall - 2004) 
 
GIBSON: Gentlemen, to the business at hand. The first question is for Senator Kerry, and 
it will come from Cheryl Otis, who is right behind me. 
 
OTIS: Senator Kerry, after talking with several co-workers and family and friends, I 
asked the ones who said they were not voting for you, “Why?” They said that you were 

too wishy-washy. Do you have a reply for them? 
 
KERRY: Yes, I certainly do. [HU] [laughter] 
 
Kerry‟s response that he “certainly” had an answer in response to the question on wishy-
washyness leads the audience to respond with laughter. 
 
1.2A. Classify Humor by Categories 

Coders will classify the type of humor uttered using one of the following four categories.  
 
Language – The key technique of the humor used is based on the language used. Mark L 
to signify the humor utterance is language based. 
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The following types of humor fall under the language category. (Berger, 1993) 
 
Allusion - the act of making an indirect reference to somebody or something 

Example – A Lieutenant was given two weeks to go on his honeymoon. At 
the end of his leave he wired his commanding officer: “It‟s wonderful here. 

Request another week‟s extension of leave.” He received the following 

reply. “It‟s wonderful anywhere. Return immediately.”  
Bombast - language full of long or pretentious words, used to impress others 
 Example – A garage owner‟s assistant told the garage owner that a 

doctor‟s car was outside and had a flat tie. The garage owner said, 

“Diagnose it as an absence of flatulence of the perimeter caused by the 

penetration of a foreign object resulting in the dissipation of the 
compressed atmospheric contents and charge him accordingly.” 

Definition – a technique that facilitates the use of other humor techniques. A kind 
of joke where the listener finds something light they expected to be serious 

  Example: Bill Clinton - #1 Fan of McDonalds.  
Exaggeration – act of exaggerating something; must be tied to something else (e.g. 
tall tale) to be seen as humorous. 

Example – The mosquitoes of Alaska are world famous for their size and 
ferocity. During the mosquito season no Alaskans go out at night, except 
by cars. One night, an unsuspecting visitor was seized by two gigantic 
mosquitoes. “Shall we eat him here or take him to the swamp?” one of the 

mosquitoes asked the other. “Here,” said the other. “If we take him to the 

swamp, the big mosquitoes will take him away from us.” 
Facetiousness – Joking language and it must be communicated that the speaker 
doesn‟t take their words seriously.  

Example – A man was questioned about how it was that he had stayed 
married for 30 years without getting into an argument with his wife. “It 

was easy,” the man said. “When we got married we decided that we would 

divide up spheres of responsibility. I make the big decisions and my wife 
makes the little ones. I decide when we go to war, raise taxes, and how 
much to spend for foreign aid. My wife decides everything else. 

Insults – A comic frame and other humor technique (such as exaggeration, 
sarcasm, ridicule) must be used for insults to be humorous. 

Example – He‟s so dumb, he thinks the St. Louis Cardinals are appointed 

by the Pope. 
Infantilism – Use of articulation that makes the person sound like an infant. 

Example - MAN: Mersey dotes and dosey dotes and liddle lambsy divvy 
[the baby chuckles] A kiddly divvy doo, wooden shoo … .ooo. (song is 
slurred from “Mares eat oats and does eat oats and little lambs eat ivy.  A 

kid will eat ivy too, wouldn‟t you?”) 
Irony – Humor stems from a difference in what is said and meant. 

Example – A Jewish man name Katzman decided to change his name to a 
French name so people wouldn‟t be able to recognize he was Jewish. He 

went to a Judge for help. “French, you say,” said the Judge. “Well, the 
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French word for cat is chat and the French word for man is l‟homme. We 

will change your name to Chat-l‟homme.” 
Misunderstanding – Verbal matter tied to the ambiguity of language or strange 
meanings language generates when taken out of context  

Example - Costello: Well then who‟s on first? 
Abbott: Yes. 
Costello: I mean the fellow‟s name 
Abbott: Who. 
Costello: The guy on first. 
Abbott: Who. 
Costello: The first baseman. 
Abbott: Who. 
Costello: The guy playing… 
Abbott: Who is on first! 
Costello: I‟m asking you who‟s on first. 
Abbott: That‟s the man‟s name. 

Overliteralness – Humor generated from taking words literal to the extent that 
meaning of words is manipulated and humor is generated. 

Example – Why did the moron take a ladder to the party? He heard the 
drinks were on the house. 

Puns – Humor involving a signifier (anything used to stand for something else) 
and the signified (the concept that is signified)  

Example – If you can‟t stand the heat, get out of the kitchen. (quote from 

Harry S Truman)  
Repartee – A form of verbal dueling to rebut an insult with a better insult. 

Example  – DUKAKIS: He seems to want to spend a great deal of money 
on just about every weapon system; he says he's against new taxes, 
although he's broken that pledge at least 3 times in the last year that I 
know of; he wants to give the wealthiest taxpayers in this country a five 
year, $40 billion tax break. He also wants to spend a lot of money on 
additional programs. If he keeps this up, he's going to be the Joe Isuzu of 
American politics. [laughter] 
DUKAKIS: But I hope you won't take my five seconds away from me. I 
will say this – 
LEHRER: Your two minutes is up, Governor. 
DUKAKIS: If he's serious about what he's saying, then the only place he 
can go to balance that budget is to raid the Social Security Trust Fund, and 
he tried that in 1985, and I think he's going to try it again. 
LEHRER: You have a minute to rebut. 
BUSH: Is this the time to unleash our one-liners? That answer was about 
as clear as Boston harbor. [laughter]  (Repartee)  (Bush from the first 
1988 presidential debate - Bush‟s humorous response to Dukakis humor 

would be coded Repartee) 
Ridicule – A form of direct verbal attack designed to cause contemptuous laughter. 

Example – Well they have a point. I don‟t have any experience running up 

a $4 trillion debt. (Perot from the first 1992 Presidential Debate) 
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Sarcasm – Involves the use of cutting language, often delivered in a hostile 
manner. 
 Example – Well, I guess I‟m reminded a little bit of what Will Rogers 

once said about Hoover. He said, “It‟s not what he doesn‟t know that bothers me; 
it‟s what he knows for sure that just ain‟t so. (Mondale from the first 1984 

presidential debate) 
Satire – Humor that often attacks the status quo (e.g. specific individuals, 
institutions, or happenings) and often pokes fun of those in power. 

Example - "Gas prices are up, the stock market is down, Iraq is a mess and 
John Kerry is saying, 'How am I gonna beat this guy?" (From Late Show 

with David Letterman) 
 
Logic – The key technique of the humor used is based on the ideational reasoning used. 
Mark O to signify the humor utterance is logic based. 
 

The following types of humor fall under the logic category. (Berger, 1993) 
 
Absurdity – makes light of the demands of logic and rationality. 
 Example – First person: Didn‟t I meet you in Buffalo? 
 Second person: No, I was never in Buffalo. 
 First person: Neither was I. Must have been two other fellows. 
Accident – Slips of the tongues, letters left off improperly, inadvertent 
construction of sentences  

Example – “They‟re seeking chemical, biological, and nucular weapons. 
(George Bush, 11/06/2001 – Speaking about goals of the Al-Qaida 
terrorist group) 

Analogy/Metaphor – A comparison with a humorous aspect 
Example – LEHRER: What he [Clinton] did as governor of Arkansas is 
irrelevant? 
PEROT: No, no, no but I could say, you know, that I ran a small grocery 
store on the corner, therefore I extrapolate that into the fact that I can run 
Wal-Mart. That‟s not true. (Perot from the third 1992 presidential debate) 

Catalogue – Tool to use nonsense, funny names and incongruities and hide it all 
in a catalogue (e.g. using funny names to describe beautiful people) 

Example – From East Egg, then, came the Chester Beckers and the 
Leeches, a man named Bunsen, who I knew at Yale, and Doctor Webster 
Civet, who was drowned last summer up in Maine. And the Nornbeams 
and the Willie Volitares, and a whole clan named Blackbuck, who always 
gathered in a corner that flipped up their noses like goats at whosoever 
came near. And the Ismays and the Chrystie‟s (or rather Hubert Auerbach 
and Mr. Christie‟s wife), and Edgar Beaver, whose hair, they say, turned 

cottonwhite one winter afternoon for no good reason at all. (From F. Scott 
Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby) 

Coincidence – Humor based on circumstance which puts a person into an 
awkward situation.  
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Example – 4 Students from Duke University missed a 100-point Physics 
final exam because they partied hard the night before and overslept. When 
they contacted the professor, they told the professor they missed the exam 
because they had a flat tire on the way back to town, got stuck, and they 
asked to make up the test. The professor let the 4 students make up the test 
in separate rooms. The first question for 5 points asked them about the 
first law of thermodynamics. The second question read “Which Tire? – 95 
points.” 

Comparison – Humorous when the nature of the comparison is ridiculous.   
Example – I am mindful of the difference between the executive branch 
and the legislative branch. I assured all four of these leaders [of Congress] 
that I know the difference, and that difference is that they pass the laws 
and I execute them. (President Bush meeting with Congressional Leaders, 
December 18, 2000) 

Disappointment – Similar to teasing – leading people on about something and 
denying them the consequences they expected. 
 Example – He: Going to have dinner anywhere tonight? 
 She: (eagerly) Why no, not that I know of. 
 He: You‟ll be awfully hungry.  
Ignorance/Gullible – Humor occurs when the ignorance of others is revealed.  

Example – A woman needed a taxi to the airport. She picked up the cab 
near a construction site and was hard to hear and had to repeat her 
destination to the cabbie a few times. Frustrated over this she said rudely, 
“You don‟t hear very well do you?” The cabbie responded, “No ma‟am 

I‟m almost totally deaf. I‟m also totally blind but it‟s okay because my 

sense of touch is highly acute and I can tell where I‟m going by feeling the 

vibrations in the steering wheel.” The woman got quite for a moment and 

in a worried voice responded, “Should you be driving?”  
Mistakes – Humor based on some kind of error, inattention. Funny when mistake 
leads to slapstick, embarrassment, and revelations of ignorance. 

Example – LERHER: Mr. President, just to make sure that everybody 
knows what‟s going on here, when you responded directly to Mr. Perot, 
you violated the rule, your rules. Now – 
BUSH (G.H.W.) For which I apologize. When I make a mistake, I say I‟m 

sorry [laughter]. (George Bush from the third 1992 presidential debate) 
Repetition – Humor formed from tension created by the establishments of a series 
of events.  

Example – SIMPSON: What about a woman [naming a potential woman 
candidate for President]? 

 PEROT: Oh, oh. 
BUSH (G.H.W.): (Inaudible) totally agree. My candidate‟s back there 

[pointing to his wife]. 
 PEROT: Okay. I can think of many. 
 SIMPSON: Many? 
 PEROT: Absolutely. 
 SIMPSON: When? 
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 PEROT: All right. How about Sandra Day O‟Conner as an example? 
 SIMPSON: Hm-hm. 
 PEROT: Dr. Bernadine Healy – 
 SIMPSON: Good. 
 PEROT: National Institutes of Health. I‟ll yield the floor. 
 BUSH: All good Republicans. 

PEROT: Name some more. [laughter] (from the second 1992 presidential 
debate) 

Reversal – Similar to “dramatic irony” – involves a resolution of some action that 
turns out to be the opposite of what is hoped for. 

Example – In the midst of driving to Disney World a child in the back seat 
asks his dad if we arrived yet. His dad said “nope.” Five minutes later the 

child asked again, “Are we there yet?” Irritated, the dad said, “No we‟re 

not there yet.” Five minutes later the child asked, “Are we there yet?” The 

dad to humor his child said, “Yep, we‟re there.” The child then asked, 

“How come we‟re not getting out of the car then?” 
Rigidity – Over-literalness involving actions and behavior as opposed to an 
interpretation of language.  

Example – A man was waiting for a friend at a fashionable club. Having 
arrived early and decided to pass the time playing billiards and asked a 
woman to join him. When asking if she wanted to play she said, “No. I 

tried it once and didn‟t like it.” The man responded back “Well would you 

like to play poker instead.” The woman responded again, “No. I tried it 

once and didn‟t like it. Besides, my son will be arriving soon.” The man 

responded back, “Your only son, I presume.”  
Theme/Variation – Technique shows the relativity of things and focuses on how 
people of different cultures, do different things. 
 Example – An Irishman was digging a ditch in a red-light district when he 
saw a Protestant minister enter one of the houses of ill-repute. “So what I‟ve 

heard is true, he thought”. Then he saw a rabbi enter the house “Six of one, half-
dozen of the other,” he thought. Then he saw a priest enter the house. “Someone 

must be sick in there,” he thought. 
 
Identification – The key technique of the humor used is existentially based. Mark I to 
signify the humor utterance is identification based. 
 

The following types of humor fall under the identification category. (Berger, 
1993) 
 
Before/After – Comparison of a character before and after something (e.g., 
marriage) occurs.  

Example – Before marriage, a man‟s a dude. After marriage, he‟s subdued.  
Burlesque – A kind of theatrical production featuring sexually provocative skits, 
slapstick humor and nude or seminude dancers and chorus lines. 

Example – A burlesque show like Le Scandal in New York City would be 
an example of burlesque humor. 
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Caricature – Compare/Contrast of people by exaggerating their physical 
characteristics. 

Example – PEROT: I think it‟s fitting that we‟re on the campus of a 

university tonight. These young people, when they get out of this 
wonderful university, will have difficulty finding a job. We‟ve got to clean 

this mess up, leave this country in good shape, and pass on the American 
dream to them. We‟ve got to collect taxes to do it. If there is a fair way, 

I‟m all ears. [laughter] (H. Ross Perot from the first 1992 presidential 
debate) 

Eccentricity – Humor is based on difference between what is normal and what we 
find when we experience the abnormal. 

Example – John: [A pause, reading his paper] Here‟s a thing I don‟t 

understand. In the newspaper they always give the age of deceased 
persons but never the age of newly born. That doesn‟t make sense. 
Marsha: I never thought of that. 

Embarrassment – Humor based on feeling superior to the person(s) being 
embarrassed. Situation is not based on coincidence.   

Example – Ms. Jones lived on the second floor of an apartment building in 
Chicago. One morning she woke with a startle when she heard the 
downstairs door open. She remembered she had forgotten to put out a milk 
bottle so she rushed to the kitchen, just as she was – al fresco – and 
stepped out across the hall. Suddenly she realized that it was too late to the 
apartment so she slipped behind a door which closed on the water meters 
and waited for the milkman to depart. But it wasn‟t the milkman. It was 

the water inspector, who opened the door and found, to his surprise, Ms. 
Jones standing naked. “Oh, I‟m sorry,” she said. “I was expecting the 
milkman.” 

Exposure – Exposing a hidden quality of a person or something a character in a 
story is not aware of.  

Example – Dear John: Words cannot express how much I regret having 
broken off our engagement. Will you please come back to me? Your 
absence leaves a space no one can fill. Please forgive me and let us start 
over again. I can‟t live with out you. I love you, love you, love you. Emily.  
P.S. Congratulations on winning Powerball. 

Grotesque – A deformity that sees comical because we maintain a sense of 
psychological distance and uninvolvement with it. 

Example – There was a young man of Devises, Who had balls of two 
different sizes. One was so small it was no ball at all. The other so large it 
won prizes. 

Imitation – A person pretends she/he is something else but maintains his/her 
identity which is fused with the entity she/he is imitating. Humor stems from the 
difference between the thing imitated and the persona and nature of the imitator. 

Example – Mrs. Doyle was furious. She rolled a newspaper into a club and 
struck her husband with it. He surprised her by playing the fool. He 
growled like a dog and caught the paper in his teeth. When she let go of 
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her end, he dropped to his hand and knees and continued the imitation on 
the floor. 

Impersonation – Humor generated because a person takes on another entity‟s 

identity solely. 
Example – Will Farrell impersonating President George W. Bush on 
Saturday Night Live. 

Mimicry – Humor stems from having someone else‟s voice, mannerisms and 

personality coming from an incorrect source. 
Example – PEROT: And we do have to have change and people who 
never take responsibility for anything when it happens on their watch and 
people who are in charge –  

 LERHER: Your time is up. 
PEROT: The time is up. [laughter](Perot from the first 1992 presidential 
debate) 

Parody – A form of verbal mimicry or imitation in which the style and 
mannerisms of some well-known writer are ridiculed. 

Example – The Daily Show with Jon Stewart is a parody of a news 
broadcast. 

Scale – Humor based on the incongruity on the size of objects.  
Example – The eyes of Doctor T.J. Eckleburg are blue and gigantic – their 
retinas are one yard high. They look out from no face, but instead, from a 
pair of enormous yellow spectacles which pass over a non-existent nose. 
(From The Great Gatsby) 

Stereotype – Generalized insults on groups of people. Used in humor to explain 
behavior and motivations of groups of people.  
 Example – What has an IQ of 350? Poland. 
Unmasking/Revealing Character – Humor focus in on the process and effects of 
discovery, what is revealed often leads to embarrassment and humiliation.  

Example – A handsome young businessman stationed in Tokyo came to 
America on a trip where he met a lovely young girl who he courted and 
married. “You‟ll love Tokyo,” he told the girl. “I have a servant, Yamaka, 

who does everything. We‟ll have a wonderful time.” When they arrived in 

Tokyo, the young man introduced the girl to Yamaka, who bowed and 
retired. The next morning, the young man said to his wife, “I have to go to 
the office, but you can continue to sleep…don‟t worry…Yamaka will take 

care of everything.” Several hours later the young wife was nudged gently 

by the servant. “Okay, missee…time to go home now.” 
 
Action – The key technique of the humor used is physical or non-verbal based. Mark A to 
signify the humor utterance is action based. 
 

The following types of humor fall under the action category. (Berger, 1993) 
 
Chase – Humor typically involving a person‟s movement in attempting to being 

punished or humiliated.   
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Example – Charlie Chaplin being chased by police officers that would 
want to beat him up. 

Slapstick – Physical humor, often involving degradation by action  
Example – Someone receiving a pie in the face as a joke. 

Speed – Humor is based on the speed (super fast or slow) of the speaker.  
Example – A commercial done for Micro Machines by the “Micro 

Machine man” John Moschitta, Jr., a famous speed-talker who spoke at 
over 600 words per minute in his commercials. 

 
1.2B. Classifying Humor by Function 

Coders will classify the humor in debates by the function the humor serves in the debate 
(Meyer, 2000) 
 

Identification – Using humor to build support by identifying communicators with their 
audiences, enhancing speaker credibility and building group cohesiveness. Mark ID to 
signify the function of the humor utterance was identification. 

Example - PEROT: I think it‟s fitting that we‟re on the campus of a university 

tonight. These young people, when they get out of this wonderful university, will 
have difficulty finding a job. We‟ve got to clean this mess up, leave this country 

in good shape, and pass on the American dream to them. We‟ve got to collect 

taxes to do it. If there is a fair way, I‟m all ears. [laughter] (H. Ross Perot from the 
first 1992 presidential debate) 

 
Clarification – Using humor to encapsulate views in to memorable phrases or short 
anecdotes, resulting in the clarification of issues or positions. Mark CL to signify the 
function of the humor utterance was clarification. 

Example – REAGAN: You know, I wasn't going to say this at all, but I can't help 
it. There you go again. [laughter]  (Ronald Reagan from first 1984 presidential 
debate) 

  
Enforcement - Using humor to enforce norms delicately by leveling criticism. Mark EN 
to signify the function of the humor utterance was enforcement. 

Example - PEROT: Now then, that money needs to be -- they don't even pay 
interest on it. They just write a note for the interest. 
SIMPSON: Mr. Perot, can you wrap it up? 
PEROT: Do you want to fix the problem or sound-bite it? I understand the 
importance of time but see, here's how we get to this mess we're in. 
SIMPSON: But we've got to be fair. 
PEROT: This is just 1 of 1000. 
Now then, to nail it, there's one way out -- a growing, expanding job base. A 
growing, expanding job base to generate the funds and the tax revenues to pay off 
the mess and rebuild America. We've got to double-hit. If we're $4 trillion down, 
we should have everything perfect, but we don't. We've got to pay it off and build 
money to renew it- -spend money to renew it, and that's going to take a growing, 
expanding job base. That is priority one in this country. Put everybody that's 
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breathing to work. And I'd love to be out of workers and have to import them, like 
some of our international competitors. 
SIMPSON: Mr. Perot, I'm sorry. I'm going to -- 
PEROT: Sorry. 
SIMPSON: And I don't want to sound-bite you but we are trying to be fair -- 
PEROT: Okay. 
SIMPSON: -- to everyone. 
PEROT: Absolutely. I apologize. 
SIMPSON: All right. Governor Clinton. 
CLINTON: I think I remember the question. [laughter] (Perot & Clinton, and 
Carole Simpson from the second 1992 presidential debate) 

 

Differentiation - Using humor to differentiate, quite often a person contrasting with their 
opponents, their view with an opponents view, their own social group with others, and so 
forth. Mark DI to signify the function of the humor utterance was differentiation. 

Example - DUKAKIS: And I think the Vice President supported the Bork 
nomination. You know, Mr. Bush has never appointed a judge. I've appointed 
over 130, so I have a record. [laughter]    
 (Michael Dukakis from the second 1988 presidential debate). 

 
 

1.2C. Classifying Humor by Location in Debate 

Coders will classify the humor in debates by the location the utterance occurs in the 
debate.  
Opening Statement - Mark OS to signify the humor utterance occurred in the statement 
labeled by the moderator as “opening statement”. 

 

Closing Statement - Mark CS to signify the humor utterance occurred in the statement 
labeled by the moderator as “closing statement”. 

 

Initial Response - Mark IR to signify the humor utterance occurred in the statement 
immediately after a question was asked to a candidate. 
 

Rebuttal Response - Mark RR to signify the humor utterance occurred in a rebuttal 
response to an opponent(s) response on a question. 
 

Other - Mark OT to signify the humor utterance occurred in a time in the debate that was 
not an opening statement, closing statement, initial response or rebuttal response. 
 

 
 
2. Classifying Newspaper Content 

2.1. Unitizing story into mentions about humor.  A humor utterance is a unit of discourse 
that can express a humorous idea.  The length of an idea can range from a word to phrase 
to a whole paragraph.  
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All newspaper stories about debates from the following newspapers will be analyzed one 
day after, three days after, and seven days after each presidential debate. If a debate 
occurs within seven days of the previous debate, it will also need to be noted if the humor 
mention is about the earlier debate or later debate. 
 
The New York Times 

The Los Angeles Times 

The Washington Post 

The Christian Science Monitor 

The Wall Street Journal (1960, 1976, 1980) 

USA Today (1984-Present) 

 

Example: Nagourney, A. & Toner, R. (2004, October 14). In final debate, clashes on 
taxes and health care. The New York Times, p. 1. 

 
This final debate had its odd, if slightly humorous, moments as well. At one point, 
Mr. Kerry invoked the reports of two networks that he said had described Mr. 
Bush's characterization of Mr. Kerry's health care plan as false.  
 
''In all due respect, I'm not so sure it's credible to quote leading news 
organizations about -- oh, never mind,'' Mr. Bush said, his voice trailing off in a 
nervous laugh. [M1] 
 
''Let me quote the Lewin report,'' he said, and proceeded to do just that, as he 
referred to one analysis that put the cost of Mr. Kerry's health care plan at $1.2 
trillion.  
 
In one of the softer moments of the evening, Mr. Schieffer noted that all three of 
the men on stage were married to strong women. He then asked the candidates 
what they had learned from their spouses. Mr. Bush prompted laughter when he 
responded: ''To listen to them. To stand up straight and not scowl.'' [M2] 
 
Mr. Kerry responded with a reference to his wealthy wife, Teresa.  
 
''Well, I guess the president and you and I are three examples of lucky people who 
married up,'' Mr. Kerry said. 
 
''And some would say maybe me more so than others -- but I can take it,'' Mr. 
Kerry said, also drawing laughs. [M3] 

 (End of Article) 
In this story there were three mentions of humor. The first one [M1] mentions Bush‟s 

response to Kerry characterization of Bush‟s health care plan. The second one [M2] 

refers to comments Bush‟s wife said to him on the first debate. The third comment [M3] 
referred to Kerry marrying up, in money specifically, as his wife is a multimillionaire.   
 
2.2A. Classifying Humor Mentions in Newspaper by Dominance 
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Coders will classify the humor mentions in newspapers by dominance (Riffe, Lacy, & 
Fico, 1998) 
 

Lead Paragraph - Mark LP to signify the humor mention occurred in the lead paragraph 
of a story. The lead is the first paragraph of a news story. 
 

2-5
th

 Paragraph - Mark 25 to signify the humor mention occurred in the 2nd-5th 
paragraphs of the story 

 

Other Paragraph - Mark OP to signify the humor mention occurred in the 6th paragraph 
of a story or later.  
 
2.2B. Classifying Humor Mentions in Newspaper by Paragraphs 

Coders will count the number of paragraphs humor is mentioned in a news story. 
 
 

Coding Rules 

1. The debate texts are unitized by humor utterance.  It is possible that more than one 
utterance could occur in an answer. When this occurs, it is unitized as such and both 
humor utterances must be coded.  As such, a statement like “PEROT: Well, they've got a 
point. I don't have any experience in running up a $4 trillion debt. [laughter] [HU1] I 
don't have any experience in gridlock government where nobody takes responsibility for 
anything and everybody blames everybody else. [HU2]” is unitized into two utterances. 

2. In the event that there a coder raises a concern about a unitized humor utterance or 
newspaper humor mention that is unitized OR a humor utterance/newspaper humor 
mention not unitized that a coder thinks should be unitized, the text in question will be 
reviewed by the author and two coders and a consensus decision will be made regarding 
if the text will be unitized or not. 
 
3. With the debates, please watch/listen to the debates as you are coding them and read 
the newspaper articles. Your goal as a coder is to put your self in the frame of mind of the 
audience.  How would the “average viewer” code the message?   
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Sample Exercises 

"Economic Slurpee" From Michael Dukakis in the 1988 2
nd

 Presidential Debate 

COMPTON: Thank you, Bernie. Mr. Vice President, yes, we read your lips: no new taxes. 
But despite that same pledge from President Reagan, after income tax rates were cut, in 
each of the last five years, some Federal taxes have gone up, on Social Security, 
cigarettes, liquor, even long distance telephone calls. Now that's money straight out of 
people's wallets. Isn't the phrase, no new taxes, misleading the voters? 

(Bush Responds) 

SHAW: Gov. Dukakis, your one-minute response. 

DUKAKIS: Ann, the Vice President made that pledge. He's broken it three times in the 
past year already. So it isn't worth the paper it's printed on. And what I'm concerned 
about is that if we continue with the policies that Mr. Bush is talking about here this 
evening, the flexible freeze somebody described it the other day as a kind of economic 
slurpee [laughter]   he wants to spend billions on virtually every weapons 
system around. He says he's not going to raise taxes, though he has broken that pledge 
repeatedly…. 

Raines, H. (1984, October 22). Reagan and Mondale clash on arms control and C.I.A. in 

debate on foreign policy. The New York Times, p. A1. 

(Start of Article) 

 
President Reagan and Walter F. Mondale battled through a debate tonight that was 
marked by pointed exchanges on foreign policy and Mr. Reagan's competence. 
 
Mr. Mondale hammered at the theme that Mr. Reagan had failed the test of Presidential 
leadership by not curbing the Central Intelligence Agency's activities in Central America, 
not protecting American installations in Lebanon and not mastering the subject matter of 
nuclear arms control. 
 
While the President spent much of the debate defending his policies and clarifying earlier 
statements, he also linked Mr. Mondale to economic and military policies he said were 
rejected four years ago and said his rival had opposed advances in military preparedness 
throughout his career. 
  
'Who's in Charge?' 
 
At one point, in a remark that seemed to make Mr. Reagan angry, Mr. Mondale said: 
''Who's in charge? Who's handling these matters? That's my main point.''  
 
Later Mr. Reagan responded, ''I know it'll come as a surprise to Mr. Mondale, but I am in 
charge.'' 
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In pushing his criticism of Mr. Reagan as a failed leader, Mr. Mondale said the President 
had ignored warnings from the Joint Chiefs of Staff before the deaths of 241 Americans 
in the bombing of the Marine barracks a year ago at the Beirut airport. 
 
He said the nation had been ''humiliated'' by Mr. Reagan's policies in Lebanon and 
''embarrassed'' by the publication of a C.I.A. pamphlet ''giving instructions for hired 
assassins'' in Central America. 
 
Reagan Rebuts Mondale 
Mr. Mondale raised the question of Presidential knowledge most pointedly in discussing 
Mr. Reagan's proposal for space-based antimissile systems, drawing a rejoinder to his 
accusation that the President had extended the arms race into a realm he did not 
understand. 
 
''I'm not a scientist,'' Mr. Reagan said. ''I said, and the Joint Chief of Staffs agreed with 
me, that it was time for us to turn our research ability to seeing if we could not find this 
kind of a defensive weapon.'' He added, ''I don't know what it would be, but if we can 
come up with one I think the world would be better off.'' 
 
Mr. Mondale retorted: ''Well, that's what a President's supposed to know, where those 
weapons are going to be. If they are space weapons, I assume they'll be in space. If 
they're antisatellite weapons, I assume they are going to be armed against any satellite. 
Now this is the most dangerous technology that we possess.'' 
 
Classic Reagan Display 

 
The President, in a classic display of his trademark political style, seized a question about 
his age, 73 years, to respond with double-edged humor to a question about his age. ''I will 
not make age an issue in this campaign,'' said Mr. Reagan, who is the oldest President. ''I 
am not going to exploit for political purposes my opponent's youth and inexperience.'' Mr. 
Mondale, who is 56, joined in the laughter.   
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